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Introduction
aim of the booklet
This booklet is made to help public authorities understand the complexity of
cruise tourism in cities, and in particular small cruise ships (SCS). It is conceived
as a guide to develop a balanced strategy.
SCS are defined as vessels with a maximum length of 200m. Compared to big
cruise ships, SCS are able to moor in the city centre. This study examines the
development of berths in the city. A berth is considered to be in the city if the
cruise tourist is able to explore the city in an autonomous way. Autonomous
means individually by foot, by bike or by public transport.
JOHANN
JOHANN aims at developing the South Baltic area towards an attractive
small cruise ship (SCS) destination. SB city ports & their surrounding tourism
destinations that reach beyond the main cruise routes used by large vessels
will jointly initiate the develop & establishment of cultural & natural heritage
tours for SCS in order to claim their share & occupy a niche in the growing
cruise market. SCS heritage tours in SBSRd will further operate as part of
JOHANN private cruise.
A market for such services exists. SCS tours already operate in SB area, but
hardly ever leave the main routes of established larger ports. Through joint
activities & supported by external experts, partner destinations will turn their
infrastructural limitations for large vessels into an advantage & make use of
the existing potentials to develop & implement heritage cruise products for
SCS & passengers seeking customized high quality experiences. The innovation
of the approach lies in the comprehensive capacity building process (steered
from local support group) within the destinations (targeted advice from
advisory board, training process for relevant actors & applied experiences
through pilot cruise implementation, visit of successful SCS destinations,
learning from river cruise segment) as well as in the cross-border network
of destinations to make them more attractive to SCS operators (approaching
them with marketable all-round carefree products/packages regarding
destination & local/regional touristic services/convenient information
materials/perfectly serving SCS processing with joint port management
standards) & enable the destinations to better exploit economic potentials
of arriving cruise passengers. Additionally the destinations prepare further
investments to improve local conditions to welcome arriving SCS passengers
& preserve maritime functions / revitalize historic heritage city ports through
SCS. JOHANN activities lead to lasting structures, competences & economic
benefit in the SB.
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urban
The analysis and recommendations in this booklet can in some cases also
apply to the mooring of both bigger and smaller cruise ships outside the
city. This booklet, however, focuses particularly on the analysis regarding
the development of SCS in the city centre.
In most cases, arrangement plans for SCS start with the tourist, and are
oriented towards functionality: How to make the current cruise terminal
surroundings (passenger arrival area) more functional and more attractive
to arriving passengers? How to manage the future ISPS-standards, and
how might they be adapted to SCS needs within a South Baltic Sea
standard?

a year, the space can function as a crucial meeting point for locals in the
city. The development of cruise tourism is therefore an urban phenomena
that we cannot separate from its context. It forms an integrated ensemble
with urbanism. Receiving cruise boats in cities is a complex mission that
calls for well-balanced solutions.

First intentions quickly evolve into broader questions related to tourism:

When we speak of the arrangements of SCS, we are in fact also examining
how we can organise the entire waterfronts of cities. In this sense, the
South Baltic cities or the Hanseatic league have an opportunity to become
forerunners in the development of an integrated SCS-strategy, aiming for
a qualitative waterfront. The creation of such a new type of urban form
can innovatively put these cities on the map.

How to improve the quality of stay and how to guide tourists from the
cruise ships to the sights in the city (i.e. rolling out the red carpet)? How to
create synergies between small cruise ships, mega yachts and tall ships?
On an even larger scale, further questions are raised and inherently
interfere with port planning, urbanism, mobility, social fabric, local
heritage and real estate:
How to combine needs and demands of SCS-passengers with the general
tourist attractiveness of the port area? How can historic city ports be
revitalized and how can their traditional maritime functions be preserved
by reserving waterfront areas as accessible public spaces and keeping
them free from other uses (e.g. new construction of houses and offices)?
How to create maritime appeal in the port through an attractive heritage
waterfront? How to eliminate the growing pressure of construction
industry and instead develop these areas in order to benefit the local city
population too (e.g. preparation of later investment in multifunctional
cruise terminal building)?
What starts out as an apparently simple need for SCS, evolves into a
need to intervene in the city itself, and with it come more complex urban
questions around mobility, public space, infrastructure and heritage. At
first glance, the focus on the tourists’ mindset may be privileged. But in
fact, a tourist is only one of the actors in search of a new vision for the
development of the city, and more specifically, of the waterfront.
The space around the berth is inherently used by a lot of different people
and cannot operate as an exclusive area for tourists. It is also set within
a context that has a long and rich history. Located within, or close to, the
centre of the city, it is a public space that belongs to everyone. Moreover,
since cruise tourism is often seasonally and SCS are often only a few days

Neglecting the complexity may be a culpable negligence to the city,
and we may not see this complexity as a restriction. On the contrary,
the request for tourist development offers unique opportunities for the
development of the city itself. Cruise tourism can be a catalysator in
waterfront development.

spatial
This booklet puts the emphasis on the spatial aspects of SCS, without
neglecting the economical, legal, and administrative backdrop within
which we operate. Other conditions such as ownership and governance
can have an important influence on the creation of well-balanced spatial
solutions .
4 scales - xl -l -m - s
This spatial analysis consists of different scales: Reflections on how street
furniture might be introduced take place on a different level than the
need for a bicycle network in the region, or a better connection to an
international airport. For this reason, we identified four scales.
The XL-scale serves to understand global evolutions of tourism, cruise
tourism as well as pollution. The L-scale focusses on the South Baltic Sea as a
transnational unity. The M-scale concerns the city in which the waterfront
plays an important part. The S-scale is limited to the embarkation site for
SCS-ships.
The determination of these four scales is partly a subjective choice. Some
could argue that several intermediate scales such as nations, the German
Bundesländer, the Swedish landskap, city agglomerations, city quarters or
other subspaces deserve a separate scale level in this study.
The choice of partition in scales here will assist in assessing the context
in terms of practical facts on the one hand and of a space to intervene

on the other. The smaller the scale, the more flexible it is, the less inert,
less immobile and easier it is to intervene on its structures and elements.
Global evolutions (XL) such as air pollution as a fast-growing issue, or the
railway network in the South Baltic Sea region (L), are considered more
as an existing framework in which we work, than elements we could
probably change. The street section of a coastal road in a city (M), for
example, versus the design of a canopy to protect people against the
weather (S). The four scales therefore deal with the changing proportion
between context and intervention.
The separation into several different scales is not only helpful to the
planning stage, for an architect or a city planner. The different scales are
also present during the Johann trip itself: the spaciousness of the open
sea, the revelations of a walk through a medieval city, and the cosiness of
a waiting room.
planning context
The context does not only reflect today’s reality. Cities evolve slowly
and authorities try to guide and maintain this evolution by developing
strategies and structural plans. This document does not have the intention
to propose a vision that neglects or overrules existing documents. On the
contrary, all existing plans are considered as part of this context, especially
the planning context in which we operate. The documents consulted
during the limited time of this study are listed in a brief bibliography at
the end of this booklet.

disclaimer
Data pertaining to depth of water, vertical and horizontal clearances as
well as other navigational information are purely informatory. Always
consult official nautical publications and charts for accurate and up-todate information.
list of abbreviations
DE = Germany
ISPS = International Ship and Port Facility Security Code
JOHANN = Joint development of Small Cruise Ship tourism heritage
products in the Southern Baltic Sea Region’ project
LOA = length over all (of the vessel)
PL = Poland
SCS = small cruise ship
SE = Sweden
SB = South Baltic

structure of the document
The booklet is structured in three chapters. The first part concerns an
analysis. It tries to give an overview of the different scales with their
existing features, good practices, and any ongoing projects. It also tries to
identify any potential problems.
Based on the analysis of the first chapter, the second chapter proposes
some guidelines to stimulate good practices in future SCS and waterfront
developments.
The third chapter is an application of these guidelines in the context of
Rostock.
open for progress
The structure allows for other cases, other cities or other information to
be added.
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NECESSITY OF INNOVATION
The excessive growth of cruise tourism all over the world poses new challenges
to port-cities. On one hand, cities and port authorities are happy to stimulate
local economy and tourism. On the other hand, more and more people are
questioning cruise tourism and the negative side effects it can have on local
environments. The cruise industry is forced to reflect more and take into
consideration the effects it has on various local contexts, on its benefits and
on its environmental effects.
MASS TOURISM
Firstly, cruise tourism – even if still marginal within the context of global
tourism – has become one of the main symbols of mass tourism: tourists
debark in groups, are picked up by tour busses and visit cities as a collection of
‘top choices’ or ‘must sees’, not realizing that their visit as a crowd changes the
nature of what they are visiting completely. Examples such as Venice, Malaga
or Amsterdam reveal unplanned, disruptive effects on the city landscape.
Inhabitants often suffer from the increase of prices and high streets are
colonized by hamburger joints or coffee shops that can be found in any other
city too. In this way, even a visit to the most refined Palladian villa in Veneto
may become something generic if you count in the obligatory atmosphere
of tour busses, cameras, overcrowded museum shops and identical travel
guides..

emissions from a large cruise ship compared to the equivalent numbers of cars

Rostock, Kalmar, Karlskrona or Szczecin are still far away from cities such as
Venice or Barcelona in terms of the effects mass tourism has had on the cities.
Nevertheless they should be aware of possible negative effects mass tourism
can have on the social fabric of their cities, even on a less intensive scale.
BUSINESS MODEL
Secondly, cruise companies’ business models are focussed on tourists
spending their travel budget as much as possible on board: sleeping, eating,
the sale of bus excursions or souvenirs, causing minimal profit for the local
communities.

tourists overcrowding santorini, experience on a hop-on hopoff bus, cruise ship in venice
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seca -norm

AIR AND NOISE POLLUTION
Thirdly, cruise ships cause a lot of nuisance and are more and more blamed in
efforts to make cities more sustainable and liveable. Cities such as Marseille,
Rotterdam or Antwerp for example are struggling with air and noise pollution
caused by large cruise ships.
SCS-ships are smaller but moor closer to the city centre where the sensitivity
and the impact on people is more significant. First of all, cities will be forced
to abandon the use of combustion engines to generate energy for mooring
ships. But even for navigating ships in and out of the port fairway into the open
sea, evaluations will need to be made of what type of energy is acceptable
and what the cleanest alternative is. Shore side electricity or heat networks
form alternatives to deliver energy to mooring ships while docked in the city.
The solution for navigating ships is more difficult. In the Baltic Sea and the
North Sea, the European SECA-norm (Sulphur Emission Control Area) is
applied to reduce the emission of sulphur, caused by diesel and heavy fuel.
In the short term, liquified natural gas (LNG) is appropriate to replace diesel
or heavy fuel (Study of MAN Diesel & Turbo). In the long term, research
on electrically run ships will demonstrate how batteries, charged on shore
with carbon free energy, solar energy, wind energy or potential other hybrid
systems can make the emission of ships cleaner.
WATER TREATMENT
What is applicable for energy, can also be applied to the disposal of ‘grey’ and
‘black’ water and waste. Cruise ships usually dispose waste water in the open
sea. Discharging closer than the statutory 12 miles from land is forbidden.
Passenger ships have to put more emphasis on water treatment and water
recuperation on board in order to use less water and to discharge only clean
water that is harmless to the environment in the open sea. On the other
hand, connections to the sewage system of the city at the berth have to be
provided.
WASTE

study of german ngo nabu
(german nature and biodiverstiy conservation union)

A XL

Passenger ships are forced to comply with all circular regulations which
countries and cities are developing for garbage, such as leftover food, bottles,
cans, cardboard, paper – everything we are accustomed to dispose of in our
litter bins or recycling boxes.

articles from le monde, the guardian and nltimes
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CITY

JOHANN

Smaller ships can potentially moor closer to the city center than bigger cruise
ships. Even in cities where big cruise ships anchor more regularly such as
Rostock. Tourists from these smaller cruise ships will be less dependent on
tailor-made transport systems to reach the city center and can develop a
more autonomous way to explore the city and its region.
As mentioned in the introduction, the development of infrastructure for SCSships is strongly related to city development. The welcoming of passenger
ships in the middle of the city can open up new types of urban forms that
enrich the city. The cruise industry has to look further than the short-term
benefits and has to collaborate in the creation of new spaces for the city.

Aiming for more innovation, the initiative of Johann’s small cruise ships has to
be considered as a next, necessary, and welcomed step in the development of
cruise shipping, as a more integrated, smaller, locally anchored and sustainable
way of travelling.

CLASSIFICATION OF SMALL CRUISE SHIPS
There is no clear classification of cruise and passenger ships. The criteria
on which a classification is made, differs. In some instances it refers to the
number of passengers, in others to the weight or the dimensions of the
ships. Moreover, the classification is not unambiguous. Small, medium-sized,
big, large, very large ships are not used in an univocal way. This has already
been mentioned in the Cruise Port Benchmark Study1. For that reason, the
Benchmark Study defined SCS as ships with less than 1000 pax, a draft of
maximum 6 meters and a length of maximum 200m. The beam of the ships
is not determined in this identification. In the Small Cruise Ship Guide Book2,
the definition is made by a maximum in the overall length of maximum 250m.
This identification is a first step to classification. Identification and classification
of SCS is necessary to interact with port constructions such as fairways, locks
and berths in the South Baltic Sea. Following our interviews, the lack of
standards currently leads to cities having several options for berths according
to the size of ships and the possibilities to moor them. The city of Szczecin for
example has two berths: one close to city that fits into the philosophy of the
Johann-project and one in the industrial port area in case the first berth is not
sufficient3.
Without identification and classification, the risk is that cities invest in port
adaptations without clarifying the evolution of SCS. It would be a shame if
dredging works, the design of locks and quay wall adaptations are surpassed
by bigger SCS after only a few years.
The ‘Classification of European Inland Waterways’ can be an example for more
standardisation for SCS. Inland ships are classified in classes I to VII for all large
navigable waterways forming part of the Trans-European Inland Waterway
network within Continental Europe and Russia4. Length, beam and draught of
ships are here defined.
Based on the first analysis and awaiting more information, a first classification
of SCS hopes to open the discussion around more standardisation, as
suggested in the figure on the right.
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Cruise Port Benchmark Study, p11
Small Cruise Ship Guide Book, p1
In the Johannproject SCS are defined as ships with a maximum length of
180m and a maximum number of passengers of 700 pax.
3
Interview Szczecin dd 31/10/2018, see Annex
4
European Conference of Ministers of Transport (12 June 1992). Resolution
No. 92/2 on New Classification of Inland Waterways
1
2

87

98 PAX
70 CREW
89

hydrogen driven shuttle, hydroville cmb, belgium

208 PAX
164 CREW

134

550 PAX
200 CREW

electric battery driver ferry, ms ampere, norway

160

Hurtigruten cruise ships with hybrid propulsion

1266 PAX
418 CREW
203

electric inland containership, Netherlands
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propulsion by windturbines, E-ship 1, Germany
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ISPS
Sea ships are regulated by the International Ship and Port Facility Security
(ISPS).
Levels of application of the code
The core area of the ISPS-code is a reliable access control to port facilities
and ships. There are different alternative opportunities to ensure that:
fencing, security guards, security patrols, surveillance by CCTV - intelligent
move detection, sensors in general (intrusion detection, movement sensors,
photoelectric sensors) – all in different combinations.
The code has 3 levels of laws and regulations and a fourth level of execution
of those codes for each port.
01-International level
The regulations derive from the International Maritime Organization (IMO).
They publish the International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS),
in which chapter XI-2 contains the Regulation XI-2/3 : the International Ship
and Port Facilities Security Code, which is the ISPS code. Part A of this Code
is mandatory, part B contains guidance on how to best comply with the
mandatory requirements.
02-Level of the European Union
In Europe, law 725/2004 and directive 2005/65 EG, port security applies
for an entire port area. This regulation makes mandatory a number of
recommendations introduced into Part B of the ISPS Code.
03-National Level
Countries can have an additional level of detail added to the previous laws.
In some cases, specific requirements are demanded for each port, since the
harbour master has the final responsibility on safety.
On the international and European level, no details are prescribed for the
height of the fences etc. Most of the time the specifications of the ISPS
enclosures are project and port bound.
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03a-Germany
There is a minimum standard in Germany: all persons (PAX and CREW / visitors)
have to be checked by sufficient technical checking devices such as metal
detectors (hand-held or walk-through). The same applies to their luggage also
(e.g. XRay). The height of fences can vary according to the location, often they
are around 2m high.
With a higher security level the height will remain the same but extra
measurements will be taken such as the engagement of guards. All feasible
alternatives are possible, depending on the actual local circumstances, risk
assessment and alternative security measures.
03b-Sweden
In Sweden the European law deriving from ISPS (SOLAS) is directly implemented
without any national addition to it. Regarding the spatial implementation
there are no specific rules. There should always be an approved plan that is
evaluated as a whole, rather than on separate detailed rules as for example
the height of a fence. The Swedish take precedents from MARSEC (European
board, +-6 assemblies each year, with questions asked in the presence of all
EU states) as a reference.
03c-Poland
Matters concerning the entry of a ship into the harbour and the place of
mooring should comply with the Harbour Regulations. In these specific port
facilities ISPS issues have no influence on spatial planning. In Poland matters
regarding the security of ships and port facilities are regulated by the Act of
4 September 2008 on ship and port security (Journal of Laws of 2018, item
435).
04-Port Level
The local port authority has to carry out the final role in the enforcement
of ISPS regulations. It is the harbour master who has the final responsibility
on ISPS. He or she will make a risk assessment and evaluate the proposed
measures on ISPS.

Types of vessels

I

II

III

14 x

Spits

Length 38,5 meters - width 5,05 meters draught 2,20 meters - cargo capacity 350 tonnes

Campine vessel

Length 55 meters - width 6,60 meters draught 2,59 meters - cargo capacity 655 tonnes

Dortmund-Ems canal vessel

Length 67 meters - width 8,20 meters draught 2,50 meters - cargo capacity 1.000 tonnes

IV

Rhine-Herne canal vessel

Va

Large Rhine vessel

Length 85 meters - width 9,50 meters draught 2,50 meters - cargo capacity 1.350 tonnes

Length 110 meters - width 11,40 meters draught 3,00 meters - cargo capacity 2.750 tonnes

14 x
22 x
14 x
22 x
40 x
14 x
22 x
40 x
54
14 xx
22 x
40 x
54 x
120
14 xxx
22

40
54 xx
120
160 xx
14 x
22
40 x
54 x
120
160 xx
220 x
14 x
22
54 x
40
160
120 x
220
440 x
14 x
22
54 xxx
40
120
160
220
440
120xx

Vlb
Vlc

Four or six lighter pushing unit

Va

Standard tank vessel

120
250xxxxx
440
72
380
60
x
16
100 x
250xxx
120
72
380
240
xx xx
60
100
16

Vla

Large Rhine vessel

Length 135 meters - width 11,40 meters draught 3,5 meters - cargo capacity 4.000 tonnes

Two lighter pushing unit

Length 172 meters - width 11,40 meters draught 4 meters - cargo capacity 5.500 tonnes

Length 193 meters - width 22,80 / 34,20 meters diepgang 4 meters - laadvermogen 11.000 / 16.500 tonnes

Length 110 meters - width 11,40 meters diepgang 3,50 meters - cargo capacity 3.000 tonnes

Vb

Large tank vessel

Va

Car vessel

250x x
72
240
x x
380
Vormgeving: © Stephan
le x
Sage
60
16
100
x
240
x x
250
72 x
240 x
60 x
240
xx x
16
100
72
x

Length 135 meters - width 21,80 meters draught 4,40 meters - cargo capacity 9.500 tonnes

Length 110 meters - width 11,40 meters draught 2,00 meters - cargo capacity 530 cars

III

Container vessel (Campine class)

Va

Standard container vessel

Vb

Large container vessel

22 xx
160
54
xxx
40
120
440
120
220
x
380 x
40
xxx
120
160
220
440
54
xx
120
380 x
60 x
440
120
54
xxxx
160
220
380
120 x x
60 x
120
16 xx
440 x
160
380
120
xx
220
60 x
16 x
100xx
120
380x x
440
160
220
60 xx
16 x
100 x
120 x
380
/x xx
440
60
220
250
660
16 x
100 x

Vb

Class

Va

Length 63 meters - width 7 meters draught 2,50 meters - cargo capacity 32 TEU

Length 110 meters - width 11,40 meters draught 3,00 meter - cargo capacity 200 TEU

Length 135 meters - width 17 meters draught 3,50 meters - cargo capacity 500 TEU

Ro-ro vessel

Length 110 meters - width 11,40 meters draught 2,50 meters

72
240
xx x
250
100 x
240 x

250
240
x x
72xx
240
250 x
240
72xx
240 x
240
72xx
240 x

Vlb

Coupled formation (vessel with pushed lighter)
Average length 185 meters - width 11,40 meters draught 3,50 meters- cargo capacity 6.000 tonnes

240 x
240 x
240 x
240 x

Vlb

Coupled formation (vessel with pushed vessel)
Average length 185 meters - width 11,40 meters draught 3,50 meters - cargo capacity 6.000 tonnes
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160
120
440
220x x
40
54 x
120 x
160
40
xxxx
220
120
440
54 x
160
120 xx
440
220
120
54
x xx
380 x
120
xx
160
220
120xxx
440
120
xx
380
160
xx
60
440
x
220
120xx
380
160
xx
60
120xxx
220
440
16 x
380 x
220
60 x
440
x
120
16 xx
100 x
380
440
60 xx
120
16 xx
100 xx
380
60 xx
120
250 x
16 x
100 xx
380
60
x
250
72
16
xx
380 x
100 x
60
xx
250
72
x
16
x
100
240
x x
60 x
250
72
16
xx x
240
x x
100
250
240
xx x
16
72 x
240
x x
100

Classification of European Inland Waterways
Vormgeving: © Stephan le Sage
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SEA AS SPACE
The common mind-set of tourist organisations is generally focussed on unities,
like countries (France, Spain, Norway), regions (Bourgogne, Swarzwald) or
cities (Rome, Stockholm). In that way, seas are often seen either as borders or
coasts (the Côte d’Azur, the Riviera, the Costa del Sol) without much attention
to the other side of the sea. The particularity of cruise tourism changes this
traditional mind-set. It makes the previously unconsidered space of the sea
more tangible to tourists.
Relations across the water can however be historically, culturally and
economically very significant. The Greek poleis reaching from Marseille
(France), to Alexandria (Egypt) and Tyre (Lebanon) were connected by the
Mediterranean Sea during the Greek empire but is now seldom seen as one
touristic unity. The same could be said about the range of cities between Le
Havre (France) and Hamburg along the North Sea that form today’s logistic
gateway to Europe for containers and other freight. Even though they are
continuously linked by the worlds’ biggest shipping companies like Maersk
or MSC, few travel guides will identify the North Sea from Hamburg, via
Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Antwerp, Ghent, Bruges, Dunkerque, Calais to Le
Havre as the biggest trans-shipment area to mainland Europe. Exploring land
via the sea makes a lot of sense and can give us new insights into historical,
cultural and economical overseas relations. In this respect, an excursion by
Johann’s small cruise ships along a number of eight Hanseatic cities that were
once part of a fascinating network, stretching out from Bruges (Belgium) to
Pskow (Russia), to Kalmar (Sweden) and Turku (Finland) across the South Baltic
and North Sea, reveals in a kaleidoscopic way the importance of maritime
areas as an excellent destination for tourists.
Due to cruise tourism, new relations are born, old ones revitalised and existing
ones reinforced, opening up tourist trajectory to new perspectives onto the
land. In its experience, the sea therefore becomes also a touristic ‘space’.
This experience is as valuable for tourists arriving from far away, as for locals
wanting to explore the other side of their waters.
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historical hanseatic league

Kemi

Oulu

Umea

Kokkola

St Petersburg

Turku
Helsinki
Mariehamn

Stockholm
Talinn

Visby
Kalmar
Venspills

BALTIC SEA

Karlskrona

Copenhagen

Malmo

Riga

Klaipeda

The area of the Baltic Sea forms a union. The relation between the cities
around the Baltic is quite particular as they are linked by ferry lines and
supplied from the water side.
SUBSPACES

Stralsund
Hamburg

Rostock
Wismar
Szczecin

AREA OF RESEARCH

The network on the water can be divided into three zones marked by higher
activity on the waterways. These zones are characterised by short distances
between cities that can be covered overnight or during the day. The JOHANN
cities are all located in what we define as the ‘South Baltic area’.
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Sassnitz

ANALYSIS OF THIS SPACE
A scope of the infrastructure of the South Baltic Sea shows us how the region
functions as a whole and how it is connected. It detects how the several cities
are connected and how people can move or travel in the South Baltic Region.
Travelling is often seen as a necessary evil, but it is one of the activities on
which tourists spend more time. In that perspective, it is important to see
travelling first of all as a need, and therefore considers its efficiency, but also as
an activity that can be pleasant too. For that reason, we need well connected
infrastructure, stimulating waiting zones, appealing architecture, convenient
vehicles, accessible information about timetables, and easy ticketing.
Airports are in most cases the starting point for international cruise tourists
in the region. The region has a lot of regional airports. These airports can
be used to charter airplanes for the purpose of cruise trips. In that way, an
airplane (300p) of French people f.e. can be welcomed at Rostock Airport and
guided by bus (5x60p) or by public transport (if connected) to the waterfront.
Concerning the railway network, infrastructure is the first requirement for
railway services. Secondly, connections, travel time and frequency complete
the service, and are often delivered by national railway companies. We
detected two important types of infrastructural connections: connections to
airports, connections along the coast line and connections to the hinterland.
Most of the regional airports are not connected to railway infrastructure.
It’s important to integrate airport infrastructure into the railway network or
public transport network so that passengers and tourists can independently
travel to and from the airport.
Concerning connections along the coast line, each country has these various
types of connections. At first sight, the cities of Wismar, Rostock, Stralsund,
Szczecin, Karlskrona and Kalmar are well connected to the coastline
infrastructure. The railway track to Sassnitz forms a dead-end, plugged onto
the main coastline railway. The existence of railway infrastructure makes it
possible to exploit railway lines along the coastline: from Lubeck to Szscezin,
over Wismar, Rostock and Stralsund and from Stockholm to Malmö over
Kalmar and Karlskrona. These connections can be important to reinforce the
South Baltic area, to share tourist attractions and infrastructure along the
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coastline, to travel with tourist groups, to invite cross-cultural dialog or to
exchange specialised people like guides, etc… . Effective service connections
and their frequency are often related to actual demand. Actual demand for
railway infrastructure is related to urban development (densification of cities,
transit oriented development, avoiding urban sprawl, …).
Concerning connections to the hinterland, we remark a difference between
Germany/Poland and Sweden. In Sweden, most important cities like Stockholm
or Malmö are coastal cities too. In Poland and Germany, the infrastructure to
hinterland exists. Nevertheless, in Germany for example, the service of train
connections between Berlin and the coast line could be better. Stralsund,
Rostock-Warnemünde and Sassnitz have a history of coastal tourism and
are geographically nearby the Berlin agglomeration (metropolitan area of
6M people). However, the train connections take a least 3h10’ (Wismar),
2h40’ (Rostock), 3h10’ (Stralsund) and 4h (Sassnitz) for respectively 241km
(Wismar), 222km (Rostock), 273km (Stralsund) and 320km (Sassnitz). Taking
into account that the Baltic Sea is an economically (port area), educationally
(universities) and touristically (coast line, cruise, …) complementary area to
the metropolitan area of Berlin. Especially taking into account that owning
a car will become less attractive within metropolitan areas, and railway
infrastructure and services could form a crucial link to the qualities of the
South Baltic Sea area. In comparison to France, the coastal and port city of Le
Havre is now connected to Paris in 2h17’ (200km). France is now building a
high speed train to Le Havre to shorten the travel time to 1h15. In that way,
Le Havre and the Normandy coast becomes part of the metropolitan area
of Paris. What if there was a ‘Berlin-am-Meer’ connection to Stralsund and
Rostock in about 1h15?
Ferry lines link the cities around the Baltic. The criss-cross of ferry lines
completes the infrastructural network on land to link the region as a whole.
The scale of the South Baltic Sea makes it possible to travel overnight or during
the day. The interchange in ferry ports (ferry terminals) to other networks
like roads, railway and public transport is essential to offer an efficient but a
pleasant way too to travellers.
Road infrastructure: Some areas have a higher density of roads. Coastal roads
will be of main interest to this research. (see below)
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trainnetwork in poland, germany, nordic countries
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CITIES IN THE SOUTH BALTIC NETWORK
The role of each city in the South-Baltic network is different.
Some are Metropolis’5, for example Hamburg, Copenhagen-Malmö, Berlin or
Szczecin. Others are rather Regiopolis’6 like Rostock. Then Karlskrona, Kalmar,
Wismar or Stralsund are smaller cities, sometimes part of a bigger hinterland/
community. And finally cities like Sassnitz offer a gateway to nature.
RELATION TO THE SEA
The cities’ relation to the sea varies. There are coast cities like Wismar, river
cities like Szczecin, archipelago’s like Kalmar and Karlskrona or RostockWarnemünde are a combination of these.
FLOATING HOTEL – BOATS AND CITIES
The particularity of traveling with a cruise ship is that it becomes a fixed
element from which to explore, i.e. the ship as a floating hotel is in fact
moving. This fixed element then plugs into, or docks onto, various landscapes
and cities.
SOUTH BALTIC FLEXIBILITY
Johann’s small cruise ships will link cities on both sides of the South Baltic Sea
of at least three countries, Germany, Poland and Sweden: Rostock, Wismar,
Stralsund, (Sassnitz), Szczecin, Karlskrona, Kalmar and Gydnia. What connects
these cities is the sea space of the South Baltic Sea and the history of the
hanseatic city network.
This connection seems to provide Johann’s small cruise ships a strong identity
without limiting the flexibility within this network of cities: The number of
participating cities can change, the trajectories by ship are not necessarily
determined and the content of each trip remains adaptable. In this way,
there’s enough flexibility to compose a diverse, rich and dynamic program of
trips.
The cities may be less known than Hamburg, Copenhagen, Sint-Petersburg,
Stockholm, Tallinn or Helsinki, but this form of travelling on smaller cruise
ships provides an identity to both the actual trips as well as to the network
of cities itself that is less generic and more distinctively exceptional. With the
number of passengers limited to small ships of 500 to 700 pax., the trips are
more ‘gemütlich’.
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map with handbooks for each city (source: www.smallships.eu)

Wikipedia EN: Metropolis: A metropolis is a large city or conurbation which
is a significant economic, political, and cultural center for a country or region,
and an important hub for regional or international connections, commerce,
and communications.
6
Wikipedia EN: Regiopolis: A regiopolis is a city outside the core of a metropolitan
area, that serves as an independent driving force for development within a
larger region. The concept is used to develop midsized urban regions within
regional, national and global contexts. For its surrounding region, the terms
regiopolis region and regiopolitan area can be used and may be shortened to
regio (similar to metropolitan area and metro)
5

kalmar

szczecin

wismar

rostock

sassnitz

top views from above the cities in the future scs network
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ANALYSIS I SCALE M CITY
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GENERAL
Scale XL and L are the most common scales, with scale M being a more sitespecific scale that differs from city to city. How can we make an analysis that
is relevant to each city? How can we respect the specificity of each city? How
can we avoid stimulating the same, and instead celebrate difference? At first
sight, very different contexts are struggling with the integration of the same
needs. A general solution for all will therefore never satisfactorily fit.
For this reason we need to understand the dynamics of the city and its
waterfront better, in order to detect, define and analyse the different
elements which shape the waterfront. Research and design by elements is an
efficacious method, used for decades and applied by many different architects
and urbanists.
In order to better understand the waterfront and its specific function,
dynamics, structures and context, we need to disassemble its various
different elements. The detection and definition of its components, elements
and urban figures then leads us to a shared vocabulary that provides us with
a common ground. This vocabulary and knowledge about the functioning of
a waterfront will permit a more effective and sustainable intervention into its
structures.
The selection of elements and the knowledge acquired of the waterfront are
to some extend always subjective and therefore an incomplete choice. This
should however not deter us from trying to establish a shared basis upon
which to remain open to change, comments and suggestions.
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ELEMENTS OF THE WATERFRONT
Analysis by separating the waterfront into elements
(1) City and (2) Port

As two different systems. The rupture between these different urban tissues
does not reside only in a simple morphological fracture. The morphology
of places is the result of several underlying structuring systems that differ
greatly.
In the city, the public space of streets, squares and parks is the common
denominator that gives coherence to the urban fabric. The quality of space
is essential for pedestrians, residents, students, elderly people and children
to live in a harmonious way.
In the port area, a completely different logic prevails. It is not so much
the public domain that organises space, but rather the flow of goods.
Flows, seamless trajectories, security, just-in-time deliveries or return on
investment dictate its imperatives. For example, fences and gates, storage
spaces, sliding crane rails, dimensions of boats, trucks and containers
are essential in spatial planning, often at the expense of sidewalks, social
control, perspectives, parks, liveability and attractiveness.
(3) The waterfront area

Can be seen as an ensemble of public space, where the city touches the
riverside or coastline. Nowadays, most waterfronts belong to the city, while
some parts of the port can belong to the waterfront too. Here, special
attention is put on the location of the berth for SCS.
(4) Water structure

As an ensemble of water along the waterfront and its different functions
(sea, river, marina, military zone, swimming area…)

(10) View axes

Seen as the selection of picturesque outlooks, views, perspectives onto,
from and around the waterfront area.
(11) The coastal road

As the road infrastructure parallel to the waterfront. Strictly, it can be seen
as part of the pavement layer, but it is often too important for the waterfront
to not consider it as a separate urban element. Often an ambiguous, urban
form, it can be seen as being both part of the vehicle infrastructure as well
as part of the organisation of public space. The more mixed its use is, the
more potential it has to become a wide pedestrian street where people can
sit, stroll or bike along, and hence the more it is considered an integral part
of the public city network.
(12) The city façade

Is the elevation of the city along the waterfront. The plinth, formed by the
totality of all ground floors along the waterfront, is an important part of the
city façade. The relation of the city façade to the coastal road is a relevant
aspect too. What type of interaction is perceivable between the plinth of
the city façade and the coastal road? Are there interactions of public life, or
is it only a buffer zone, consisting of secondary rest spaces such as parking
lots, wastelands or other undefined green spaces that separate city from
waterfront?
(13) Berth for SCS

As the place where SCS moor.
(14) Lighting

(5) The topography

The section perpendicular to the water visualizes the topography of the city.

As places which are lit up, and how they are lit up. We distinguish between
obscure and clearly lit zones. These might be intimate corners, accentuated
building façades, street lighting indicating paths or seating areas.

(6) The green structure

(15) Security and ISPS-arrangements

This includes parks, vegetation, green open spaces, ...
(7) The pavement

Is the ensemble of infrastructure responsible for a secure environment.
These might consist of fences, porches, CCTV and other forms of surveillance.

This includes paths, squares, road surface, connections with the public
space of the city,...

(16) Signage and street furniture

(8) The building layer

(17) The pedestrian network

Includes the entirety of buildings along the waterfront. It encompasses
all autonomous constructions along the waterfront area, such buildings,
canopies and other structures, as well as the transition zone towards the
denser cityscape.
(9) The program

Includes all functions in the area such as housing, recreation, cultural
infrastructure, public buildings, educational infrastructure, industrial
activities, offices, and the degree to which there is an overlap between this
several functions is an important parameter that requires investigation.
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Any signage, or urban furniture as indications to the public.
As an ensemble of paths along the waterfront. It is closely linked to the
element listed here as pavement (7). This kind of space however can have
a clear behavioural impact on pedestrians’ movements. The activity of a
pedestrian is very rich and much more complex than we often assume at
first sight. A pedestrian can walk, stroll, hike, run, or simply sit and rest.
The range of these different behaviour is determined by the arrangement
of space. It is connected to pedestrian crossings, sidewalks, streets and
paths that lead to the rest of the city. It determines approaches of sites and
buildings, links, stops as part of public transport systems (see 18), and can
effectively be provided by adapted street furniture (see 16).

(18) The bicycle network

Is the network system of bicycle lanes that opens up the city and its region.
Part of the network includes the implementation of bicycle parks or other
shared renting systems.
(19) The public transport network

Is the totality of metro, bus, tram, local ferry lines, train and regional ferry
lines that open the city and its region up to other cities. It includes main
stations, waiting areas, and bus stops.
(20) The car network and parking facilities

Road infrastructure and the space dedicated to the car consists of different
types of roads (carfree roads, secondary roads, primary roads, regional
roads, highways), the width of the street and the number of driving lanes,
the speedlimit and the real speed and parking places. Open air parking or
parking buildings connected to the road infrastructure. Parking places and
the parking circulation take a lot of place. In public places, open air parking
is often a ‘game breaker’ to stimulate public life and social interaction.
(21) Facilities:
(21a) The sewage system, (21b) Electricity network, (21c) Gas network, (22d)
Heat network

As infrastructural networks provide facilities to the city. Their presence and
capacity are important in the connection to SCS in order to make cruise
tourism more sustainable. The gas network can be a network or a storage of
LNG in tanks.
(21e) Waste network, (21f) (Food) delivery

Are supply chains with its specific patterns in the city that consist of container
traffic, container parks, waste processing and storage, delivery systems,
refrigerated containers, etc….
(22) The tourist map

Is an almost impossible map. It usually suggests that one can predict
where tourists want to go and where they may not go. These maps are
often compartmentalized, commercialised and fixed to a strict navigational
network. The behaviour of tourists however is more complex than the visits
to all tourist attractions. If one reconsiders what a tourist attraction may be,
then maybe other sites can become interesting too. Back streets, little known
places, squares, street corners or simply different buildings can be attractive
for tourists too.
Tourism is a dynamic and always evolving field and market. These dynamics
seen over time can be reflected by strengthening weaknesses and pushing
for opportunities that move away from a simple SWOT-analysis. We discover
one by one cash cows with a high relative market share and a low market
growth rate, stars with a high relative market share and a high market growth
rate, dogs with a low relative market share and a low market growth rate and
wild cats with a low relative market and a high market growth rate .

Freely translated, we could argue that commercial tourist organisations like
tour operators or tourist guides are focussing on cash cows and stars. Dogs
are the tourist attractions that lost their popularity or were never attractive
in comparison to the invested means. Wild cats form promising attractions
for the future. Wild cats are difficult to assess.
The attention and emphasis on wild cats opens the way to a more embedded
tourism in a dynamic region. The need for a new generation of tourism
is not only proclaimed by local people who dislike the disruption to their
environment, but also by people simply demanding a more sustainable
tourism. It’s often also a demand by the tourists themselves. We should
say that wild cats are an indicator of the dynamism of tourism. It deals with
unexpectable aspects of destinations that we can’t predict. Wild cats fit
well to the Johann cruise tourist. More and more tourists don’t want to
be seen as part of a crowd or moving mass of people, nor part of guided
tours that neglect the existing local environment or rhythm of everyday life.
On the contrary, they want to be respective, sincerely curious, explorative,
autonomous, and are interested in the historical as much as in the daily life
of today’s citizens. Why should you eat Belgian chocolate in shops where
Belgians never buy chocolate? If we praise folkloristic manufacturing like
bobbin lace, why can’t it be interesting to also have a look at todays’ local
industry or tomorrows’ cultural artefacts, be this local food, alternative
energy, gaming, 3D-printing, music or festivals, if it is outstanding for its
region? It can sometimes also be a relief for tourists to be able to become
invisible amongst the citizens of the city they visit in this experience of daily
life.
The idea of a more embedded tourism opens up a lot of opportunities of
keeping tourist trips dynamic and adaptable to the kind of clients (elderly
people, young people, those with an interest in gastronomy, music or any
other particular (sub-)cultural phenomenon, etc…). This approach also
allows for an evolution through time, that besides the established tourist
sites, interests and local practices might change. A bigger focus on wild cats
can be an important step to more embedded tourism.

(23) PEOPLE - multifunctionality

The waterfront area is shaped by various different elements and urban
forms that interact and form together the waterfront space. Here,
everyday social relations take place, and over time they form memories and
eventually histories. Also atmospheres come and go. One day, it may be
misty, desolate and gloomy. On another day, the waterfront might literally
light up during sunset or sunrise, or metaphorically light up when events
take place and thousands of people congregate on the site.
The diversity and richness of actual social relations can’t be determined by
design. But it can be encouraged. Recognising the potential and possibility

water structure (4)

pavement

green structure

building layer

of existing social fabric, and designing with these in mind, can be an
important step towards a waterfront that accommodates a rich diversity of
uses, people, atmospheres, events and social interactions.
From this perspective, the multifunctionality (23) of the public space is an
important aspect for things to happen one might not be able to predict. The
idea is to create a waterfront which can be appropriated by a most diverse
range of uses, and users, at most unexpected times. This then allows for a
waterfront that is not only functional but vibrant and meaningful to people
from all walks of life.

example - analysis by decomposing layers - waterfront park papeete (tahiti)
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Johann’s small cruise ships could appeal to this kind of tourism and present
the selected city-regions in a very dynamic way. Taking into account the
individual interests of each client makes everything potentially interesting.
There is no doubt that the Gothic St. Mary’s Church, the local zoo, the
botanical garden or the beach of Warnemünde will always remain an
attraction, but could we not also imagine that certain back streets, daily
food spots for Rostockers, bike tours to the outskirts, or other apparently
ordinary things may be fascinating to visitors too?

Are you there?

And? Do you get an answer?

I just arrived at the train station, yes. It has a large baggage
storage facility, a bike rental, a cash machine, a toilet, a lift,
wifi, and even a bakery. The strange thing is that I can’t see
a city center yet from here. Large office or retail buildings
surround the station. But I’ve found the cycle path onto the
main road and follow the two-lane drive into what is starting to
become a little more urban. I’m hoping to find some people to
speak to. Swaying off the main road I come across a waterless
fountain, or sculpture, surrounded by tall apartment blocks.
It’s simple, minimal and there’s something playful about it.
‘Wohnungseigentümergemeinschaftsprojekt’ it reads on the
plaque, that’s a lot of words in one: apartment-ownershipcommunity-project. (image 01)

I don’t. But I get another questioning thought from a grumpy
looking man who passes by me pushing a trolley down the
pedestrian street. He says something about ‘die Tage sind vorbei.
Heutzutage sagt niemand mehr Entschuldigung’. (Those days are
over. Today no one apologises anymore). But I’m not sure he’s
actually speaking to me. Welche Tage, which days? I want to ask,
but he’s already on his way.

And do you get to speak to anyone?
There’s no one around, but I continue towards the center, sure to
find someone there. An open space with a solid brick tower marks
the medieval entrance to the old town. A bearded man is sat on a
bench on a platform reaching over into a park landscape below,
a mother is hushing her child to sleep in a pram and a young
couple is walking past holding two bags each. I am bound to find
someone here to speak to. I notice a small bronze sculpture of a
young girl holding a bunch of flowers. I am about to look at the
plaque when an elderly lady next to me says: ‘warten Sie bis Sie
das andere Mädchen gesehen haben’ (wait until you’ve seen the
other girl). Which other girl I ask her? She tells me that many
squares are here adorned with public sculptures. Her favourite is
another sculpture of a girl: ‘ein Mädchen, mit leicht gebeugtem
Kopf, so zierlich und rührend hällt sie ihre Hände ineinander
und trinkt,’ (a girl with her head slightly bowed, so delicate and
touching she holds her hands together and drinks) while gesturing
with her hands. ’Ich kenne sie noch von meiner Kindheit’ she says,
a sculpture she remembers from her childhood. I try to work out
what moment in time that might be, which of the many histories
she has been part of here in this city. ’Ich komme aber eigentlich
nicht gerne ins Zentrum, nicht mehr’ (But I don’t actually like
coming to the center, not any more) she continues. ‘Die Leute
scheren sich nicht mehr um ihre Umgebung. Es herrscht eine
Willkür’ (people are not concerned with their surroundings
anymore, there is an arbitrariness). ‘Willkür’? What does she
mean by ‘arbitrariness’? And what does she mean by ‘not any
more’? ‘Wir brauchen einen Zusammenhalt, das brauchen wir’
(we need something to keep us together, that’s what we need)
she adds. ‘Zusammenhalt’? And what does she mean by ‘holding
together’?

And what about that sculpture of the girl drinking?
I never find it. But I do come across another fountain, waterless
too, with bodies as if floating above ground, some in an embrace.
I join those sat on steps surrounding the fountain for a moment,
watching a mother with her two young daughters sharing
something sweet crouched on a large rock nearby. The sun has
turned the trees golden brown and all benches are filled with
young and old. I’m left thinking about who this ‘us’ or ‘we’ is.

image 01
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Everyone I see here? Or when that ‘back then’ was or ‘those days’
were. It’s history of course, and this place has it’s own particular
history, just like the people who live here, some who have always
lived here and others who joined over time. Like every city, this
one has of course visible as well as invisible traces of its past.
Before coming here I had come across an article in a
local newspaper talking about an initiative here called
‘Verschwundene Orte’, places that have disappeared. It makes
me think of this sense of loss that both the old lady and the
grumpy man expressed. Is it really a loss, or a lack? Or maybe it’s
a generational question? The different times some have lived in,
lived through, and some haven’t. Or maybe it’s just about who
remembers what and where, or who misses or wishes for what,
when, and how. But as I think back at those two encounters,
the elderly lady and the grumpy man have already turned into
memories, into scenes, like moments from a movie, or a play. I
continue weaving through the small streets of the city center as
if wondering through a theatre set. A square lined with majestic
old buildings filled with small market stalls spreads out in front.

The square with the many stalls, with their inviting smells of
flowers and food, could almost be taken from a picture book,
as if frozen in time. A father and his son selling sausages kindly
offer to look after my bike while I drop into the post office to
get a stamp for my postcard. I continue over the Wallanlagen
park with a view beyond the medieval city center. I realise that
of course my visit of the city center does not tell me very much
about the people living here, or at least never enough to paint a
real picture. A search of the ‘Stadtgestalten’, a local online social
platform for people getting together to share interests and skills,
might have shed more light. But as a visitor, you want to see for
yourself, of course, you want to meet the locals face-to-face, and
let the many atmospheres envelop you in its own unique ways.

A INTERLUDIUM - ARTIST BRITT HATZIUS

Where are you now?
I’m now down by the water. The scene is tranquil and peaceful.
Everything is bathed in a soft glow from the setting sun. In
fact, the sunlight almost looks staged, a little too perfect to be
real. A guy is reading his book by the water, a young couple
are snuggled up against each other, a dog-walker is walking,
kids are cycling by on bikes, and both tourists and locals are
enjoying their Matjes Brötchen. People are sat on benches, on
steps, on quayside bollards, and even just on the floor, leaning
against a mooring post. The sailing masts are clattering in the
wind, the small boats are swaying back and forth, and the warm
coloured bricks of the old storage facilities are a reminder of
another past. Like the renovated wooden crane or the remains
of former shipyards that prompt memories of a gone-by-era
of industrious and industrial activity. Trees are dotted all along
the pathway, shielding off the busy road on my left. There are
Fischbrötchen Imbiss boats mooring indefinitely next to a group
of girls rehearsing their skateboard moves on a series of concrete
pillars. There’s a lady sat on a bench who reminds me a little of
the woman I had spoken to earlier. (image 02)
Have you met anyone else?
I’ve just spotted the father and son who were selling the sausages
on the market. The father recognises me and I tell him how
much I am enjoying this waterfront, and how it reminds me of
elsewhere, of all the many places that are connected through the
water, this big mass that you might take for granted when you
live here. ‘Du, ich komm jeden Tag nach der Arbeit, und geniess
das Wasser jeden Tag auf’s neue’ (I come every day after work
and I enjoy the water every day anew) he says. And it’s a good
place to meet people too. His son has already walked off to share
a cigarette with a group of teenagers huddled around one of their
phones. I ask him about the loud ‘Schlager’ music that’s been
drifting across from the West. Some sort of celebration? That’s
the Oktober Fest he says. I’m confused. Isn’t that celebrated in
Bavaria? It’s celebrated here too he explains, they’ve put up a
tent for the weekend.

image 02
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And do you go?
I pass by the tent yes, and see many couples dressed up in Trachten
(traditional costumes). I also spot other groups of people walking
the other way, across the parking lot out towards the large
empty space underneath a gigantic old disused crane. There’s
something filigree about that structure, even if monumental. It’s
lit up orange right now by the setting sun, but I wonder what it
might look like at night, on a full moon night, its shadow cast over
the water. I walk across the empty lot towards the people that
still look like tiny dots from a distance. The Schlager music is now
clashing with beats coming from a much smaller sound-system
installed next to several lightweight, foldable picnic tables and
benches. I park my bike by a stranded boat propped up behind a
small house. It’s a beginning of term celebration, a young man
tells me, organised by and for the newly arrived students in town,
students of one of the oldest universities in the country. Some
have brought drinks, some snacks and others their jogging outfits
and trainers. As next to the tables is an impromptu gym, set up
by a local group of young doctors wanting ’mehr Lebensqualität’
(more quality of life). A set of second-hand training machines are
installed on wooden pallets. ’Ich mache Yoga, Zumba und Cardio.
Hier an der frischen Luft macht Fitness noch mehr Spass’ (I do
Yoga, Zumba and Cardio. Here outdoors with the fresh air, fitness
is even more fun), a 24 year old girl tells me before getting onto
one of the running machines, her hair being blown about in the
evening wind, as if in scene from a movie.
Wrapped up in warm jackets, looking out onto the water, there
are now several small groups of people spread out across the
open space, chatting amongst themselves. Two students are
playing frisbee, and two eight year olds are zooming around on
their scooters.
Looking back towards the city center I can see a couple of lights
still on in what looks like a restaurant nearby, a large brick
building with a sign saying ‘Theater’. The show must be over
soon, and maybe some of the audience will drift towards the
water too.
Looking into the other direction, towards the other side of
the water, you can just about see the wilderness of fields and
meadows lit up by a series of warm yellow lights all along the
waterfront, circling around the basins with the new apartment
blocks that might by now be lit up too.
image 03

I try to trace back who the actors are in this scene: the students,
the groups of teenagers, the children on scooters, on bikes, the
handful of fisherman still winding up ropes along the docks,
and that elderly couple walking their dog that’s just entered the
picture. And then there’s me standing by the crane.
And yes, you’re of course an actor in this scene too. (image 03)
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A INTERLUDIUM - ARTIST BRITT HATZIUS
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The German city situated on the Warnow river is a regiopolis. It is well
connected to the hinterland and overseas by train, by ferry and by its highway
connections. Rostock also has its own international airport. Rostock has an
interesting history and a strong historical center. The combination city and
beach (Warnemünde) is an asset.
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(1) the historical city
The old town is quite dense. The old
town is an ovoid of 1,2m km by 0,8
km area adjacent to the waterfront.
Building blocks provide a compact
structure. Open space is typically
urban and consists of squares, parcs,
streets, boulevards...

(2) the “gründerzeit” quarter
These quarters, at the edge of the
historical city center consist of larger
building blocks. The inside open areas
of the blocks are therefore also bigger.
There is less public space compared
to the old town. The program is mixed
with residential use and small private
businesses.

Lichtenhagen

(3) prefabricated construction
These residential areas are further away
from the city center. The construction
with preproduced industrial plate/
panels, and typology of the traditional
building block is newly interspersed
with public spaces inbetween houses
instead of former private space within
the blocks.

harbour

christinenhafen

(4) the harbour
The area is more fragmented with big,
solitary buildings which have their
internal operation systems. The open
space is bigger and based on the logic
of cargo, trucks, boats, cars, parking
lots...

(5) the urban void
The underlying structure derives from
the port system, whereas it is now
used as a part of the city on the scale
of pedestrians, bikes...
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CITY AND PORT
The seaport area is situated in the north, on the Baltic Sea, and forms an area in itself. The port consists of a ferry terminal, a cargo terminal, a bulk terminal, oil port, chemical port, RO-RO terminal
and intermodal terminal. The cruise terminal is situated at the other side, in Warnemünde.
The city of Rostock is situated more inland along the Warnow river. Remains of the old port can be found in the city. The berth in Christinenhafen is one of these remaining port elements still in
use. The berth is located within walking distance of the city center.

city (1) and port (1)
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Hansestadt Rostock – Masterplanebene
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DEFINITION OF THE URBAN WATERFRONT
The urban waterfront is defined as an area around the ‘Unterwarnow’. The city center on the
south side of the river is facing a more open, less urbanised and green area, “Gehlsdorf”. Along
the waterside of Gehldorf there is a continuous walking and cycling path. This path extends
through the city center on the west side. There the path is not continous. The privatization of a
plot leads the path around the plot to join the tramway and footbridge. The walkable path on the
city side is continous but not designed as a autonomous element. The east side link is provided by
a ferry connection. In the near future, a footbridge is foreseen, connecting Christinenhafen and
Gehlsdorf. This waterfront walk around the Warnow, defines the ”urban waterfront area” and runs
from “Kabutzenhof” in the west untill the Warnow-curve in the east.

the urban waterfront area (3)
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Different waterstructures can be distinguished in the waterfront area. On the city-center-side: a marina (2)(3)(9), a stoned waterfront (1), paved quays, a ferry dock (4), a natural river bed where the Warnow goes
inland (8). The side of Gehlsdorf contains natural borders and piers for leisure (7)(10), canoe and sailingclubs (6).
Since the river going inland (8) is not an access for big cargo-ships, those boats don’t have to cross the area. The oval-shaped space on the water is therefore filled with a variety of activities focused on leisure.
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water structure (4)
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The waterfront area has little height differences. The old town (Altstadt) and suburb (Vorstadt) however, are elevated in comparison to the
waterfront area (2), with a height difference of about 14m between the Christinenhafen and inner city. The slope starts from the riverside
and goes up for one or two building blocks inside the city. This has an impact on the relation between city and water, with an ever elevated
view towards the latter. The connection to the waterfront will have to be designed with this height difference in mind. For example the
Schnickmannstrasse (4), with its steps, continuous pavement and small fountains marks a pedestrian zone and offers views inside the Rostocker
Oval, the future design of the pedestrian and cyclist’ bridge and other connections from Christinenhafen towards the city center. There is a
viewing point on the city-port at the ‘Kanonsberg’/hill. (5)
2

topography (5)
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We can clearly distinguish the green structures in the North and South
side of the Unterwarnow. In the North, at Gehlsdorf, big green zones
with fields of grass, the overgrown former waste deposit, and big trees
make together a vast green edge. The central zone (5) is also connected
to the ‘Hechtgraben-Gebiet’. In the South, at the historical city the
area is focused on a functional use with the wide coastal road. Natural
elements are more fragmented consisting of small residual surfaces
and parks, with the biggest one around Kanonsberg (1). Except for a
few linear elements such as the ‘strips’ of grass, lines of trees (linden)
near the coastal road, the green is not very continuous. The city is
keen to keep the existing trees and prolong the line of trees wherever
possible. (see study of port-entrances)
Along the quay, most of the area is paved except for a zone of grassy
cobblestones (2) and some grass strips on the wateredge and roadside.
We see potential in increasing the value of the residual green on the
roadside to a ‘functional’ strip, integrating a walking path, bicycle lane,
busstops and bike parkings. Another potential is to remove the ‘hard’
surfaces where they are no longer needed since cargo and deliveries
can be limited to certain paths.
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green structure (6)
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On the Rostock side the walkable area consists mostly out of clinkers (1) bordered with concrete. The cycling paths are red. The coastal road and the parking lots are forseen in black asphalt or clinckers. The pavement is concieved
in a functional way along the citt-side. The paths along the Gehldorfside are more aligned with green borders. There is no uniform design connecting the different areas in the waterfront.
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pavement (7)
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In the area between the water and the coastal road solitary building are found. Their massive character and/or historic value makes them dominate the image. The northern part has light weight small buildings, without particular
architectural value. They form a barrier between the city and the water. On the other side of the coastal road, the city center starts. It can be divided into two parts: the east side, old town and the westside. (See more in element
‘facades’) The ‘Gehlsdorf’ side consists of a western part with big residential solitary dwellings, an unbuild part in the center and a industrial part to be developed.
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the building layer (8)
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Stadthafen Rostock - Eingänge

Offene gelbe Pfeile kennzeichnen weitere Stellen, an denen Innenstadtstraßen auf den
Stadthafen stoßen, an denen es aber nicht zwingend Fußgängerübergänge über die
L 22 geben muss.

2.4 Nutzungen
Ohne dass an dieser Stelle ein umfassender Überblick über die verschiedenen Nutzungsarten im Stadthafen gegeben werden soll, ist auf nachfolgender Übersichtskarte
The program in the waterfront mainly consists of recreational use (reastaurants, sailing clubs, bars...) and offices. The residential area is found
deutlich
sichtbar,
im and
Jahr
2017
inzwischen
in
a second layer,
behind the dass
coastal road
behind
the waterfront
facade. eine Vielzahl verschiedener Nutzer aus
den Bereichen Dienstleistung/Büro/Verwaltung (blau), Einzelhandel (grün), Gastronomie
There are two zones where multiple programs are grouped on the waterfront and also connected to the inner city. These are on both sides of
(rot), Freizeit/Sport (orange), Kultur (gelb) und Tourismus (weiß) im Areal ansässig sind.
the cruise quay.

Services/Offices/Administration
retail
gastronomy
leisure/sport
culture
tourism

Übersichtskarte der Nutzungen im Stadthafen

29

the
program (9)
Konzentrationsbereiche gewerblicher Nutzungen im Stadthafen liegen bei den HafenA-56

terrassen, am Haedgehafen, auf der Silohalbinsel und dem westlich angrenzenden Areal
sowie am Ludewigbecken auf der Holzhalbinsel.
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Stadthafen Rostock - Eingänge

The old town lies higher than the waterfront. The approach from the city via the perpendicular streets provides views and perspectives onto the water and connects the city center to the waterfront. Most of the
views were structurally designed. The city wants to guarantee the prolonged views from the city towards the port (see study city-port entrances) Some views are now blocked by buildings.
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DESTINATION TRAFFIC
The street cuts off the waterfront from the city. Every connection or every attempt to bring
the city closer to the waterfront will always be a difficult task. The mobility plan of Rostock
shows indeed that the coastal road is one of the main connecting axes for car traffic. Could
non-destination traffic be filtered out?
LINK WITH PROGRAM OR PUBLIC SPACE
The sidewalks in front of the buildings are very narrow and the cars drive at a high speed.
Fewer links therefore exist between the bars/cafés and the public space and the coastal
road.
COMPOSITION
The coastal road is a busy motorway, with around 40.000 vehicles passing by every day.
It consists of 2x2 driving lanes and in some places of 2x3 driving lanes, where the third
lanes are turning lanes. The section between the coastal road and the berth shows that
the space for cars is very extensive. The pedestrian, cyclist and green area is very narrow.
CROSSABILITY
Pedestrian crossings to get across to the water are limited due to this high speed road.
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YACHT HARBOUR

120 M
GRUBENSTRASSE

MONKS GATE

KOSSFELDERSTRASSE

NÖRDLICHE ALTSTADT

CHRISTINENHAFEN

BURGWALL

KRÖPELINER-TOR-VORSTADT

AM KANONSBERG

FRIEDERICHSTRASSE

We can look at the city facade on two levels. Firstly the overall view from the water. (see image on the right) With the groups of gable houses and brick architecture the overall facade
of Rostock is very coherent.

city facade (12)
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Secondly, we can look more in detail on the streetlevel: At the edge of the old town, the city facade is rather coherent and buildings fill in the border. But towards the gable houses behind
Christinenhafen, where the highway moves further away from the city center, the facade becomes more and more fragmented. Along the entire length there is very little activity in at
the bottom of the buildings. Sometimes there are even blind facades. Residual spaces are filled with parking lots or overgrown with grass with little qualitative public space.
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view from the water
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The berth location at Christinenhafen measures around 300mx70m.
The LOA is limited to 120m (140m with a special permit) and a draft
of 5,1m (5,4m with a special permit). No beam limitation has been
adopted yet.
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berth for scs (13)
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globaal lichtplan
een kaart op grotere schaal zit achteraan in het document

example: monuments in the lightplan of rotterdam
Atelier Roland Jéol

OMGEVING
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example: lightplan port of ghent

globaal lichtplan Gentse kanaalzone - 25/10/2012 - 12001_ROZ_TK_25

Within the presentation documents of BUGA by Sinai, there is a suggestion for
a comprehensive lighting. Currently lighting is available as showed in the map
on the left.
A lighting plan is a concept for the entire city concerning light, in the same way
as a concept is often made for street signs or furniture, or pavements.
There are two different types of light. Firstly, functional light, this is also
important for safety. Functional light is only needed at 3m height for pedestrian
zones, compared to the 7m height on highways. The distance between light
points can be coordinated across the city. It can be for example also be decided
to only implement lights along the sidewalks since the roads are lit by cars.
Secondly, there is atmospheric light. This can be used to put focus on certain
historic buildings, but also to light up the cranes on the other side of the cruise
quay for example.
map of the lighting (source: geoportal Rostock)

lighting (14)
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The cruise berth is positioned as a ‘plug-in’ on the coastline. The area fits
the measurements of a cruise ship well: the quay is around 70mx200m.
Since the quay is surrounded by water, the ISPS enclosure is only needed
on one side and can be installed by a limited number of elements.
Important leftovers of the once industrial port are the bridge crane and
two blue cranes, which could be a starting point for the ISPS enclosure.

quay at the yacht harbour

security and isps-arrangements (15)
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Der rote Teppich läuft zwischen Stele
und Podest hindurch und markiert den
Weg zur Warnow. Fahnenmasten können quer zur Bewegungsrichtung beidseitig von Stele und Podest entlang des
Rad- und Gehweges angeordnet werden.

den Rad- und Gehweg und über die hafeninterne Straße in Richtung Wasserlinie.

Er markiert damit sehr deutlich die Fußgängerbewegungsrichtung zum Wasser. Die
Stadthafen Rostock - Eingäng
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roten
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anderen Stellen, im Weiteren zu klären.
möglich und damit die Einordnung der Pflasterfläche „Roter Teppich“ auch verkehrsorStadthafen
Rostock - Eingänge
ganisatorisch
vertretbar.
Da der jetzige Rad- und Gehweg zukünftig als reiner Radweg
Der Zugang wird durch eine kleinere Info-Stele markiert
ausgebaut werden soll, ist die Art der Ausbildung des roten Teppichs im Querungsbezeitig nach links zum roten Teppich überleitet. Dieser
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Der Hafenzugang „Friedrichstraße“ ist von übergeordneter Bedeutung und erhält deshalb das volle Ausstattungsprogramm.
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Der Hafenzugang „Schnickmannstraße“ ist von übergeordneter Bedeutung und erhält deshalb das volle Ausstattungsprogramm.
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signage and street furniture (16)
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Der Hafenzugang „Schnickmannstraße“ ist von übergeordneter Bedeutung und erhält deshalb das volle Ausstattungsprogramm.
Der Hafenzugang „Burgwall“ ist von untergeordneter Bedeu-

16

welche als Sockel
für je einen maritimen Gegenstände dient.
fenzugängen wird nach ihrer jeweiligen Bedeutung
abgestuft.
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-

Fläche aus roten Pflastersteinen. Sie unterstützt die in den Hafen einladende Geste der

Lageplan
des Hafenzuganges
großer Stele mit allen Informationen einschließlich der temporären
Planen,

Pedestrian accessibility (see study of Port-Entrances) On the L22, the coastal road with 4 lanes, around 40.000 cars pass every day. This makes it a barrier for pedestrians to cross. Today, important functions within the
city (commercial: such as shops, restaurants and bars) are connected to the waterfront by the crossings at Friedrichstrasse and Schnikmannstrasse. The city proposes a hierarchy in the entrance points for pedestrians.
The main entrance points are located at both sides of the SCS quay.
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Future plan of mobility 2030
Hansestadt Rostock
Amt für Verkehrsanlagen

Netzplan Radverkehr 2030

Mobilitätsplan Zukunft 2030
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Grundlagen: © Hansestadt Rostock (CC BY 3.0) / © OpenStreetMap (ODbL)

Bearbeitungsstand: Mai 2017/ 730_Abb_S5_Radverkehr-Netzplan.des

Abbildung S5

A bike path along the waterfront already exist. It is however
fragmented by entranceways to parking lots and roads. It is
planned to build a pedestrian and cyclsists bridge between the old
Christinenhafen and Gehlsdorf. There is no bicycle park or shared
bike system near the berth.
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Future plan of mobility 2030
Hansestadt Rostock
Amt für Verkehrsanlagen

Netzplan SPNV/ ÖPNV 2030

Mobilitätsplan Zukunft 2030
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public transport network (19)
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Abbildung S3

Public transport along the waterfront and at the cruise berth is
missing. It should be possible for tourists and inhabitants to access
the waterfront by means of public transportation. The network of
the tram and bus are both active in the city center.
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Future plan of mobility 2030:
Hansestadt Rostock
Amt für Verkehrsanlagen

The future mobility plan for 2030 shows the circulationplan for the future. There are three big drive-through axes across the
city center. One of them is the coastal road at the waterfront. The city offers a large amount of parking places, especially in the
waterfront area and near Christinenhafen.

Netzplan Straßennetz 2030

Mobilitätsplan Zukunft 2030
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the car network and parking facilities (20)
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Abbildung S4
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Geschenkgutscheine
Information and advice, guided tours and city tours, room
reservation, tickets, travel literature, cycling maps and hiking maps, fishing license, souvenirs, gift vouchers

P +49 (0)381 381 22 22

Rostock has a history as a part of the Hanseatic cities, this gives its typical gable houses and brickwork architecture. The city center has a lot
of heritage attractions. The university of Rostock, and the Rostocker Zoo are among other attraction points. Alternative tourism could be the
‘hinterland’ of Rostock, accessible by regional buslines etc.

www.rostock.de
Führung durch Rostock

Tourist-InformationGuided
Rostock
tour through Rostock

rum

Universitätsplatz 6 (Barocksaal) · 18055 Rostock
Mai–Okt Mo–Sa 14 Uhr, So 11 Uhr;
touristinfo@rostock.de
Nov–Apr Sa 14 Uhr,
Nov–Apr Mo–Fr 10–17 Uhr, Sa 10–15
Uhr;
zusätzliche
Termine an Feiertagen
Mai–Okt Mo–Fr 10–18 Uhr, Sa/So 10–15 Uhr
May–Oct Mon-Sat 2 pm, Sun 11 am;
Nov–Apr Mon–Fri 10 am–5 pm, Sat 10 am–3 pm;
Nov–Apr
Sat 2pm
am,
May–Oct Mon–Fri 10 am–6 pm, Sat/Sun
10 am–3
additional dates on public holidays
Informationen und Beratung, Führungen und Rundfahrten, Zimmerbuchung, Tickets, Reiseliteratur,
Ab/From:RadTourist-Information Rostock
und Wanderkarten, Angelberechtigungen, Souvenirs,
Universitätsplatz 6
Geschenkgutscheine
Information and advice, guided tours and city tours, room
reservation, tickets, travel literature, cycling maps and hiking maps, fishing license, souvenirs, gift vouchers

P +49 (0)381 381 22 22

www.rostock.de
Führung durch Rostock
Guided tour through Rostock

Mai–Okt Mo–Sa 14 Uhr, So 11 Uhr;
Nov–Apr Sa 14 Uhr,
zusätzliche Termine an Feiertagen
May–Oct Mon-Sat 2 pm, Sun 11 am;
Museum/Museums
Nov–Apr Sat 2 am,
additional dates on public holidays Kulturhistorisches Museum Rostock
Cultural History Museum Rostock
Wokrenterstraße
Krahnstöver
Haus
7
13
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Christinenhafen is used as an event location for several festivals. Hanse Sail is one of the largest maritime festivals in Europe. These are important programs on the site multifunctionality should
at all times remain possible at the quay. Apart from big organised events, inhabitants also use the quay informally as a local fitness, for picknicks...

the multifunctionality (23)
A-77

The M-scale analysis of Rostock reveals qualities, difficulties and opportunities
to connect the urban waterfront to the city center and to integrate the cruise
tourism in the urban context. The purpose is to bring inhabitants to the water
and tourists to the city center.
There is a lot of activity on the water. In addition to the marina there are
several rowing clubs and sailing clubs. After school, children take up sailing
in small boats. The ferry transports people from one side to the other. The
water or what is called in the M-scale the water structure is thus a beautiful
spectacle.
The existence of ‘the Rostocker Oval’ and the almost continuous promenade
along the river is another quality. The promenade connects both sides
of the river. On the one hand the city center and on the other the much
greener ‘Gehlsdorf’. This promenade should be reinforced and activated. A
uniform, accessible path for bikers and pedestrians needs to be completed.
A promenade is not just walking and biking. It is also taking a rest, enjoying
the view, a dating place, a place to play or party. The Christinenhafen is part
of this ‘active’ promenade and is the ideal place to organize different kinds of
public events.
The berth is a plugin space on the promenade. These open spaces are ideal
for the integration of urban multifunctional uses. The Hansesail is a big event
taking place on the site. The scale of this open space is a quality that needs
to be preserved in order to enable these kinds of events. The void can also
be available to other multifunctional uses (markets, skating ramps, concerts,
meeting place for groups as well as an ISPS checkpoint and welcome area on
arrival and departure of cruise tourists). Such big open spaces are exceptional
in densely built city centers. This space is important for city life, especially in
combination with the views. The design should take into account this quality
and preserve its openness. Today, it is mainly used as a parking lot, which is
clearly a waste of quality space.

conclusion (see ‘C’ project rostock)
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The berth is situated at the central point between the ‘Altstadt’ and the
‘Vorstadt’.
The analysis of the ‘green structure’ revealed that the existing green structure
on the city side (and in contrast to the other side of the Warnow) is a rare
asset. It currently consists of unused plots and some lawns. The existing green
belts could be connected to a new green structure along the boulevard which
would transform the site into a valuable public space with green landscaping.
The analysis of the ‘public transport’ revealed that the Christinenhafen and a
considerable part of the waterfront has no public transport. This missing link
hinders the development of the waterfront, and with it, the possibility for
tourists to discover the city and hinterland by public transport.
The axes perpendicular to the waterfront connect the historic city center to
the waterfront.
Working from the existing program, the harbor should be considered as the
“city balcony”, opening up to the river and the views, and thus defining key
points along the coast line.
Integration of the ISPS fence in the landscaping can be done in several ways.
(Detail on ISPS fence, scale S, see page A-306 and booklet C, project Rostock)

transformation into the model of the boulevards
shared space

ROSTOCKER OVAL

adding wide and save pedestrian sidewalks and adding
bicycle lanes connected to a cycling network. The bicycle
lanes are continuous, separated of the car traffic and easy
to ride.

CHRISTINENHAFEN

VORSTADT

PLUG-IN SPACE

pedestrians should be able to cross the coastal road at
regular points.

ALTSTADT

SCHNICKMANN
STRASSE

WATERFRONT PROMENADE

The connection towards the city should be integrated in the
boulevard in a way that pedestrians can walk freely.

adding public transport.

GREEN STRUCTURE

PUBLIC TRANSPORT MISSING LINK
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adding green structure: A continuous green strip
combines the loosely placed solitary buildings.
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CASE II SASSNITZ (DE)
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1
4
3

SASSNITZ

ISLAND OF RÜGEN

A-82

6

2

5

The German city, located on the island of Rügen, is relatively small. The
Jasmund National Park is a big part of Sassnitz and a main attraction point for
a lot of tourists. Distinctive are the old town, the beach promenade and resort
architecture from the beginning of the 20th century. The industrial port is
well connected to the hinterland for cargo transport.

(1) nature park
In the park, a few buildings
form little nodes inbetween the
walking trails.

(2) historical city center
The old town consists mainly
of
touristic
infrastructure.
The public space consists of
a few smaller squares but is
mainly found along the beach
promenade.

SAS

sassnitz old town

Mukran Port

(3) the suburban area
Housing is combined within
building blocks. The open area
inbetween serves as a common
space.

(4) residential quarter
Between
the
freestanding
houses with mostly individual
spaces, the street is the main
public area.

(5) the harbour
The area is more fragmented
with big, solitary buildings which
have their internal operation
systems. The open space is bigger
and based on the logic of cargo,
trucks, boats, cars, parking lots...

(6) the city port
The breakwater wall is accessible
for the public. On the landside,
facing the city marina, are a few
restaurants. The SCS quay lies
further away from these public
areas.

A-83
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jasmund national park

The berth location of Sassnitz City port is within walking distance
from the old city center. The port is shaped by a long breakwater
wall, accessible for the public, and defining its border.
The industrial Mukran Port is around 8,5 km from the city center of
Sassnitz and has one connection via public transport. There is a new
400m-long cruise pier under construction at Mukran Port.
There is a new bus connection to the Mukran Port for the period
from May to October. The bus (line 22 of the transportation company
VVR) stops at three stops around the port area. For passengers on
foot it is recommended to get off at the stop “Mukran Fährhafen”.
From there it is about 200m walk to the passenger terminal. During
the winter timetable, the bus goes to the bus stop Dubnitz – approx.
2 km and a 15-20 minutes walk to Mukran Port.

city (1) and port (2)
A-84

jasmund national park

sassnitz

SAS

mukran

0
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DEFINITION OF THE URBAN WATERFRONT
The urban waterfront is defined by the breakwater wall (3) and beach promenade (7). Within this
area, various activities take place next to one another: the city marina, yachts, small fishing boats, the
Submarine Otus Museum (5), and cruise ships. These activities are observable by visitors from the
publicly accessible walking path along the breakwater wall. The walking path on the breakwater wall is
connected to the ‘Strandpromenade’ (7), leading to the old town of Sassnitz (9). Along this walk, visitors
encounter a lane with trees, a lawn to sunbathe in summer, and the white architecture of the old town
which a little further North transforms into the Jasmund national park. The most important public spaces
are the areas near the city marina with its pedestrian zone, the activity around the food markets (6), and
the green zone along the Strandpromenade.

the urban waterfront area (3)
A-86
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Different waterstructures can be distinguished in the waterfront area: the cruise berth, the old ferry terminal (2) (perpendicular to the landside), the Submarine Otus Museum (3), the city marina (4), fishing boats (5), and the
market hall (6) extending into the waterside. All these activities are surrounded by breakwater wall which is remarkably long (1450m) and accessible for visitors.
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water structure (4)
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The city of Sassnitz is located on the coastal slopes of a forest.
Behind it, lies the Jasmund National Park and in front lies the
city port and beach promenade, at a lower level. From the cruise
quay, and further along the waterfront, the city is perceived as a
green slope, overgrown with plants and at times interrupted by a
building. The plateau of the city declines and joins the waterfront
in the old town.
2

topography (5)
A-90
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The buildings in the waterfront area are essential for its activation
since the city center is disconnected by the height difference.
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source: geoport-hro.de
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The city of Sassnitz is built on the plateau between the sea and the Jasmund national park, on coastal slopes. Enclosed by natural areas, it is marked by a continuity of green elements.
In the waterfront area we distinguish five different types of green structures:
Natural areas/parks (1) (7)
Area around the Strandpromenade, with lawns and rows of trees (6)
Residual greenery (2) (4) Next to the berth lies a large lawn, with continuous vegetation up on the hill. It is currently an unused space, but could be turned into a more integrated part of the berth.
Declined vegetation (3) The wild vegetation around the old ferry terminal could be turned into an attractive garden surrounded by water.
No greenery (5) In the city port however, large concrete surfaces keep the the greenery from growing, or anything being planted. Reducing this surface would enable the introduction of greenery as
a continuous element.
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green structure (6)
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The upper platform and the rest of the city are poorely connected, due to the topography.
The pavement in the waterfont area can be divided into three main zones:
The area at the beach promenade (7) (8) This walking path is continuous, guiding the tourists from the old town to the city marina and foodmarket.
The breakwater wall (3) is also a public promenade. It is also paved in a coherent manner.
At the city port the pavement is not continuous. The area in front of the restaurants (4) is marked by a patchwork of concrete and with markups of old parking lots.
The city port, between the cruise quay and the city center, misses a connection with continous pavement, guiding the tourists. The roads are constructed in black asphalt or H-shaped clinckers.
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the pavement (7)
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In the waterfront area we distinguish two types of building:
Solitary buildings on a lower plateau near the water. (1) (2) (3) Near the cruise berth are two vacant buildings located: what appears to be an old office or factory (2) and the former ferry
terminal (3). These buildings can be key to activating the waterfront area, as it is very separated from the activities in buildings on the hill.
Fronts of the resort-like architecture in the Old Town. (4) The village lies on the plateau that declines and merges with the waterfront in the Old Town. Most of the buildings are not directly
in relation to the waterfront due to the topography.
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the building layer (8)
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The quality of the waterfront1-4-2019
lies in the variety of the use. The different
functions such as fishing, mooring of cruise ships, the Submarine Otus Museum, the yachts in the marina, the food
Rügen Fisch AG - Google Maps
market, the public walk on the breakwater wall, bring very different types of visitors together. Adding even more variety in the program enhances this broad and open atmosphere. It could
be interesting to re-use the empty buildings withRügen
for example
Fisch AG a cultural program. This can attract a different group of visitors to the port.

1
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6

fishing and harbour museum

Opnamedatum afbeelding: mrt. 2017

6

pottery shop

Afbeeldingen kunnen auteursrechtelijk beschermd zijn.

Michael von frieling
Foto - mrt. 2017

6

art gallery (painting, sculpture, jewelry)

the program (9)
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Along the waterfront area we can 4 different types of view axes:
The footbridge (4) is a ‘promenade architectural’. With its meandering path, it offers an overview on the city port. Other than the bridge there are little organized points of access to see the
ocean from the upper plateau.
Serial views from the inner coastline towards the city marina and breakwater wall. (2) (5) (6) The breakwater wall defines the edges of the port-space. This creates an enclosed surface
on the water, with different activities and spectators on all sides.
Serial views from the breakwater wall and promenade towards the open sea. (5) (7)
Perspectives on the water (1) (3) The lighthouse offers a remarkable panorama. The view on the platform at the old ferry terminal could be valorized as a viewing point. (See also
greenstructure on the declined vegetation.)
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view axes (10)
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DESTINATION TRAFFIC
The coastal road is a bypass to the main road. It is only used by destination
traffic, so a limited amount of cars pass by the cruise quay.
LINK WITH PROGRAM OR PUBLIC SPACE
There are little buildings next to the coastal road since the city is located on
a higher plateau. The present buildings at the quay are oriented towards the
water, away from the coastal road.
COMPOSITION
The available area is generous. On both sides of the two-lane road lie residual
and parking spaces. This makes it possible to convert the road into a shared
space and to embed facilities for pedestrians and cyclists.
GREEN
The green slope is a continuous element along the coastal road.
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coastal road (11)
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The city facade can be perceived from two distances.
Firstly, from the sea, on a cruise ship. Here we distinguish different horizontal layers:
The industrial port activity - the green hill - the village on the plateau (see scheme on the right)
From a closer viewpoint, the facade can be analyzed as a series of buildings perpendicular to the waterfront. In Sassnitz, this facade does not exist because of the height difference. The
only connection of an urban facade to the waterfront is found in the old town, where the white buildings face the beach promenade. This is in contrast with cities such as Rostock, where
the urban facade is in a more direct relation to the water and has the ability to activate the use of the waterfront.

city facade (12)
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detailed plan of the city port

The berth lies at the end of the city port. It is well located in the public space of the waterfront. The limitation for LOA of the cruise ship is 175m, for the draft 6,5m.

berth for scs (13)
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75m

scs berth: sassnitz city port
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The bridge is a strong element in the lighting of the waterfront. A continuous design for the lighting from the cruise berth to the city center can make the path and waterfront more coherent.

lighting (14)
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10m

200m

The ISPS enclosure is currently installed by a long fence with gates. The area measures around 10x200m. The seemingly deserted character of the berth and the
proximity of the green hill could be a starting point for designing an ISPS enclosure that is more integrated in the landscape and nature of Sassnitz.

isps fence
gate
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The port plans to use CCTV in the near future.

security and isps-arrangements (15)
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At the food market (3) the different signs of shops (private) and directions (public) accumulate. They are attached to the fences, the buildings,
the lanterns. Is this ideal as the starting point of the beach promenade and walk on the breakwater wall?
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3

signage and street furniture (16)

The quality of the pedestrian network is a sum of previously studied elements. (pavement (7) , program (9), coastal road (11), facade (12),
ligthing (14), signage and street furniture (16)... The autonomy of the cruise traveller is optimal in a continuous and coherent set of footpaths.
The cruise berth lies in a pedestrian zone (1), although destination traffic is still allowed. From there on, towards the touristic info point is no
continuity in pavement, as the tourist is led past several parking lots. (2) The waterfront walk is cut off from the water (3) between the parking
and the food market. Afterwards, the breakwater wall and beachpromenade become two coherent walking paths.

The pedestrian network (17)
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There is no dense network of cycling lanes in Sassnitz.
The waterfront is accessible for bikes but the lanes are
not marked. Many of them lie around the entrance of
the port: from Rügen Fisch to the park house, from the
park house to the fishing port. There is a new 12km-long
bicycle lane from Sassnitz to the Jasmund Nationalpark.
Biking rental is present in Sassnitz but not at the
waterfront. There are a few small, mobile bike parkings
in the Habenstrasse.
Improving the bicycle network could be an asset at the
waterfront, especially as an alternative to hiking in the
Jasmund Park.

bicycle network (18)
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TRAIN NETWORK

The train- and busstation lies 1,2km by foot from the
berth. Sassnitz is an end station in the train network.
Trains leave around every hour, with direct connections
to Stralsund and Rostock. Bus connections are available
but limited.

public transport network (19)
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The area of the urban waterfront in Sassnitz is limited in surface because of the topography.
With already a parking building (5) available, it is recommended that the parking under the
bridge (3) and parking for buses and caravans (4) would be moved into a parking building as well,
or to one of the available parkings uptown. In this way, more space is available for public space
and other programs near the water.

the car network and parking facilities (20)
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facilities (21)
1-4-2019

Rügen Fisch AG - Google Maps

Rügen Fisch
The main attraction in Sassnitz is the Jasmund National Park. The city center offers the old town, several musea
andAG
spa-like resorts. On the Rügen island you can find various attractions like the Insel
Brewery, a treetop path, and the Störtebeker Festival in Rasewiek. Alternative visits, out of the regular scope, could be the Rügen Fish factory and shop next to the berth.

The Natural Heritage Center Rügen with treetop path

Störtebeker Festspiele in Rasewiek

rügen fish
Opnamedatum afbeelding: mrt. 2017

sassnitz foot bridge

Afbeeldingen kunnen auteursrechtelijk beschermd zijn.

Michael von frieling
Foto - mrt. 2017

sassnitz old town

tourist map (22)

Submarine Otus Museum

unesco - jasmund national park

kreidefelsen auf rügen
caspar david friedrich

music pavilion

The waterfront is not an urban area. Its multifunctionality wil not come from mass events such as in for example Rostock or Szczecin, but rather from a variety of uses. At the waterfront, the harbour
is for example used for fishing, the local food market gradually blending in with tourism, restaurants, bars and hotels. The area is used for events such as Harbour Days.

people - multifunctionality (23)
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A broad public
The waterfront is a strongly articulated space, defined by the opposite
breakwater wall. Its quality lies in the variety of the use. The different
functions such as fishing, mooring of cruise ships, the Submarine Otus
Museum, the yachts in the marina, the food market, the public walk on the
breakwater wall, bring very different types of visitors together. Adding even
more variety in the program enhances this broad and open atmosphere.
Reactivation and revalorization
The empty buildings near the berth have to be reactivated. Reactivation
can bring a new type of tourist to Sassnitz.
(a) The former ferry terminal has potential because of its articulated
position in the water, its remarkable architecture and connection with
the footbridge to the village uphill. It could be transformed into a design
center, an artist residency or cultural centre. In this way, creating a new
attraction at the waterfront.
(b) The empty building at the berth is ideally located to house facilities for
the cruise berth and city port. (Restaurant, info point, toilets, bike rental,
...) Furthermore, as the USP of Sassnitz, natural ‘leftover’ green areas in
the waterfront should be valorized. The empty plot next to the berth has
the potential to become an attractive waiting area at the berth.
(c) Other potential developments are the abandoned railway infrastructure
uphill, which was in the past connected to the ferry terminal.
ISPS zone, embedded in the landscape
In ISPS zones we should first look to what already exists, while designing
the ISPS border. Today, the zone is enclosed by a permanent freestanding
fence. We propose an embedded design that makes the connection to
the green landscape on the hillside. The fence is replaced by a hedge
(native species) with optionally a fence inside it. (see image) Together with
a landscape plan and flora from the Jasmund National Park, the existing
landscape on the slope can be extended towards the quay and bring the
welcome area closer to a first experience of the unique landscape of
Sassnitz.

Connecting the berth
A strong link in the pedestrian network between the berth and the food
market is missing. Due to the topography, there is no urban facade at
the cruise berth that creates a connection between the two areas. The
pavement is a patchwork of concrete or asphalt and the parking lot
magnifies the fragmented character of the area.
Therefore, the pedestrian path is very important to be developed as a new
continuous and coherent element, together with its pavement, lighting,
signage and street furniture, guiding the autonomous visitor to the city
center. There are two types to design spaces for vulnerable road users
a. An (embedded) shared space where the other vehicles are “guests”
b. A destinated zone for every different user – e.g. bicycle lanes / pedestrian
paths where motorized traffic cannot pass. It is true that the spatial
readability can be increased to make clear to the pedestrian / cyclist in
which zone he is. For this, uniform signage, light or street coverings are
ways of achieving this. It must also be clear to trucks, cars, etc. that they
must take these pedestrians / cyclists into account. But since the area is
not heavily used or or the layout too complex, Sassnitz tends to be more
suited towards the first design (a). Its charm is precisely that mixture of
tourists, hikers, cyclists but also locals, fishermen or merchants.
Parallel, the big parking lot at the footbridge, should be moved away from
the waterfront.
(Detail on ISPS fence, scale S, see page A-306)
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The German city lies in the Hamburg Metropolitan Region. It represents
its Hanseatic past with typical brick gothic constructions and gable houses.
The medieval historical center is a UNESCO world heritage. The shipyard of
Wismar is an attraction point as well. Here large size cruise ships are built.
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WIS
Garden city I

quarter around erich-weinert-promenade

mv shipyards wismar gmbh

cruise quay

(1) the historical city
The old town is circular with a 1,0 km
radius, the area near the waterfront is
only 500m and separated by a stroke
of land with diverse functions. The
scale of the buildings is smaller and
individual rather than constituted of
building blocks. Open space is typically
urban and consists of the main market
square, a parc, streets, boulevards...

(2) the gardencity quarter
Between the free standing houses,
the main public spaces are the wide
streets and park in the center of the
quarter.

(3) prefabricated construction
These residential areas are further
away from the city center. The
typology of the traditional building
block is re-interpreted. Public space
is spread out around the solitary
placed appartments instead of inside
enclosed within the building blocks.

(4) the harbour
The area is more fragmented with big,
solitary buildings which have their
internal operation systems. The open
space is bigger and based on the logic
of cargo, trucks, boats, cars, parking
lots...

(5) the urban void
The underlying structure derives from
the port system, whereas it is now
used as a part of the city on the scale
of pedestrians, bikes...
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The port area covers almost the entire area between the sea and
the city center. Except for the two peninsulas near the city center,
which are former port areas, now being developed as a part of the
city. The SCS quay will be located, right inbetween the commercial
port and the UNESCO protected old port area.

city (1) and port (2)
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The area where the city touches the waterfront is relatively small.
(500m wide) With the conversion of the two peninsula from port
to city zone (1)(2), this area is extended. The publicly accessible
space inbetween the active port infrastructure is defined as the
urban waterfront area.

the urban waterfront area (3)
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The waterfront is mainly defined by big pieces of land that are plugged in to the mainland: active port areas such as the large-scale infrastructure for the cruise shipyard (1) or old port areas, that became
part of the city, such as the two peninsulas. (4) (5) Inbetween lie several marinas. (2)
1

water structure (4)
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topographical map

The historical city center is elevated in comparison to the waterfront. Since the length of the waterfront is limited, this does not result in elevated
views from towards the sea or any enhanced relation between those two.

topography (5)
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In Wismar we can see a strong link between the green and blue networks. Along the three rivers going inland are a lot of parks: the park at the city wall and Milbrook river (5), the
city gardens at Wallensteingraben (7), the two parks (3)(6) and city gardens (4) around Köppernitz river.
Along the waterfront area, the edge between water and land is moreover paved with little place for greenery. Within the waterfront area are empty plots and residual spaces
overgrown with grass. (1)(2) These might disappear with the development of the peninsulas.
Valorizing the green structure on the two peninsulas will contribute to a more pleasant public space.
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green structure (6)
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Most roads and squares in the city center are constructed in cobblestones or clinckers (3-6), a few newer roads, such as the coastal road are in black asphalt. The peninsula where the cruise quay is located is partly a pedestrian
zone (1), and coherently paved. A continuous paving across the coastal road can enhance the connection between city and water for pedestrians.
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pavement (7)
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We can mainly distinguish three different types of building tissues interfering at the waterfront. Firstly, the historical city as it is a strong and compact unity. The buildings are very representative
for its history as a Hanseatic city with a lot of brickwork and gable houses still present. (4) (5) Secondly there is the old harbour. Here the buildings are placed more freestanding, without a
strict street pattern as organization. The old brick warehouses are now part of a re-development plan. This gives freedom to the organization of the ISPS area/cruise berth. (6) Thirdly, there is
the commercial port area. Here the shipyard for cruiseships is an enormous infrastructural node. (1)
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the building layer (8)
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Entwicklung Alter Hafen
development plans for the old harbour (source: penta real estate)
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the program (9)
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The two peninsulae in the waterfront lie inbetween the industrial port
area and the historical city center. The old harbour (6) is being redeveloped at this moment with a new housing block. Other programs
are the center for research and technology and more offices spaces.
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Along the waterfront area of Wismar, the perspectives are strongest along the spaces inbetween the peninsulae. (2)(4)(6) These view axes are not continued inwards, in the streets of the city
center.
At the end points of the peninsulae are wide panoramic views towards the sea. (3)(5) The research center partially blocks the view towards the sea (3), the big glass surface give a see through
in the middle of the building. (It is also possible to walk around the building.)
All along the pedestrian zone of the waterfront you can find serial views, towards the city marina (7), the old harbour and fishing boats (8) and towards the movement of the cranes in the
commercial port (9).

view axes (10)
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DESTINATION TRAFFIC
The street at the waterfront area is heavily frequented. Rush hour and tourism traffic find their
way there. Alternative routes for the traffic on the coastal road are the ‘ring road’ around the
historical center or the highway ‘20’. If it is not possible to filter out the unneccessary traffic,
it would be interesting to avert non-destination traffic by installing a zone focused on shared
space.
LINK WITH PROGRAM OR PUBLIC SPACE
The port is one of the most important connections between water and city. But the perpendicular
connections from the city towards the coastal road are limited. The boulevard Clause-Jesup (2)
and the streets on both sides (1) (3) have little connection to the water as they end at a big
parking lot. The Spiegelberg (4) street is perpendicular to the historical harbour, offering an
entrance to the water underneath the Watertower. Prolonged, is the public space next to Am
Lohberg (5) that has the biggest link with the waterfront.
The coastal road is only connecting with the water over a short distance. Public space and
activating functions lay more towards the peninsulae then near the coastal road, except for the
‘Am Lohberg’ square (5).
COMPOSITION
There is mixed use of the coastal road. With public transport, a bike lane and pedestrian zone.
Here it would be possible to install more shared space such as a boulevard-model.
CROSSABILITY
The road should be ‘crossable’ towards the water. It can not be a barrier for pedestrians, cyclists
or other users. Herefore, the speed of the cars should be limited. Parking on the sides of the
road should be avoided and sufficient ‘official’ crossing points foreseen

the coastal road (11)
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We can look at the city facade on two levels. Firstly the overall view from on the water. The experience while entering the
city will be consisting of the commercial port, as there is not really a straight urban facade facing the waterfront for the
arriving ship.
Secondly, more in detail, we perceive the facade on street level. The edge of the old city and the waterfront area is limited
in length. Therefore the city facade facing the coastal road is limited too. Recesses inbetween these facades are used as a
square, with shopfronts and restaurants in the plinth (1) or as parking lots (2)(3) with no relation to facades at all. Further on
the coastal road we find a group of office buildings (4), placed in the middle of the plots, facing an undefined green space.
The city facade extends on the peninsulas, where it is fragmented and perceived as a series of different free standing
buildings. The overall character is less than one facade, defined by key buildings, often with a heritage value. (See ‘building
layer’) The free standing position of these buildings, makes that all four facades become important in relation to the public
domain. Different spaces are found inbetween the buildings. In the middle is more parking space (5) or wasteland/undefined
green space (9). Near the water are restaurants, so there is more of a relation of the plinth with the public space.

city facade (12)
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Vessels with a LOA of 270 (32m beam)
are allowed in the port. There is a
dolphin bridge that allows the size of
the ship longer than the pier. By 2024
the port will have been dredged
making it possible for vessels with a
maximum draft of 8,5 m to dock in
Wismar city port.
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berth for scs (13)
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The berth is situated on a peninsula
of the old port area. The area that can
be closed of by the fence measures
around 8,4x200m.

Wismar is able to accommodate
ships with LOA up to 350 m in another
port, the Seaport Wismar. This is an
industrial port next to the cruise pier.
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globaal lichtplan
een kaart op grotere schaal zit achteraan in het document

monuments in the lightplan of rotterdam
Atelier Roland Jéol

OMGEVING
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lightplan port of ghent

globaal lichtplan Gentse kanaalzone - 25/10/2012 - 12001_ROZ_TK_25

A lighting plan is a concept for the entire city concerning light, in the same way
as a concept is often made for street signs or furniture or pavements.
The city of Ghent was one of the first to think about such a plan. Afterwards,
the the lighting plan was extended to the Port of Ghent. They defined four
keypoints: it is important to have the right amount of lighting on the right place,
to enhance the identity of the city as a whole as well as its quarters, to use
energy in a rational way and to limit light nuisance/polution. Another example
of a lighting plan is found in the city of Rotterdam.

plan of the existing lights at the cruise quay

lighting (14)
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There are two different types of light. Firstly, functional light, this is also important
for a feeling of safety. It could be defined that functional light is only needed at
3m high for pedestrian zones, instead of 7m high on highways. The distance
between light points can be coordinated, coherently for all of the city. It can
be decided to only light the sidewalks since the roads are lit by cars. Secondly,
there is atmospheric light. This can be used to put focus on certain historic
buildings, but in the same way to light up the cranes on the other side of the
cruise quay for example.

The ISPS zone is limited to the SCS berth. The other ISPS zones
belong to the commercial port.
The cruise quay measures 8,4x200m. The ISPS enclosure is
currently made by a fence with gates.

WIS

Rather than making use of the existing buildings on the site, a
new element was introduced.

A M

isps fence
gate

security and isps arrangments (15)
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Wismar has a regulation about street furniture, signs and boards in private
and public room. It is called “Design Regulations”. There is also a special
regulation for the touristic path system. It allows an easier orientation in
the city.

signage and street furniture (16)

The pedestrian network (see map on the right) is concentrated in the
two peninsulae of the old harbour (1) (2) and the city center. The area
around the quay is a pedestrian zone which makes it easy for tourists to
walk around atonomously. The stations nearby give the option to walk to
the train or bus.

pedestrian network (17)
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2KM RADIUS
24 MIN WALK

1KM RADIUS
12 MIN WALK
500M RADIUS
6 MIN WALK

1

2

CRUISE QUAY

1.
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3.

Old Harbour
Peninsula with research center
City center
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international “Ostsee-Radwanderweg” around the Baltic Sea
innercity lanes parallel to the car lanes with no specific destination
national/regional cycling routes (island of poel, schwerin, boltenhagen...)

There is an international biking route along the Baltic Sea: OstseeRadwanderweg. Other tours go to the city of Schwerin (35km), along
castles and villages (35km), along the Wohlenberger Wiek and Wismar
Bay (40km) ... A lot of biking routes pass near the quay. Providing a bike
tour/rental service near the cruise quay can offer tourists an alternative
for bus excursions and allow them to visit the city autonomously.
MAP OF THE CYCLING/PEDESTRIAN NETWORK IN WISMAR

bicycle network (18)
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BICYCLE PATH (CITY)
CRUISE QUAY

BICYCLE ROUTE NATIONAL/REGIONAL
BICYCLE ROUTE INTERNATIONAL (BALTIC SEA)
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scheme of the bus network
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The bus network within the city is extended. Regional connections
are available by for example Flixbus. The train network offers frequent
connections around Germany.
The train station and central bus station are within walking distance of the
cruise quay. The bus network goes in a ring around the city center. This
allows for cruise tourists to travel autonomously while visiting Wismar.

1

WIS

2

TRAIN

1.
2.

Main Bus station
Train station
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CRUISE QUAY

A-155

Around the ring road, big parking areas are organized. These are a barrier between the city center and the waterfront. On the peninsulae are
parking lots too. Inbetween the trainstation and the cruise berth, a new parking house was built. In the city center it is possible to park in the
streets. Generally, a lot of parking is available. It should be considered to further remove open air parkings in the waterfront to parking buildings.

the car network and parking facilities (20)
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fresh
water

sewage
system

electricity
network

gas
network

heat
network

waste
recycling

at quay

at quay

not available

not available

not available

by truck

facilities (21)
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(food)
delivery
by truck

The pipelines for fresh water and
sewage can also be used by the cruise
ships. At the quay there is a docking
station for handing over the water
and sewage.

A-159
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The main attraction point of Wismar is its history as a Hanseatic city, the gable houses and brickwork architecture. The big shipyard for cruise ships could be an alternative tourist attraction/tour.

shipyard

old harbour
Städtebauförderung

6

old town

tourist map (22)
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Städtebauförderung

SEPTEMBER 2016 · STADTKERN

STADTKERN · SEPTEMBER 2016

7
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The quay and old harbour are used for events, except for the ISPS zone. There is e.g. the harbor festival, the Swedish festival, the Street Food
Festival and the herring festival.

havenfest

multifunctionality (23)
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INBETWEEN OLD AND NEW PORT
The location of the cruise berth is a privileged one. The publicly accesible part of the waterfront is limited and enclosed by the commercial port.
Usually the commercial port is hidden away from the city center. Sitting on the edge of the cruise quay offers a view at the transshipment of
goods by cranes. With the marina in the same area, there is a lot of activity on the water. The cruise berth is not only close to the city but also
well located in proximity to the station and the bus terminal of Wismar.
SHARED SPACE
The coastal road can be turned into a shared space. Enhancing the crossability of the road and allowing pedestrians to move freely from the
pedestrian zone in the peninsula to the historical center.
BLUE AND GREEN NETWORK
The green structure could be a connector of port and city. Today a lot of parks are found along the rivers. Together with a good cycling network
this can offer a daytrip for example. With the redevelopment of the zone as a residential quarter, the need for (green) public space rises too.
With the islands being so narrow, it is more interesting to have green borders than a park in the middle.
THE OLD HARBOUR
The new development of the peninsula or ‘Havenspitz’ consists mostly of the rehabilitation of the old brick buildings into housing and holiday
apartments. In adapting the buildings, the program of the plinth should be kept in mind as it is in direct relation with the quay and public space
around it. ‘Dead’ program such as entrances for garage and hallways should be kept to a minimum.
The area should remain multifunctional. With the current redevelopment more facilities (as are today sewage and fresh water) can be made
accesible for cruise ships/events, for example shore side power.
BUILDINGS AS AN ISPS BORDER
The brick warehouses in the old harbour of Wismar are an important part of the building layer and city facade. The existing fence is made as
a separate infrastructure on the quay. By using the buildings as a part of the ISPS border, fences can be moved backwards and parts of the
program in the plinth can be accessible for tourists/crew while in the ISPS zone. ‘Embedding in the landscape’ here means to use the heritage
on the island.
Integration of the ISPS fence in the landscaping can be done in several ways. (Detail on ISPS fence, scale S, see page A-306)

conclusion
A-162

EXISTING SITUATION - FENCE AS A SEPARATE STRUCTURE
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PROPOSAL - FENCE INTEGRATED IN BUILDINGS - OPENING UP PARTS OF THE PLINTH

isps fence
gate
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SZC
301,00km²
1.348/km²
density

current scs calls
8-15/year

Airport
Heringsdorf (de)

szczecin central
station

ferry to
Trelleborg (se)
Ystad (se)
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area

405.657
population

CASE IV SZCZECIN (PL)
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SZCZECIN
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Szczecin is a river city and lies on both sides of the Oder, with the center on
the left bank. As a Polish and previous German city with a turbulent history it
has a lot of different attractions to offer. Despite its inland position, Szczecin
is, together with Swinoujscie, the largest seaport of Poland.

SZC
(1) building blocks

Grunwald is the largest star square in
Szczecin. The buildings are all structured
around it. Public space is found in the
wide boulevards. On the inside of the
building blocks is little space left.

Stare Miasto

(2) the historical city

In this quarter a strong structure with
building blocks organises the public
space. Parts of the grid are left unbuilt and
dedicated to a square or park.

grodzka island

(3) residential quarter

Free standing houses with gardens. The
main public space are the street and
playgrounds.

(4) gardens

This small island is surrounded by the Oder
river, located opposite of Waly Chobrego
quay and the city marina on the other
side. The area is in a planning process for
new developments.

waly chobrego

(5) the harbour

The open space is defined by the trucks
and traintracks for cargo transport.

(6) the city quay

This area, at the edge of the grid in
the historical city, is crossed by a busy
highway. The open, public space with
all its fragments combined (quay, road,
square, lawns...) is quite big but is not
freely used with the highway as the main
obstacle.

A-167
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centrum, grunwald square

city (1) and port (2)
A-168

At this moment three berth options are available, they all are located around
the small island ‘Grodzka’. On one side is the port and strictly closed ISPS
area, here lies Polskie quay. The connection from the arrival zone to the city
center is by a 15-20 min bus ride. On the other side is the city center with the
monumental ‘Haken’ terraces. Here the Pasazerskie quay is located. Next to
it, is also the preferred berth, Waly Chobrego. All quays are covered by ISPS
regulations.

SZC
0

1
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built area
city
port
waly chobrego quay
polskie quay
pasazerskie quay
cruise ship 250m

5km
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DEFINITION OF THE URBAN WATERFRONT
The urban waterfront is defined as an area around the ‘Oder’ river. The historical city
center on the northeast side of the river is facing the port industry, with its scenery of
cranes, and a former industrial area under development.
The waterside is being transformed into boulevards. At this moment, four boulevards are
installed. In the middle of those lies a big bridge with a busy highway.
Centrally, between the Waly Chobrego Boulevard and Starówka lies the island Grodzka. A
large part of it is occupied by gardens from citizens, another part was transformed into
a beach. This waterfront that is directly linked to the old city center, defines the ”urban
waterfront area”.

the urban waterfront area (3)
A-170

odra river
500M RADIUS
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urban waterfront

cruise quay - waly chobrego
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On the Oder river a lot of inland ships navigate. It is an important way, both towards the sea and land inwards. Further north, lies a large industrial area. The width of the river is around 90m at Piastowski Boulevard and
broadens to 150m between Waly Chobrego Boulevard and Grodzka island. Different parallel structures/islands are connected to the land by bridges. (3,4,6) Most of the quays organise mooring parallel to the landside, this
takes up the least space. (1,8,9,10) Szczecin has its own city marina. (7) Smaller boats sometimes moor perpendicular at the quay. (2)
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water structure (4)
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10

Kępa Parnicka - industrial dock
Kępa Parnicka - industrial dock
Wyspa Jaskolcza - fishing harbour
Wyspa Prymoscie - center for water sports
Kanal Zielony - volontary water rescue
Bielawa (island) - water rescue and docks
Nort East City Marina
Waly Chobrego - cruise quay / multifunctional
Port Rybacki Gryf - old industrial port
Nabrzeża Finomar - logistic center
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topographic map

The city of Szcecin is built on both sides of the Oder river. The center, the left bank lies around 20-25m higher than the right bank. The monumental character of the buildings on top of the hill at Waly Chobrego
is enhanced by the topography. (4) The connection to the city is currently made by the monumental staircases of Waly Chobrego/Haken terraces. (1) The bright green lawns on the slope form an extension of
the park behind it. (2) A side road of the highway declines towards the cruise quay from the bridge. (4) The visitor is surrounded by movements and fluxes since all the different plateaus on the slope are filled
with busy traffic. The quay is in a spectator position, but is also isolated from direct contact with the cities’ activities. Considering these height differences, special attention should be brought to the walking
paths of pedestrians and cyclists.
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topography (5)
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In the near proximity of the cruise quay lies a big public park. (1) Opposite lies the Grodzka island (7) which is a very green area as well. In the development of the waterside boulevards, lawns to lie down in
summertime, are integrated. (4) (5) As well as a row of trees, parallel to the waterside. (3) However, the Waly Chobrego quay is intensively used for mooring of ships and the designated area for tour busses.
Greenery is not present there. (2)
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green structure (6)
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Wały Chrobrego
Boulevard Piastowski
Boulevard Gdynski
Nabrzeze Starowka
North East Marina
Wyspa Grodzka (city gardens)
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At Waly Chobregos’ upper level, the asphalt road interrupts the historic pavement. The monumental staircase is coherently designed. (1) The quay is constructed in hexagon tiles. (2) The new boulevards have a similar layout for
the pavements. Often in either wood or tiles in a terrazzo concrete. (3-5) The roads are mainly constructed in black asphalt.
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pavement (7)
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asphalt road + stone staircase
hexagonal concrete tiles
wood (Boulevard Piastowski)
concrete tiles (Boulevard Gdynski)
tiles and terrazzo concrete
(Nabrzeze Starowka)
sand (Grodzka beach)
wood (City Marina)
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Along the waterfront a row of monumental buildings, together with the elevation and landscape contribute to the overall definition of atmosphere in the area. At the Piastowski Boulevard lies a gotic church. The National
Museum serves lies directly in line with the flux of arriving tourists.
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the building layer (8)
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St.-Johannes-Evangelist Church
Maritime University
The National Museum
Voivodship Office
CRUISE QUAY
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The area around the National Museum consists of a lot of attraction points for visiting tourists such as the
Contemporary Theater, the park, the facades of the Maritime University... It is also on the way to the city
center. A lot of schools use the public space here too.
On the other side of the Grodzka island (6) (7) some of old port infrastructure is being re-developed.
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the program (9)
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500m radius
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National Museum at Chrobry Embankment
Contemporary Theater
Voivodship Office
Maritime University
The Maritime University’s swimming pool
Area in development (competition was launched)
(future) Maritime Science Centre
Area in development (City Gardens)
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The main view axes are defined by topography and height difference. The ‘Haken’ terraces or Waly Chobrego offer a wide view on the port area. On the highway bridge, there is a view on both the historical
city and port. With the Grodzka island and city marina in the middle. A cruise ship at the quay will block this view, if possible the ship should stay clear of the viewing axe.
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view axes (10)
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DESTINATION TRAFFIC
The coastal road is used as a highway. An alternative route for non-destination traffic could be the
highway ‘10’ that lies to the South of the city. Good perpendicular connections for both traffic on
wheels and on foot are important. The monumental staircase at the quay is currently one of the only
perpendicular connections for pedestrians.
LINK WITH PROGRAM OR PUBLIC SPACE
As the city is elevated in comparison to the coastal road, little program is activating it. Public space is
found in the (newly constructed) boulevards parallel to the water and around the Haken terraces (at the
other side of the road).
COMPOSITION
The coastal road is a highway with 2x2 lanes, a double tramlane in the middle and a bike path (not
continuous) on the same level. The area at the quay is often accessible for cars and therefore used as
parking. The space for pedestrians is limited. They can circulate freely on the area around the fountain
at the terraces.
CROSSABILITY
The activities at the quay are very frequent and intense: the arrival of river and sea cruises, yachts,
tourists visiting the Haken terraces, the tram stop. There is a crossing without traffic lights. Suggested
measures to make it more safe for pedestrians could be lowering the speed limit for cars or installing
safe crossings.

P

the coastal road (11)
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SZC
COASTAL ROAD
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The city facade can be perceived from two places. Firstly, from the water. Here the historical buildings and elevated position of the city facade
contribute to its very monumental character. The elevation enables wide views onto the water and port area. And it makes the direct interaction
with program in the buildings at the waterside not possible.
Secondly, we perceive the facade from nearby. The plinth consists of a green hill and the monument of the Haken terraces. The big highway and
car parking dominate the experience at eye level.

city facade (12)
A-188
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The main limit in size of ships is the first part of the fairway from the sea to the Oder river. The draft is limited. There is a plan to increase the depth of the river by 2022. (To 260m LOA, 33 beam,
9m draught) The issue is rather the possibility of having an adequate berth for these vessels. Possibly Polskie berth will be sufficient. New vessels are built with a limited draft. The maximal LOA
for Waly Chobrego quay is 196m. If ships are bigger (with a beam above 26m, fresh water draft above 6,2m) they can be served at Polskie quay only. The port doesn’t work with tender boats.
Passengers always go by land from the Polskie quay.
WALY CHOBREGO - SCS BERTH: The width of the quay is limited, between the busy highway and the river is only 10m. The organisation of parking for tour buses, taxis, big groups of people
walking towards the center should be carefully arranged.

city port
waly chobrego &
pasazerskie quay

berth for scs (13)
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scs berth: waly chobrego quay

current scs calls: 8-15/year
A-191

A lighting plan was made for the Gdynia Boulevard. This approach can be
continued along the Odra river and Waly Chobrego.
“Quay lighting Gdynia Boulevard
General assumptions
Lighting of the wharf along the Odra river /Bulwar Gdyński should be done
in accordance with PNEN 13201 :2005 standard "Road lighting" taking
into account the unique character and charm of this place. The lighting
characteristic of diffuse soft light was chosen to complement the function of
mild direct lighting. The designed lighting fits in well with the climate and
specific scenery / architecture of the riverside boulevard as a place for walks,
rest and entertainment of the residents of the city. The lighting of the quay
is designed on poles and with SLOT VELA luminaires, the design with double
boom e.g. according to cat. SWIES/MARDEL. The location of the lighting
columns is shown in the land use plan on a scale of 1:500. The silhouettes of the
lighting columns are included in the documentation. Lighting lines should be
made with YKYż05x16 cable with Cu conductors, laid in the ground. Additional
protection (indirect touch) against electric shock - automatic quick power-off.

The Waly Chobrego berth is used by a variety of vessels: non-ISPS river cruises and ISPS compliant small cruise ships. Therefore the ISPS
enclosure should be temporary and as flexible as possible. At the Waly Chobrego quay, ships with a maximum overall length of 196m can moor.
If ships are bigger they can go to the quay in the industrial port area.
All berths are ISPS covered. The Chrobrego quay is not fenced. It is covered also with ISPS but can work on security level one only. There is no
CCTV system installed. Polskie berth that is located in commercial part of the port is fenced and with guards. It can work on all levels of security
i.e. 1 - 3. CCTV is also installed.

isps fence
gate

Lighting columns
We selected cylindrical steel columns with a diameter of 0120mm, equipped
with a recess and a terminal board, type S.2836 according to SINES cat.
Depth of foundation in the ground 0.8m. It is possible to use a single or
double jib. The surface of the posts in the ground and up to 40 cm above the
ground level should be additionally protected by double painting with asphalt
adhesive. (...)“ From city document.

lighting (14)
A-192

security and ISPS-arrangements (15)
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Szczecin made a catalogue for an overall design concept of furniture in the city. The different ‘sub’designs are
organized into quarters (see map below). Each set of furniture starts from a same base and is adapted per
quarter.
At the quay there is limited space. An integration of elements in a functional but green zone can be a solution.
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ŁAWKA Z OPARCIEM

L4

SCHEMAT KONSTRUKCYJNY
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Rys. 3. Widok z boku
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II Strefa - Śródmieście
III Strefa - przedwojenne dzielnice zabudowy mieszkaniowej wielo - i jednorodzinnej

420 - 450 mm

ZESTAW 1 ZESTAW 2 ZESTAW 3 ZESTAW 4 ZESTAW 5 ZESTAW 6 ZESTAW 7 ZESTAW 8

I Strefa - Stare Miasto

39

signage and street furniture (16)
A-193

The three new promenades along the water (2)(3)(4) provide qualitative public space for pedestrians. A new pedestrian bridge, Trasa Zamkowa (1), will connect both sides of the river parallel
with the busy highway bridge. While developing spaces for pedestrians, the overall walking network and the continuation of footpaths should be kept in mind. Connections in-between (5)(6),
such as the bridge (1) are important, but also safe crossing paths around the highway infrastructure and across the coastal road.
We suggest to continue this system of boulevards to Waly Chobrego. Today, the busy highway remains an obstacle for pedestrians. Connected to the Haken terraces, the SCS quay has potential
to become a frequently used route from the riverside into the city. The continuity of a ‘waterfront walk’ (7) would contribute to the quality of public space next to the water as well.
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4

the pedestrian network (17)
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(future) pedestrian and cyclists’ bridge
Piast’s boulevard
Gdynski boulevard
Nabrzeże Starówka boulevard
pedestrian bridge to the island Grodzka
bridge (separate cycle lane/sidewalk)
possible waterfront walk

A M

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

CRUISE QUAY

A-195

There is a bike rental service available near the berth. The bike lane ends at the quay and is interrupted by parking spaces. The height difference makes biking to
the city center less accessible, for people with lower mobility. (Unless electric bikes are available.) When the footbridge will be installed, cycling can be an easy
way to get around the waterfront and its boulevards.

the bicycle network (18)
A-196

SZC
BICYCLE PATH
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BICYCLE NETWORK
BICYCLE NETWORK - TO BE BUILD
BICYCLE HIGHWAY NETWORK
CRUISE QUAY

A-197

The city is well networked with a bus and tram service. At the berth is a stop for tram and buslines. This makes it easy for tourists to go around autonomously in the city.
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the public transport network (19)
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The car network is very present in Szczecin. The busy highways are often a threshold for the
free circulation of pedestrians and cyclists. A lot of the waterfront is dedicated to roads and
parking lots.It should be considered to move open air parkings into buildings and to turn the
coastal road into a more pedestrian/cyclists friendly boulevard-model.
map of street parking (zone A (red) is more expensive than zone B (yellow))

the car network and parking facilities (20)
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facilities (21)
Must see in Szczecin
OLD TOWN*
*(it’s actually fresh and new)

Must see in Szczecin

Must see in Szczecin

Berth locations

Must see in Szczecin

Unique combination of historical
and modern architecture

Must see in Szczecin
Plenty of space, parks and forests inside the city

POLSKIE QUAY
CHROBREGO PIER
Must-see in Szczecin’s surroundings

Must-see in Szczecin’s surroundings

Must-see in Szczecin’s surroundings

Middle-oders
Large and wild natural resources just by the city borders

Middle-oders
Large and wild natural resources just by the city borders

WOLIN
reconstruced early-medieval settlement
Slavs and Vikings festival

Tour programs

Tour programs

IRON COURTAIN
DISCOVER THE REBEL
REPUBLIC BEHIND THE WALL

UNDERGROUND CITY
EXPLORE THE TUNNELS

DURATION: approx. 3 h
PROGRAMME: visiting the
Dialoque Center „Upheavals”,
transportation (an old „Jelcz” bus),
a snack in the Szczecin
Shipyard cantine

DURATION: approx. 4 h
PROGRAMME: guided trip across
the biggest civil shelter in today’s
Poland, sightseeing the military
bunker near Emerald Lake,
visiting the military museum

CHROBRY EMBANKMENT

chobry embankment and national museum

the tourist map (22)
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st Jakobs cathedral

Filharmonia Szczecin

DUCAL CASTLE ducal castle

Szczecin has a rich history and therefore a lot of
different attractions to offer. The city and tourism
center offer different daytrips. One of them is a
one day trip to Berlin, since Szczecin is Berlin’s
ST. JACOB’S
closest seaport.

CATHEDRAL

A M

SZC

The Waly Chobrego quay, the Grodzka island and the boulevard accross are used to host large-scale events such as the tall ships races, pyro
magic festival, sea days festival... When the event is going on, the terraces function as a stage and viewing point and the highway and roads are
blocked from traffic.

people - multifunctionality (23)
A-203

MONUMENTAL LOCATION
The Waly Chobrego quay is situated at a key monument of Szczecin. The quay lies directly in the main view axe from the terraces above. A cruise
ship can block this view. If possible, the ship should dock away from the view axis.
WALY CHOBREGO BOULEVARD
The quay is quite narrow. There is little space to organise the operations of multiple river/sea cruises, yachts... Therefore it is recommended that
parking is removed. Buslanes ,like the one near Pasazerskie quay, are preferred over drive in parkings that take up more space. Furthermore,
the coastal road is a 2x2 highway, with double tramrails in the middle. This leaves little space for pedestrians and makes crossing difficult. If
possible, not necessary traffic should be diverted and sufficient crossing points installed.
It is recommended that the system of boulevards/promenades (Piast’s, Gdynski and Nabrzeże Starówka) is continued at Waly Chobrego. Not
only on the level of the waterside, but also for on the coastal road, priority should shift to pedestrians, cyclists and public transport.
A CONTINUOUS AND GREEN BORDER
The border inbetween the road and the quay is now made out of different elements. Sometimes it is a green border, in other places little pegs
or metal fences. There is very little continuity.
Organising a green border along the entire quay will make the area more coherent. The border can consists of a low wide hedge for example,
in this way it is still possible to look over it, towards the river. The zone can also be used to integrate different functions/infrastructure such as
lighting, benches, a cycle lane, small pavilions...
Integration of the ISPS fence in the landscaping can be done in several ways. (Detail on ISPS fence, scale S, see page A-306)

conclusion
A-204

LOA: 196M

waly chobrego quay

green + functional border

proposal: continuous green and functional border at waly chobrego quay

view
temporary
isps fence

proposal: green low border

permanent fence

lane of trees

flowers and grass

storage of mobile fence and cycling lane

plastic pegs and mobile fence

concrete pegs + parking

cycling lane

small green pegs
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gate

existing borders between the coastal road and the quay - no continuity
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KAR
3338,05km²

20/km²

35.212

1.621/km²

population

density

21,72km²

area

current scs calls
8-15/year

Ronneby Airport

Karlskrona
central station

ferry to
Gdynia (pl)
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municipality
center/island

66.666

CASE V KARLSKRONA (SE)
A-207
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KARLSKRONA
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Karlskrona is situated within an archipelago of 30 islands. It is a historic military
base, still in use as a naval base and for the Swedish Coast Guard. The compact
city center on the main island, Trösso island, has a strong historical center. It
is a baroque city with an orthogonal city plan. Its natural implantation in the
Baltic Sea and its axial city plan provides the city with beautiful views and
perspectives.
A-208

KAR
(1) museum
Stumholmen is a peninsula connected
to the main Trösso island. It contains
mainly museums. Public space are big
lawns and large spaces inbetween the
buildings.

trösso

(2) the historical city
Trösso island. A baroque city center
with an axial plan. The central axe with
parks and squares provides the vast
majority of public space.

saltö

(3) housing
Saltö island is linked with the main
island, Trösso. It consists of small free
standing houses. The streets but also
the big green area around, serves as
public space.

kungsmarken

verkö

handelshamnen

(4) residential quarter
These housing blocks are located in a
quarter, near the Bergasa train station.
The same area also contains the
Blekinge Technical University and the
hospital site. Public space is of a larger
scale, similar to the (semi-) public
buildings.

(5) the harbour
Verko island is connected to Trösso
island by the highway. It is the
commercial port of Karlskrona. Its logic
and open space is dominated by cargo
transport.

(6) the urban void
Handelshamnen lies between the city
marina and the old ferry terminal. It
is a large empty area in the city center
(500x60m) only interrupted by two
harbour sheds. Nowadays it is mainly
used as a parking lot.

A-209

A M

maritime museum

Currently there are three options for cruise ships to dock. The first option is
only accessible for tender ships. (Kingsbridge). The second one is located on
another island (Vërko) within the commercial port area. It takes 20 minutes
by bus to go to the city center. The third and preferred berth for SCS is located
on the east side of the Trösso island: Handelshamnen.
In Handelshamnen there is currently no separation between port and city.
The city wants to combine city development with the docking of larger vessels
here. Handelshamnen is part of the city center.

city (1) and port (2)
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DEFINITION OF THE WATERFRONT AREA

4

WATERFRONT AREA
WALL AROUND MILITARY PORT

karlskrona city fabric

the urban waterfront area (3)
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The city center of Karlskrona faces open sea all around the island. Therefore
we could define the waterfront area as its entire outline, with the exception
of the inaccessible southern part where the military port is located. The
waterfront can be divided into different segments. Firstly, (1) the north side
at the train station and city marina. Secondly, (2) the north-eastern side
with Handelshamnen quay. Thirdly (3) the south-east side with the island of
Stumholmen, the Naval Museum and the area around the historical Kungsbro
square. Here (5) the waterfront area is interupted by the military port. This
area is divided from the city by fences, walls and closed buildings.
Arriving at the last segment (5), around the curve and open space between
Saltö island and the trainstation.
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1. North side: train station and city marina
2. North-eastern side: Handelshamnen quay.
3. South-eastern side: island of Stumholmen
Naval museum - historical Kungsbro area
4. Military Port
5. West side: from Saltö island to the trainstation
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cruise quay
SCS 250m
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In the element ‘water structure’, an ensemble of different functions along the waterfront is considered. Due to the limited surface on the island(s), we can see the use of the water surface is maximized.
Small islands have their own (mono-)function such as a housing island (9), a small park (10) or museums (5). There is a variety of vessels that dock on the waterfront: from large ships in the extended military harbour, with
its navy shipyard to container ships in the commercial port, yachts in the city marina or a small fishing boat in a backyard.
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water structure (4)
A-214
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

City guard, Small Cargo, Cruise Ships
Ferry Station
Ferry Station
Quay of the Naval Museum
Stumholmen ‘Museum’ Island
City Quay of Kungsbro, pilot boats
Quay of Military Port Lindholmen
Drydocks Navy Shipyard
Small private boats at Eckholmen
Small park at Strakholmen
Marina
Marina
Small private boats
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The island is slightly sloped. The highest point, with 12m height difference, lies in the middle on the main square. This topography underlines the waterfront area as a lower edge. The feeling
of being close to the water is enhanced by the water level, that is close to the land level. Through the streets Ostra Kopmansgatan, Olandsgatan or Drottninggatan, there is an elevated view
towards the cruise quay and the waterfront.
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topography (5)
A-216
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Main square
Östra Köpmansgatan
Ölandsgatan
Drottninggatan
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In the city of Karlskrona we can see that the green structures in public spaces are rather punctual, except from the two big designed parks (1) (2) and a few other zones
like the small island of Stakholmen (3) and the area at Aurora Bastion (4) and Stumholmen island (5) that is bordered with grass.
The streets are made mostly out of stone or paved surfaces. Adjacent to these ‘hard’ streets lies potential in the green courtyards of private plots. An overhanging tree,
the entrance garden of the gymnasium at Östra Köpmansgatan or the courtyard of Ericsson... could contribute to the overall green character of the street.
On the SCS berth we can see two linear green elements, a border of grass and in the northern part a lane of trees that stands between the parking and the coastal road.
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green structure (6)
A-218
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Hoglands Park
Amiralitetsklockstapeln Park
Stakholmen Island
Aurora Bastion Lawn
Stumholmen Border of grass
Garden of Gymnasium
Courtyard with tree
Border of grass
Lane of trees
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In the historical city center, the coherence of the pavement is strong (3-6). The main square (2) for example, is made out of cobblestones. This space is shared by cars, cyclists and pedestrians.
However, when moving further away towards the SCS quay (1), the pavement follows the logics of goods and carparkings and changes to asphalt and concrete.
Should we, today as the actual industry is no longer in the city center, extend this historical pavement towards the waterfront? Or should it be reinvented as a new type of space with new
qualities compared to the old town?
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4

the pavement (7)
A-220
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The Gehl study recommends to upgrade the
underground, to replace the asphalt by highquality pavements and to use a uniform colour
range. The strategy was already carried out in
Ronnebygatan, Borgmästaregatan, Hoglands
park and Fisktorget.
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1.
2.
3.
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5.
6.

concrete + asphalt (Handelshamnen)
clinckers (Stortoget square)
cobblestones (Kungsbro pedestrian zone)
combination of clinckers
(Drottninggatans’ historical promenade)
combination of clinckers
(Ronnebygatan pedestrian street)
combination of clinckers
(Borgmästaregatan pedestrian street)
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Which functional part of the former industry remains in the port? How can we deal with the outdoor space if it has no longer a function of handling of goods and transport?
Will the free space be used by the city services?
The urban tissue in Karlskrona is composed of closed city blocks (5), with inbetween alterations where parcs and squares are manifested.
The ‘unfinished’, industrial blocks across the SCS quay differentiate. Here are open ‘residual’ spaces between the buildings and the public space. Some of these are still
functional (for parking (4), entryways (2) (3), storage of goods (1)…) whilst others are turned into a courtyards.
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the building layer (8)
A-222
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Storage and entrance Ericsson
Entryway Ericsson
Entryway Ericsson
Parking lot
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The waterfront program consist mostly of offices (1-5) and a gymnasium (6). The blocks are monofunctional rather than mixed in program. The interaction with public space could take place
at intermediate spaces like courtyards next to the street. Most importantly however is to create a lively program along the ground floor in order to activate the public space. In the examples
below, the facade at ground level mostly consists of blank walls or a closed program that is little attractive towards the street.
The inaccessible military port occupies a big part of the island. The former industrial quay of the Handelshamn, has today mostly been replaced by office buildings. Near the Marina (north)
and Stumholmen Island (south) recreational functions were organised in old industrial buildings, like a hotel (9) and the Naval Museum (10). The city of Karlskrona has plans to redevelop the
Handelshamn quay for housing. The quay won’t be used any longer for the handling of goods. The outdoor space can be re-organised in favour of public space.

the program (9)
A-224
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Bank office
Conference center
Government administration
Storage
Ericsson
Gymnasium
Hotel
Museum
MILITARY PORT
INDUSTRY (none)
OFFICES

NOT RELATED TO RESEARCH
HOUSING (AND MIX)
SCHOOLS
RECREATIONAL
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Since the island is slightly sloped. The three roads perpendicular to the quay offer views on the water. (1-3) Two harbour sheds on the
Handelshamnen quay block the view sideways. (4-5) On the 200m long quay is an open view to the water (6). Other viewing points are at the
Naval Museum (7) and the Ferry Terminal (8).
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view axes (10)
A-226
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The Gehl study recommends to make visual
links between the city center and the water
trough the perpendicular streets avoiding
parked cars in the sight axes.
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Drottninggatan
Ölandsgatan
Östra Köpmansgatan
Shed
Shed
SCS quay
Naval Museum
Ferry Terminal
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ONLY DESTINATION TRAFFIC
The street Dröttninggatan, parallel to the coastal road is the ‘ring road’ around the island. Traffic that is
not destination-specific can therefore be filtered out from the coastal road, making it possible to reduce
traffic to the essential: a functional lane to serve the businesses on the Östra Hamngatan and residential
traffic for the urban quarter to be build.
LINK WITH PROGRAM OR PUBLIC SPACE
The coastal road lies very close to the sea. Its most articulate link with any program in the waterfront
is with the offices/companies on Östra Hamngatan. As shown in the schema, the parking takes up the
entire waterfront area and is therefore a restriction of its use as a public space. There is no public space
linked to the coastal road at this moment.
COMPOSITION
The coastal road consists of 3 lanes, a walking path on one and a biking lane on the other side. The
road is separated from the parking lot by a small stroke of grass. In comparison to the area foreseen for
cars, other users have limited space. The more mixed the use of the coastal road gets (public transport,
pedestrians, roller skates, steps, bikes, cars...) the more a shared-space-model or boulevard is possible.
CROSSABILITY
Pedestrian crossings on the road are limited. This is a barrier for people on foot, cyclists or other. If the
speed of the cars was to be adequately limited, the street can be crossed over at all times. Parking places
on the side of the road should be avoided.

The Gehl study indicates that the waterfront is not enough developed in a qualitative way. The study recommends
to create qualitative places to stay a promenade along the waterside. As well as making visual links between the city
center and the water trough the perpendicular streets avoiding parked cars in the sight axes.

GREEN
The green border and lanes of trees are linear green elements which are a vital to organise the coastal
road. (see element ‘green structure’)
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coastal road (11)
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Östra Hamngatan
Drottninggatan
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175 M
ÖSTRA KÖPMANSGATAN

YACHT HARBOUR
THORE
OSTERMANSGATAN
DROTTNINGGATAN
We can look at the city facade
on two levels. Firstly the overall view from on the water. This is not coherent due to the gaps in the facades. With the developement
plansCHRISTOFFERSGATAN
on the Handelshamn quay, a new facade will
be built.

Secondly, more in detail, we perceive the facade on street level: The city was built on an orthogonal grid. All constructions follow the defined outlines of the building blocks. However, at Handelshamnen we see that the outline
and thus the continuity of facades is interrupted.
Along the coastal road are a lot of residual spaces within the building blocks. For example the parking lot (1) and courtyard or entryways at the site of Ericcson (2). These spaces don’t give added value to the atmosphere of the
waterfront and could be transformed into (semi-)public spaces, interacting with the waterfront. For example a common garden where the employees of the company eat their lunch. (See also ‘building layer’ and ‘program’.)
The experience while walking around is not limited to the public space itself, everything at eye-level plays a role. With the development of the Handelshamn quay for housing, the waterfront facade will be part of the public
realm of this new urban quarter. As mentioned above, on the one hand, the existing plinth can be optimised, but secondly it is important not to merely construct monofunctional housing blocks on the quay. The plinth can
exceed the function of car-entrance or security point and be used for social functions, child daycare, schools, public services... instead.

city facade (12)
A-230
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ÖLANDSGATAN

ARVID NILSSONSGATAN

NORRA SMEDJEGATAN

ÖSTERLEDEN
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VIEW FROM THE WATER

A-231

Handelshamn measures around 50 x 500m, a small cruise ship only needs up to 250m to dock, here an LOA of 300m is possible too. The berth location would preferably be organised in
the northern part. This to minimise the impact of extra traffic to the quay: The entry of these fluxes into the city can be limited as the highway and trainstation branche in the northern
part of the city as well. Especially if the quay is (occasionally) used for handling of small cargo.
The Gehl study aims to extend walking paths towards the water and thus the SCS quay. A connection from the coastal road towards the city would be interesting. Olandsgatan can be a
direct passage for cruise tourists towards the historical city center. Kyrkogatan will also be developed be as one of the main boulevards in the city. This is the main connection from the
main square to the island with the Naval Museum. In general, the connection of the whole housing quarter requires better pedestrian facilities for crossing and usage of the coastal road.

berth for scs (13)
A-232
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As places which are lit up, and how they are lit up. We distinguish between obscure and clearly lit zones. These might be intimate
corners, accentuated building façades, street lighting indicating paths or seating areas.
The Gehl study recommends good lighting for an enhanced feeling of security. On the coastal road, lighting on scale of the pedestrians
would improve quality as it is now very high and made for car traffic. The integration with green and benches create comfortable
places to rest within the pedestrian network.

lighting (14)

There is a strategy for the signage and street furniture in the city center, however along the coastal road are little resting places.
Arriving as a cruise tourist on the quay, it is not clear which direction to follow towards the center. Signage for pedestrians is missing.
Both of these elements should be integrated within lighting, pavement, green in the pedestrian and bicycle network to become
qualitative places to rest. Gehl Architects refers to the busstation as possible interesting public spaces. For example, moving away the
parking spots around the bus stop to give space to other uses creates a comfortable waiting area.

signage and street furniture (16)
A-234
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“The current activity doesn’t consist of cruise ships by definition. There is some
activity but not a lot. There are 1 or 2 smaller cruise ships arriving each year, but
it varies. There are mainly larger sailing yachts, a permanent dock for our own
coast guardship and sometimes industrial ships park here when it is too crowded
at Vërkohamnen. Last summer we received a practice group of international
coast guards at the Handelshamn quay. Also quite frequent are foreign navy
ships arriving in big numbers to Handelshamnen.” (extract from the interview
with Mr. Swardh, 30/10/2018)
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Today we can see the quay is used by a variety of activities. “The port is not
fenced off but defined as ‘use for harbour’ (“hamnändamål”). What will be
needed for SCS as well as other “clean arrivals” like ships coming in for crew
change, waiting quay, loading of delicate and not industrial equipment etc.”
(extract from the interview with Mr. Swardh, 30/10/2018)
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The entire area of Handelshamn is very big compared to the other squares
and public spaces in Karlskrona. As the berth lies near the city center, the ISPS
enclosure should be temporary and enable people to always have access to the
waterfront. Integration with public space will be a necessity for the ISPS area
since the Handelshamn quay is also a part of city development with housing and
working facilities.
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The ISPS zone has to be at least the length of the ship (An LOA up to 300m is
possible here).
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These number of activities can evolve and get more extended, vessels can dock
for practice of the marine, scientific research, yachts, arrival of small cargo
destined for the city...
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security and isps-arrangements (15)
A-235

Mer stad vid vattnet
till
en god

“Karlskrona är en stad omgiven av vatten
– det ska kunna upplevas och njutas!”

mARINAN: NyTT LIv GENom mINSKAT
TRAFIKbuLLER oCh bäTTRE FÖRbINDELSE TILL
FoTGäNGARNäTvERKET

Nytt stadsrum och statioN för
båttrafik vid traNsportkNutpuNkt

mÖjLIGhET TILL NyTT
boSTADSomRåDE mED ALLmäNT
pRomENADSTRåK LäNGS vATTNET

Fisktorget: rekreativt
område vid centrum

B

c

TECKENFÖRKLARING
ShoppINGNäTvERK
ÖvRIGA FoTGäNGARFÖRbINDELSER
GATuSEKTIoN

Strategier:
• Skapa inbjudningar till uppehåll vid vattnet
a
• Stärk förbindelserna mellan centrum och vattnet

STumhoLmEN:
KuLTuRELLA oCh
FySISKA AKTIvITETER
vID vATTNET

D

Karlskronas läge, omgivet av vatten, ger staden stora
rekreativa möjligheter. Både boende och besökare kan i
långt högre grad inbjudas att njuta av utsikten och olika
aktiviteter vid vattnet. En rad omständigheter förhindrar
dock att den här möjligheten kan utnyttjas:
• Brist på attraktiva stadsrum vid vattnet.
• Brist på bra fotgängarförbindelser till vattnet.
• Breda vägar längs kajen skär av fotgängarförbindelserna
och minskar det rekreativa användandet.
Rekommendationer:
• Skapa attraktiva och varierade stadsrum vid vattnet.
• Stärk förbindelserna mellan centrum och vattnet.
• Dämpa trafikens inverkan längs kajen och skapa bra
fotgängarpassager.
• Skapa katalysatorer för liv längs vattnet; både
permanenta, temporära och flyktiga.

Strategy by Gehl Architects

KuNGSbRoN:
TyDLIG AvSLuTNING på
hAmNpRomENADEN

FLoTTANS omRåDE: KAN mAN
hELT ELLER DELvIS ÖppNA FÖR
oFFENTLIG TILLGåNG?

TECKENFÖRKLARING
pRomENAD LäNGS vATTNET
vIKTIGA FoTGäNGARFÖRbINDELSER
TILL vATTNET
båTTRAFIKLINjER
mÖjLIGA oFFENTLIGA
STADSRum vID vATTNET

Strategy by Gehl Architects

till örlogsstationen i köpenhamn är
det offentlig tillgång dagligen från
soluppgång till solnedgång, dock endast
för fotgängare.

S 01 · gehl architectS · karlSkrona Strategi

The city center is compact, everything is within walking distance (approx 1km). More connections towards the water are foreseen in the strategy by Gehl
Architects.
The connections to the city center from the SCS quay could pass through Drottninggatan (1) or Olandsgatan (2), since we suggest the location of the SCS berth
to take place in the northern part of the Handelshamn.

pedestrian network (17)
A-236

The Gehl study recommends introducing a pedestrian
network and to reduce car traffic. The pedestrian
should have priority. Car speed should be lowered.
Places to sit and rest should be provided along
the network. The network has to be connected
to parking buildings around the city and public
transport.

500M RADIUS
6 MIN WALK

1KM RADIUS
12 MIN WALK
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Drottninggatan - Walkway
Ölandsgatan
Östra Köpmansgatan - Walkway
Ronnebygatan - Walkway
Kyrkogatan - Boulevard
strategy: shopping streets
strategy: pedestrian connections
strategy: waterfront walk
pedestrian zones / sidewalks
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legend
bicycle parking
class cycle path
main cycle route
secondary route
local route

legend

bike park 25m buffer
bike park 50m buffer

3m walk + bike
4m walk / bike
5m walk / bike
future needs: width of the cycling and walking paths

location of bike parking in the city center

rental service for electrical bikes and cars at the berth

Karlskrona has wide lanes and seems generally accessible for bikes, with its limited perimeter. Along the Handelshamn is a separate bike lane. According to the ‘cycling strategy of Karlskrona 2030’, between 701 and 2000
cyclists pass by Östra Hamngatan each day. Therefore a 5m path with separated lanes for pedestrians and cyclists is recommended. The reconstruction is listed within the priority for the municipality to be renewed in 2020.
(source: Cykelstrategi 2030 Karlskrona) These plans for renewal of the road are of the interest of cruise tourists too. Cyclings tourists are likely to spend more money locally than groups on bus tours. A rental service for
electrical bikes is available at the berth.

bicycle network (18)
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kollektivtrafik i tätorten
“Karlskrona är en fantastisk stad
att gå i, och det är aldrig mer
än 5 minuters promenad till en
busshållplats!”

840

840

Vilboken

686

600

1-12

Matvik
Kastellet

Strategier:
• Ta bort busstrafiken från stadskärnan
• Skapa en central och integrerad trafikknutpunkt
Offentlig transport är beroende av en god
fotgängarmiljö. På väg till och från offentliga
transportmedel är man per definition fotgängare och
gångupplevelsen är därför av stor betydelse. På Trossö
Jämjö 2 2
försämras gångmiljön av tung trafik,Parkvägen
varav en stor
Klakebäcksvägen
ZON
2
del genereras av busstrafiken. Om man lägger om
Jämjö centrum
busstrafiken 3så3attBastasjö
den går i utkanten av centrum frigörs
Ekedalsvägen
Bastasjö
en rad gator frånNorra
trafiken
Hässlegården och fotgängarnätverket kan
Duverum
Hässlegårdens förskola
utvidgas.
Vallby
Södra Hässlegården
Silvervägen
Rosenhill
I strategin ingår en ny trafikknutpunkt med tåg, buss
Spandelstorpsskolan
Ramdala
Spandelstorp
och taxi samt cykelparkering
och -uthyrning.
Denna
Sturkövägen
Harry Martinsons väg
Öljersjö
knutpunkt hamnar
direkt
Gunnar iTorhamns
väg anslutning till det utvidgade
Lindåsvägen
Afvelsgärdevägen
fotgängarnätverket.
Lösen
Carlandravägen

blekinge train network

Rödebyholm

4

Rödeby

Rödebyskolan

4

Rödeby centrum
Trastvägen
Stationsvägen
Mörtövägen
Rödeby Ek

ZON 2

Bubbetorp

Angöringen

Östra Torp

AWA vägen

Rekommendationer Carlemansvägen
Stadsträd- JäraEkedalsvägen
Lyckeby centrum
gården vägen
• Fotgängarnätverket
ska ansluta
till stationen och
Gamla Riksvägen
Lyckeby Slottsbacken
Backabo
Knösö
busshållplatserna. Amiralen
Intagsvägen
Ringö
Ringöbron
•Ekeberg
Skapa busshållplatser av hög kvalitet.
Gör det till en
Södra Ringö
Lallerstedts
Kungsmarken
Ängholmen
gata
6
behaglig
B-husetupplevelse att vänta på bussen.
Verkö

Torskors
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Den visade situationen är ett slutmål som bör eftersträvas
i takt med väsentliga förbättringar av fotgängarmiljön i
centrum. Det första steget mot en förbättring av kollektivtrafiken är de rekommendationer som beskrivs i rapporten
“PM3 – Kollektivtrafik på Trossö”.
Man bör undvika att det under processens gång uppstår
hinder som gör att den visade visionen inte uppnås.
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Gullberna park

Hultvägen

TECKENFÖRKLARING

buSShåLLpLATSER

Kronotorp

Uranvägen

Strategy by Gehl Architects

Egilslunden

Sjukhuset huvudentrén
Kyrkogården
Galgamarkstrappan

Karlskrona is an endstation for trains. There are regular connections to Copenhagen, Gotenburg,
Stockholm, Oslo... Flixbus for example doesn’t leave from the central station but from Jämjö or
Lyckeby, further away from the city center.

Wämöparken
Hästö idrottsplats

Kvarngatan

Landsvägsgatan

Herrgårdsvägen
Hästö

8

Lokstallarna

Hästö

Karlskrona centralstation

In the city center, the busnetwork consists of two lines. The bus doesn’t drive on the coastal road
next to the SCS quay. This means that no buslanes are to be integrated and leave more space for
other mobility there. Public transport is within walking distance of the quay.

Kungsplan
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Saltö

Karlskrona centrum

Saltö
Saltö torg
Ekholmen
Chapmansplan

300 m

Af Chapmangymnasiet
AmiralitetsVarvet torget Alamedan

400 m Handelshamnen Aspöfärjan

Af Chapmangymnasiet
Drottninggatan
Sparre

Sturköpendeln
Sturkö

Locating the docking of small cruise ships in the north of Handelshamn offers a closer connection
to the train station.
There is a free ferry service to the island of Aspö.

public transport network (19)
A-240

The Gehl study recommends to create traffic
nodes combining trains, buses, taxis, bicycle
parkings, bicycle renting places...connected
to the pedestrian network.
A second part of the strategy is to create a
central and integrated traffic hub and more
qualitative bus stops. Busstops should be
enjoyable places with a nice view with a
good sun-, wind- and rain protection.
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TRAIN

CRUISE QUAY

FERRY

WALL AROUND MILITARY PORT

A-241

A M

BUS

ROADS
In the north and west of the island, the coastal road is also the ‘ring road’. However at the SCS
quay, the street Dröttninggatan is part of the primary and ‘ring road’ around the island. This
leaves the segment of the coastal road at the berth, Östra Hamngatan as a secundary road that
is not vital for passing traffic but rather serves destination specific traffic.
PARKING
The entire waterfront at Handelshamnen is filled with parking space. Three parking houses are
already built in the city center.
With development plans of the quay to housing blocks, the city plans to remove the parking
from the waterfront and to build two more parking buildings.

the car network and parking facilities (20)
A-242

The Gehl study indicates that the roads for cars are too wide and sidewalks to
narrow. Gehl recommends to narrow the space for cars and parking and to invest
in the sidewalks.
The pedestrians must be given priority and pedestrian networks should be created.
Parking places should be reduced and organised in parking buildings instead of
using public space. The parking places must be organised around the city center
instead of in the center and can never be organised on important public places.
The parkings must be connected to the pedestrian network. Parking fees should
be more expensive

P

P
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ROADS
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PARKING BUILDING
CRUISE QUAY
PARKING

WALL AROUND MILITARY PORT

A-243
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CHARGING POINTS

fresh
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sewage
system

electricity
network

gas
network

heat
network

waste
recycling

(food)
delivery
Information on the facilities to be added.

facilities (21)
A-244
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Is the space along the quay line used for events? Which kind of events is now organised?
“Yes, it is now used for harbour festivals. (Tivoli’s, beer tents, normal city festivals…) But it is becoming more of an ‘archipelago’ festival in
the last 5 years in the sense that we try to spread the festival over the entire island and the islands around Trösso. Activities organised on the
Handelshamnen quay are a beach or skating competitions.” (extract from the interview with Mr. Swardh, 30/10/2018)

harbour festival

ropcorn festival

A M

The Gehl study recommends to organise more activities. These activities
have to take place in summertime, but also in wintertime. The varied
activities have to reinforce the identity of the city. Gehl suggests to
create places where temporary pavilions, stages, marketplaces, sport
activities, skating rinks, exhibitions, concerts,... can be built up or take
place. The open space should not be filled with cars when there is no
activity. He also indicates the importance of good lighting for these
temporary activities.

archipelago festival

multifunctionality (23)
A-245
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tourist map (22)
A-246
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Bastion Aurora
Fredrikskyrkan
Naval Museum
Kungsholms fort
Amiralitetsklockstapeln

CRUISE QUAY
WALL AROUND MILITARY PORT

A-247
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Within the strict urban fabric of Karlskrona, the SCS quay is a vast open
area. Its size is comparable to the main square. The space limitations on
the island, and the quay’s position in the waterfront (3), make this location
of great potential, following the plans of the city to redevelop the area with
i.a. new housing blocks.
The coastal road (11) can’t be a barrier between the new urban quarter
and the city center. In comparison to the area foreseen for cars, other
users have limited space. The more mixed the use of the coastal road gets
(pedestrians, roller skates, steps, bikes, cars...) the more a shared-spacemodel or boulevard is possible.
Parking places at the waterfront should be removed in favour of public
space (20). The city already plans to replace the open air parking places
at the quay by compact parking buildings on the other side of the coastal
road. In the development of the Handelshamn quarter, a combination of
programs and an attractive plinth with a function that activates the public
space are indispensable (9).
400

P

adding a double row
of trees + hedge as
isps border

615

The development of this new quarter is placed against the ‘previous’ city
façade of offices and former industry (except for a few last ones), with its
unfinished building blocks. This façade (12) will be part of the public realm
of this new urban quarter. The residual space within the building blocks
should be upgraded to green courtyards, if possible with a semi-private
character. Residual spaces in function of cars or the logic of handling goods,
should be rethought in favour of public space.

open air parking is
moved to parking
buildings

M

Integration of the new quarter (Handelshamn) in the city fabric requires
upgrading the streets perpendicular to the quay. Different aspects are
important: clearing the view axes (10) towards the sea by removing parking
places where possible and so making space for pedestrians and cyclists
(17-18-20), with integrated lighting (14), clear signage, places to sit and
rest (16), mobility points…

view axes on
perpendicular
streets remain open
views
area for housing

The ISPS zone can be integrated as a landscape design.
(see right page and detail on ISPS fence, scale S, see page A-306)
MASTERPLAN
The logic of handling goods and fluxes of traffic no longer prevails at
Handelshamn. With the development of the quay as an urban quarter in
mind, a new type of design should be figured out. One that is not merely a
copy of the historical center, with its language of cobblestones and closed
building blocks, but one that focuses on the qualities of this specific site,
right next to the sea. Therefore a masterplan has to be made.

conclusion
A-248

upgrading semiprivate courtyards

50

M
view
tree
isps fence in
hedge
temporary
isps fence
gate

a

Within this ‘functional’/’landscape’ zone different elements can be
integrated:
• the temporary installation of the ISPS zone with access points to the
ISPS zone, delivery by truck, temporary installations...
• facilities for cyclists and pedestrians such as rest places with benches,
bike racks, lighting, a pedestrian path, a cycle lane…
• facilities for city services: bus stops, waste organisation...

existing

A M

Moving forward on the first option, a division in the middle between SCS/
mooring of vessels and housing, an ISPS zone as an integrated landscape
element can be embedded in the exisiting green structure. On the border of
the quay, a lane of trees and a stroke of grass is present today. By extending
this ‘border green’ along the entire length of the quay and by doubling the
existing lane of trees, a buffer zone is made.
The ISPS border can instead of a fence, be made by a natural element as
well: e.g. a wide low hedge. Hereby the height stays limited, the passerby
can still look over the barrier/hedge towards the sea. And, with the strong
east-westwinds through the city, green could play a role as a buffer.

KAR

This questions the location of the housing redevelopment too. Should
there be a strict division within housing and the zone for SCS/mooring of
vessels/events on the quay?
For example, the border between ISPS and the new housing quarter could
be placed in the middle of the quay, with the southern area used for
housing and the northern used for SCS or docking of other vessels or as
an event space? A second option is to organise a closable quay, integrated
in the housing area. As the area will be redeveloped anyhow, it could be
interesting to use these new buildings as a base for the ISPS border. (see
also page A-162-163, proposal for Wismar)

WIDER ZONE

THE ISPS ZONE AS AN INTEGRATED LANDSCAPE ELEMENT
As the quay length is twice the size of the max. ship length, the position of
the docking area is flexible. We suggest to place it in the north, limiting the
loop of traffic from supply trucks or tourbusses.
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Kalmar’ historical center is situated on a small island. It is connected to Öland
with a bridge. The port area lies on a peninsula and functions separately from
the city. City and port are not physically linked except for a long road. The
urban waterfront is defined by parking spaces.
A-252

KAL
Kvarnholmen

quarter around university

(1) landmark
The Kalmar Castle is a separate
structure. Surrounded by a
large free space, accessible for
citizens.

(2) the historical city
In the center, the scale of the
orthogonal grid defines the
public spaces. The size of the
square at the cathedral equals
the half of one building block.

(3) the residential quarter
Similar sized blocks are found
in the university quarter. These
buildings are less closed and less
coherent compared to the city
center. Public space continues
inside the building blocks.

(4) the suburban houses
Between these free standing
houses, the main public spaces
are the sometimes wide streets
and fields.

harbour

elevatorkajen

(5) the harbour
The commercial port lies on a
peninsula adjacent to the city
center. The area is fragmented
with big, solitary buildings.
Open space is bigger and based
on the logic of cargo, trucks,
boats, cars, parking lots...

(6) the urban void
This zone, just outside the old
city walls was build later on.
The area is of a large scale but
contains no public space or
relation to the sea from the city
center, as it is filled with cars.

A M

castle

A-253

The SCS berth lies directly in the city center. Everything is in walking
distance. Vessels with an LOA bigger than 175m, anchor elsewhere.
For these bigger ships, passengers are transported by tenders to a
tender bridge close to the main quay for SCS.

city (1) and port (2)
A-254
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built area
city
commercial port
tender quay
elevatorkajen
cruise ship
loa 175m

DEFINITION OF THE URBAN WATERFRONT
The urban waterfront is defined as the area around the entire Kalmar
island with an extension at the Kalmar Castle. Near the castle, the public
waterfront consists of a park with big lawns facing the sea. A similar, but
seemingly less urban space, is found in the north-eastern side, at the park
around the old bastion.
Except for a few places where the old city wall and the sea come together,
there are little connections between the city and the waterfront.

scs loa 175m

0

the urban waterfront area (3)
A-256

100

500m

CRUISE QUAY

A M
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500M RADIUS

URBAN WATERFRONT

A-257

The border between water and land is diverse and fragmented. The Kalmar Castle (1), built on a peninsula and separated from the land by moats is the most remarkable water structure and the main touristic attraction of the
city. Water is found continuously along the remains of the city wall, with a more canal like structure next to the old water tower (9). Between the old city wall and the open sea, lies a zone that consists of separate or adjacent
structures to the island. These, (men made) structures often host monofunctional programs such as the commercial port on a peninsula (7)(8) or the cruise quay (5) as a parking. Smaller functions on the water are the cities’
guest harbour, (4) and the bicycle ferry (3).
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water structure (4)
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Kalmar Castle - Old ramparts
Kullö City - Marina
Skeppsbron - Bicycle ferry
City Guest Harbour / Marina
Elevatorkajen Cruise Quay
Vågbrytarbadet - Observation Point
Commercial Port
Commercial Port
Canal along City Wall
Inbetween the City park and Port
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CRUISE QUAY

A-259

The topography has little influence in Kalmar.
Overal the island is quite flat and easy for cyclists or pedestrians to get around. The city inside the old walls lies slightly higher then the area
near the open sea. It seems to have been constructed afterwards.

topography (5)
A-260
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CRUISE QUAY

A-261

There is a coherent string of green zones in the south-west (1-2-3-4) , consisting of pocket parks, bigger designed parks, big lawns around the city wall and at the waterfront... The idea of
a continuous ‘string’ is enhanced by the presence of lanes of trees (4). Often the edge of the city is used for park area (5-6). Except for the city quay and other parking areas in the north of
the main island where the green structure is discontinued for a long distance.
In comparison to the rest of the waterfront, there is very little green at the SCS quay. We see potential in an approach that ensures a continutation of this green structure on the quay but
leaves room for flexibility in the pavements, so that the area can still be supplied by trucks or buses.

green structure (6)
A-262
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City Park
Nyckel Memorial Park
Green edge: Lawns and trees
Around Old Water Tower
Lawns + Tree Lanes
Around Old City Wall
Green edge: Lawn and trees
Around Klapphuset
Green edge: Lawn and trees
Around Bastionen Regeringen
Island with trees
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CRUISE QUAY

A-263

Within the historical city center is a strong coherence in the pavement. (cobblestones, clinkers and stone tiles) The two main squares are connected through a pedestrian street. (3)
In the waterfront area is less continuity. The coastal road is mainly constructed in black asphalt and the sidewalks in clinckers or cobblestones. Along the waterfront is a boulevard-like segment. (1)
The quay is not articulated as a separate zone / port zone and is mostly in line with the general type of pavement in Kalmar.
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pavement (7)
A-264
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clinckers (near cruise quay)
concrete and stones (Cathedral Square)
cobblestones (pedestrian zone)
cobblestones (city square)
stones (historical area near watertower)
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A-265

The main part of the city is built within the outline of a dense grid of building blocks. The County Museum (1), located at the cruise quay, is a monofunctional block.
The ‘edge’ of the island is an open space, except for a few autonomous buildings such as the small row houses around Skeppsbron (2), the commercial center (3), the trainstation (4) and Kalmar Castle (5).
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the building layer (8)
A-266
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County Museum
Skeppsbron
Shopping mall
Trainstation
Kalmar Castle
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At the Elevatorkajen, the cruise quay faces the monumental County Museum (3). Next to it, are a lot of hotels (5) mixed with residencies.
Tourists can quickly go into the city center where the main historical attraction points are. The city center is a mix of housing with retail and
offices (6).
The university lies outside the city center but is under construction between the port area and the city. It will be finalized in 2020. Student
population often gives a new dynamic to the cities’ program.

the program (9)
A-268
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Linné ‘City’ University by 2020
Commercial Center
County Museum
Cathedral
Housing mixed with hotels
City Center: Retail and 		
offices mixed with housing
Ölandskajen – being developed
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A-269

The Elevatorkajen offers a view towards the open sea and the peninsula where the commercial port is situated (1-2) (7-8). In the city center, the old wall and park stands between the city and
the sea. (3)-5) Towards the main square, the view is blocked by the big shopping mall (6) on the edge of the sea.
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view axes (10)
A-270

28-6-2019
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Elevatorkajen - Google Maps

Elevatorkajen
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Opnamedatum afbeelding: mei 2019
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Afbeeldingen kunnen auteursrechtelijk beschermd zijn.

Håkan Samuelsson
Foto - mei 2019

https://www.google.com/maps/place/Elevatorkajen/@56.6634637,16.3713469,3a,75y,90t/data=!3m8!1e2!3m6!1sAF1QipOW2mq834y3SnAbqB-JNcID3dpkt0wJCx3dS1Ob!2e10!3e12!6shttps:%2F%2Flh5.googleuser…
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View towards the SCS quay, Elevatorkajen
View towards the commercial port
View through city gate, blocked
by a building
View through city gate, blocked
by park and buildings
View through city gate, blocked
by commercial center and parking lot
View blocked by commercial center
and parking lot
Open view to the sea
Viewing point
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PERSPECTIVE
VIEWPOINT
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SERIAL VIEW

A-271

DESTINATION TRAFFIC
With large parkings all along the coastal road, we can expect a lot of people to use these roads to
find a parking spot. If the parking would move out of the island, for example connected with a small
bus to the city, unnecessary traffic can be filtered out.
LINK WITH PUBLIC SPACE / PROGRAM
The link with public space along the road is limited due to the presence of the parking lots. Except
for the public square at the entrance of the County Museum and the lawn at the old city walls, there
is no public space or program to activate it.
COMPOSITION
The coastal road consists mostly of two lanes with a walking path on both sides, and sometimes a
bike lane. A thin grass stroke and a few plant pots separate the bike lane from the parking that fills
up the entire waterfront.
CROSSABILITY
The number of official crossings is limited. Speed limit is 40 km/h. Approx 3000-3500 cars each day.

P

coastal road (11)
A-272
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COASTAL ROAD
SECTION

A-273

SKEPPSBRON

We can look at the city facade on two levels.
Firstly the overall view from the water. Here the monumental County Museum is the key attraction point, right at the SCS berth. The other
buildings are not aligned and the distance from the water’s edge varies. These make the facade very fragmented.
Secondly, more in detail, we perceive the facade at street level or as a plinth: The facade of the County Museum is linked to the public space of
the square. The two-storey offices and shops at Skeppsbrogatan, offer very little interaction or attraction for tourists or locals.

city facade (12)
A-274

SKEPPSBROGATAN

ÖSTRA SJÖGATAN

50 M
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SJÖGATAN

ELEVATORKAJEN

VIEW FROM THE WATER

A-275

As places which are lit up, and how they are lit up. We distinguish between obscure and clearly lit zones. These might be intimate corners,
accentuated building façades, street lighting indicating paths or seating areas.
Good lighting enhances a feeling of security. On the coastal road, lighting on scale of the pedestrians would improving quality as it is now very
high and made for car traffic. The integration with green and benches create comfortable places to rest within the pedestrian network.

lighting (14)
The SCS berth is located right in the city center. Other similar functions in this edge of the city are the marina, the bicycle ferry and the
commercial port.
The length of the quay is 200m, the depth varies from 100m to 20m. The limitation in LOA for SCS is 175m.

berth for scs (13)
A-276
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SCS BERTH: ELEVATORKAJEN

CURRENT SCS CALLS: 3-5/YEAR
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In Kalmar, a set of infrastructure is provided by the city on arrival of the cruise ships. In this way we can clearly see the needs. The existing elements, (mobile tourist center, fences...) don’t
form a unity. A well designed concept of these elements, will give the overall welcoming of cruise tourists more coherence. Multifunctionality of the infrastructure, making it flexible to use
in other events, provides a sustainable solution.
The LOA of the quay is 175 m, but the quay lenght is 200 meters. The allowed depth of ships is 7-7,5 m.

tourist leaving for a journey with a tour bus / on bikes

embarkation zone

tender quay

security and isps-arrangements (15)
A-278
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mobile tourist center

Currently there is no set of rules/concept for the organization of signage and street furniture. The area left of the cruise quay is being developed
by the municipality to become a more flexible and nice-looking area, called Ölandshamnen.

signage and street furniture (16)

As everything is rather close in Kalmar, biking is not really necessary
in the city center. The planned university could increase the bike
usage in the city center.
For day trips to Öland, the bicycle ferry ‘Dessi’ is often used. It is
forbidden to cycle or walk on the Öland bridge. The ferry is used by
commuters and tourists.
Some cruise ships organise biking tours, bikes are then provided at
the quay. (see element 15)

bicycle network (18)
A-280
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Attraction points for tourists are within walking distance from the quay. (Less than
1km.)
There are good walking paths available but since the quay is already in the city
center the signage is not everywhere. There is no specific signage for cruise guests.

pedestrian network (17)
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‘Boulevard’
City Gate
Pedestrian zone in the historical center
Walk along cluster of green pockets
Kalmar Castle
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We expect tourists to move along the boulevard (1) part of the waterfront,
then take the route to the center underneath the first city gate (2). A possible
continuation of their route could go along the historical center (3) and finally to
Kalmar Castle, passing the green lawns and parks around the ‘canal’ (4).

A-281

NETWORK
Kalmar has one central station for trains and buses. There are daily trains to cities as Stockholm, Gothenburg, Malmö and Copenhagen. Regional
train connections are also available to Karlskrona, Linköping via Kustpilen which passes Blomstermåla, Hogsby, Hultsfred and Vimmerby. The
frequency of trains is around per hour. For buses the offer in regional and city-buses is taken on by various companies.
KLT is the bus company that operate within Kalmar city, the lines here are very limited. (source: https://www.kalmar.com/en/travel/train-tokalmar)
STATIONS
The central station lies within a 10 min. walk from the SCS quay. The nearest bus stop is located at the first city gate.

public transport network (19)
A-282
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A-283

Almost every road is accessible for cars, except for a small pedestrian zone around the Kalmar square. The ‘ring road’ around the city is also the
coastal road and provides access to the numerous open air parkings organised in the waterfront.
Parking places and the parking circulation take a lot of place. In public places, open air parking is often a ‘game breaker’ to stimulate public life
and social interaction. In Kalmar the entire waterfront is filled with parking space as there are no parking houses in the city center.

car network and parking facilities (20)
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Information on the facilities to be added.

facilities (21)

Kalmars’ main attraction is the castle and the historical city center. As a
daytrip is the Oland island and the Kingdom of Crystal. Alternative tourism
could be found in the thriving IT business.

tourist map (22)

The large open air parkings in the waterfront can host events, like festivals.
If these spaces are upgraded with an integrated landscape desgin, into
public space at the water, the value of such a vast open space and possibility
to organise these bigger scale events should remain.

multifunctionality (23)
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a representative space for the arrival point in kalmar:
the county museum
The cruise quay lies right in the old town of Kalmar. The historical attraction
points are within 1,5km from the quay (22). Therefore the main transport
mode to focus on is walking (17). Cycling (18) or public transport (19) is
important but only on a second level. Car traffic can be limited to local traffic
and not passing-through traffic that uses the coastal road to look for a parking
spot. (20) At the bridge on the entrance of the island, a ‘mobility point’ with
a parking house and a rental service for bikes is useful to make the switch
between transport modes or to continue on foot.

Kalmar County Museum

venice monument de la Salute

Similar to Karlskrona, the destinated cruise quay is a large aread in comparison
to the limited space on the island. Kalmar County Museum is situated in the
former Kalmar steam mill. The building takes up an entire building block.
(8) The city façade (12) mainly exists of the County Museum as the other
buildings are less prominent and more loosely placed, while the Museum is
part of the strict city grid. Its monumental facade and big open space in front
of it have the potential to become a strong public space, comparable to the
Venetian squares at the water. (see images on the right)
To make the Elevator quay into a representative space for the museum and to
clear the view (10) towards the sea as well as reduce through-way car traffic,
the parking has to be removed. The area in front can thus be transformed
into a square. We should however take into account that Kalmar is a small city
and that the two squares in the city center, at this moment, fulfil the needed
capacity for organised events. (23) A big paved square for events is possible
but maybe not necessary. The square would at times be an empty space.
A second option is to continue the green structure (6), that was interrupted in
this part of the waterfront, and to make the Elevator quay into a park. Starting
here, tourists can make a green coastal walk towards the Kalmar Castle for
example.
Cruise ships dock at the Elevator quay 3 to 5 times per year. With this frequency
of SCS, a permanent design for an ISPS zone (15) is not needed. The arrival
and departure of a cruise ship can be treated as an ‘event’. Therefore not a
structural but rather a mobile or multifunctional intervention is in place here.
Integration of the ISPS fence in the landscaping can be done in several ways.
(Detail on ISPS fence, scale S, see page A-306)

conclusion
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proposal: ‘county museum park’ with integration of temporary isps fences
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Operating on the M-scale can be essential in improving the waterfront. This
chapter deals with operations nearby the embarkation and debarkation site,
with the key question of how we may operate on parts of the waterfront. This
question assumes that a waterfront is clearly defined, that its intrinsic qualities
are appreciated or that a coherent vision exists of how to develop it further in
the future.
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ANALYSIS S – EMBARKATION – DEBARKATION
The M-scale shows us a context of complex relations between various different
elements along the waterfront. The superposition and numerous interactions
between these urban forms creates a very rich range of interweaving spaces
alongside the water. We may distinguish piers, jetties, peninsulas, waterfront
parks, enclosed squares, coastal boulevards, artificial islands, gigantic quays,
towpaths, capes, inlets, breakwaters, embankments and levees, all in some way
related to the water.
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URBAN SPACE - CONNECTOR
Johann’s small cruise ships are small floating hotels, temporarily anchored to the city. The debarkation of
passengers from a ship could be compared to the release of birds that become part of the urban biotope, but
also disappear into it. The urban space along the seaside is an important mediator or connector between the
ship and the city. The first square meters ashore have to be functional in order to welcome visitors to the city, to
protect the ship and its passengers and to help them find their way in a new environment.
How can we avoid tourists only hanging around the debarkation site? How can we inform them about, and
provide them with tools with which to explore further into the city? How might we invite them to spread out,
even to the outskirts, and to interact with the diverse region, its people and its culture, those of the past, present
and future?
How can such an adapted temporary space be established along the entire waterfront? And how can this entry
zone become a representative urban public space, linking the port with the city?
The role of the urban connector can be split up in three spatial parts: the waterside, the ISPS-transition-zone and
the landside.
WATERSIDE
The choice of the berth is important. It is often chosen based on the capacity (length, draught) to receive SCS and
on its closeness to the city center. If the capacity is not sufficient, adaptations to the fairway or the berth itself
should be considered. This often consists of expensive dredging works and/or quay wall adaptations.
The berth can be organised parallel to the waterfront, perpendicular to the waterfront, or along for example a
floating pier.
A SCS might seem like a small object in relation to big cruise ships. Nevertheless, the spatial impact of such a
ship (SCS) is not neglectable. The height of a SCS can be up to 6 to 9 decks above water. A wrong choice of berth
can result in blocked views from the city centre onto the water. Several berths with SCS behind one another can
create a temporary, visual urban wall, depriving people of a view onto the water.
ISPS-TRANSITION ZONE AND LANDSIDE
The embark-debarkation site of cruise ships is generally a complex node of flows. Even in stop-over-ports, people
have to pass security checks in order to enter the ISPS-zone (International Ship and Port Facility Security Code).
There are numerous possibilities here, but the flows of people and supplies have to be organized as seamlessly
as possible in order to keep the transition and waiting moments pleasant for passengers. One can distinguish
between those trajectories inside the ISPS-zone and those on the side of the water- such as walkable connections
for passengers, fuel, food and energy supplies for the ships - and those on the ‘land side’, outside the ISPS-zone
- such as taxis, busses or other local transport options.
Small facilities like toilets, information points, luggage check-in (by night?), sanitary services, waiting areas,
seats and benches, ATM’s or restaurants have to remain within reach to both sides. We might also think about
supplementary facilities such as bikes, or specifically designed apps to assist in navigating locally and providing
facilities that may encourage visitors’ autonomy during their visit to the city.
When assessing the infrastructure linked to SCS embarkation/debarkation for stop-over ports, we may distinguish
between a minimal package and other, optional facilities.
Stopover port: minimal infrastructure
Concerning security, it includes a scanning process for people and hand luggage (1a), the installation of an ISPSzone (1b) and possibly a depot to store temporarily used ISPS-related equipment such as movable fences (1b+).
Regarding the minimal required management, an office or small communication unit provides communication
between those responsible for the boats, the port and other administrations (2a). Several options are possible
regarding the ownership of this office or small communication unit. It can either be owned and managed by
public authority with its port workforce, who rent their spaces out to cruise companies either on a daily basis
or for longer periods of time. Or it is owned by private cruise companies. The second scenario is often preferred
A-294

as it connects cruise companies to local investment opportunities (i.e. MSC-terminal in Marseille for example is
owned by big cruise ships).
A stopover port needs to offer a minimum comfort to passengers. Waiting passengers have to be protected against
the weather, i.e. a canopy or an enclosed space for min. 120 pax (= 2 busses) protecting against the rain (3a). There
might be multiple reasons for waiting: the arrival of a tour bus or taxi, a meeting point for groups of tourists, or
waiting to board a ship. A protected waiting space outside the ISPS-zone is essential, whereas a second space inside
the ISPS-zone can be an option. It could be a supplementary service to older, less mobile, sensible or people who
dislike queuing for a scan machine before entering the ship. This second space inside the ISPS-zone would only be
available to passengers, whereas any enclosed space outside the ISPS-zone would be either fully accessible to the
public or be restricted to those holding a badge or code. An information point (3b) with a city map (3c), wifi (3d)
and a web page (3e) offering practical information would be an assumed component.
Concerning transport, a bus and taxi zone (4a) would have to be provided at walking distance from the ISPSzone access. The number of parking lots for busses would need to correspond with the number of local bus tour
operators offering guided tours and the available parking space. The spaces allocated for busses might be limited
in space and in duration. Cities tend to discourage large motorised vehicles such as busses along the waterfront
and attempt to stimulate alternative access to bike rental (4b) and public transport (4c). This approach fits with the
philosophy of the autonomous tourist of Johann.
Deliveries such as food, waste disposal, oil or water are provided by trucks. Accessibility for trucks (5a) to the
SCS has to be provided, as well as space allocated to store food containers (5b). Some containers carrying fresh
products might require access to power points along the quay.
While anchored, the cruise ship becomes a living part of the city’s fabric. It plugs into the network of a city and should
do so in the least interfering way, using power from the shore (6a) to avoid noise and air pollution by combustion
engines, or plug into the city’s sewage system to avoid disposal into the sea (6b). Other local considerations need
to be taken into account when designing this crucial urban node. Considerations that are both present today, but
might potentially also emerge in an as yet unknown future.
Stopover port: optional infrastructure
Concerning the passenger comfort, a café (3f), a restaurant (3g) and an ATM (3h) would be recommendable,
whether in the surrounding area or integrated into the tourist infrastructure. Restrooms (3i) for waiting passengers
might also be necessary if the SCS is not accessible throughout the day. A VIP-room might be offered to some
passengers (3j). Another recommendation is the provision of a tourist agency (3k) within the close neighbourhood.
A dynamic website can be built to offer passenger up-to-date information about the city, its history, heritage and
current cultural events (3+).
Some cruise ship companies might also require a separate crew area onshore (2b) with a wifi-point.
Each context is different, but, in general, the infrastructure for stopover ports mentioned above tends to be a
combination of micro-architecture and an enclosure of about +/- 250m x 30m for the ISPS-zone along the berth of
the SCS. Different combinations of both smaller building structures (see paragraph on ‘micro-architecture’ below),
which can provide amenities for passengers, and temporary enclosures or a permanent covered canopy.
Terminal
Some stopover ports might evolve into future terminal cruise line ports. In this case, a check-in or registration room
(1d) as well as a luggage room (1e) would have to be provided. The registration as well as the process of scanning
the luggage is part of the security system. The waiting room (3a+) then has to be considerably larger and entirely
inside. The luggage room often also functions as a luggage storage for passengers who either arrive earlier than the
opening of the SCS or leave the city later than the departure of the SCS. This allows for luggage to be stored during
a visit to the city on either the first or last day.
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IN PRACTICE

In conceptual and architectural terms, we can roughly divide the program into two types of objects: an
enclosure and mini objects, striking a balance between ‘furniture’ and ‘building’. These objects must, in
most cases be integrated within an ‘open space’. Practice shows that many cities are struggling to come
up with good solutions (see fig. Fences; see fig. Layout) and resort into ad hoc solutions. These are often
interventions that immediately stand out due to their lack of elegance or sensitivity to the public domain.
In this regard, it is important to develop spatial strategies that can seamlessly integrate these often
temporary objects into the waterfront. That is why it is important to realize that we
• first of all, are working in an area that is not exclusively assigned to cruise activities but belongs to all
users of the city
• secondly, that we intervene in a more complex, spatial framework (see M-scale analysis) that
transcends the mere presence of cruiseships.

stockholm - fixed fence

papeete (before design) - fixed fence

denmark - fixed fence

visby - fixed fence

san francisco - fixed fence

san francisco - foldable fence

sassnitz - stone border

kristiansand - ‘mobile’ concrete blocks

Below we will further discuss the idea of the ‘fence’ and the ‘objects’.
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wismar - fixed fence

sassnitz - fixed fence

sassnitz mukran port - complete enclosure

arendal - mobile fence

wismar - fixed fence

sassnitz - fixed fence

wismar commercial port- complete enclosure

aalborg - mobile & foldable fence

szczecin - mobile fence

rostock - mobile fence (no more view)

rostock - mobile fence (storage of river cruises, no arrival of tourists)

kristiansand - ‘mobile’ concrete blocks

rostock - ‘mobile’ concrete blocks

kalmar - low mobile fence

denmark - fixed low fence

A S

arendal - mobile fence
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IN PRACTICE

rostock - seating near the water

arendal - welcoming performance

arendal - welcoming performance

rostock - container

kristiansand - seating arrangment

sassnitz - signage

rostock - restaurant

kalmar-tourist booth

stockholm - lift system

stockholm - electricity

rostock - electricity

karlskrona - welcome tent

stockholm - waiste containers

grand circle cruise line - bikes at the quay

kalmar - multimodality at the quay
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malmö

szczecin promenade gydoski - entrance tents

fredericia - containers

aalborg - pavillion

rostock - container

rostock - row of tents

grand circle cruise line - row of tents

arendal - tent

karlskrona - bike/tents

A S

riga - cabine
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THE FENCES THAT NOBODY WANTS

DESIGN STRATEGY 01

Given the representativeness of the waterfront for the entire city and the
multiple use of public space, placing enclosures is mostly a curse rather than
a blessing.

The first design strategy is to see a fence not merely as a fence, but as a
landscape element that must be embedded in the waterfront. The analysis
of the M-scale helps us to dissect the main structures of the waterfront.
Depending on the nature of the waterfront, it is important to come up with
intelligent, landscape solutions that fit within these main structures. In this
respect, “landscape fences” can manifest themselves in other ways than the
“fence” in the stricter sense of the word.
In addition to the analysis of the existing structures on the waterfront, it is
important to define the requirements this enclosure must meet. In most
cases, it concerns a purely physical barrier that should prevent people from
crossing it, with no visual or acoustic restrictions.

Below, three complementary design strategies are illustrated that try to
transcend on one hand the thesis of a qualitative, public space and on the
other hand, the anti-thesis of fenced cruise-infrastructure.

In this respect, a fence can also be a barrier of water, a sunken trench, a height
difference, a building, a wall, a lockable park, a double fountain row or an
‘elongated bench’ . Such a landscape approach avoids “fences” as we know
them in the narrow sense of the word. (see figure on the right)
All of these solutions can only come about if an analysis of the main structures
on the M-scale is made. It makes no sense at all for example, to make a barrier
of water if it is not integrated into the global water structure of the waterfront
at the M-scale.

The public terrain underneath the Eiffel Tower in Paris is equipped with fences
and camera’s, gate systems… The spatial quality of a continuous ground level
is lost.
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MOBILE

DESIGN STRATEGY 02
The second design strategy is to initiate timely consultations with the
competent authorities for the ISPS arrangements. As demonstrated in the
XL scale (p A-14), there is no single regulation/arrangement for ISPS zones.
The ISPS infrastructure is established through a dialogue with the competent
authorities. It is moreover an interplay between the availability of security
staff and infrastructure. The more security staff or CCTV on site, the less
stringent the infrastructure can be on the quay. It is always interesting to
furnish this dialogue with drawings, so that everyone can understand each
other’s approach and intentions well. (see example in figure below)
LOA SHIP + ROPES

PAX

ISPS

MAX 30M
MIN 15 - 20M

SUPPLY

DESIGN STRATEGY 03
A third design strategy is, in case of the unavoidable “fences” in the narrow
sense of the word, to choose the right and most elegant form. “Fences” exist
in many types (see figure on the right ‘fence as a fence’). While designing it is
important to know the framework conditions to which they have to comply.
It concerns properties such as height, demountability, foldable properties,
function, transparency, weight, material, maintenance or storage.Formulating
well-defined preconditions in a clearly understood context often leads to
better solutions.
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OBJECTS
In order to realize the program, as illustrated on p A-295, it is often required
to install additional infrastructure on the site, besides an ISPS barrier. Here
too there is the possibility of achieving a global vision that reaches beyond
the cruise infrastructure alone.
KANGAROO ARCHITECTURE
A first approach is to integrate the small, architectural elements into other,
existing or new buildings.
(Figure A) In Zeebrugge, the cruise terminal was integrated into a tower
building that, in addition to the cruise infrastructure, also includes offices and
a rooftop restaurant.
MULTIFUNCTIONAL ARCHITECTURE
The second approach considers the cruise infrastructure as a multifunctional
element. Within the program of cruise infrastructure, that is only used
temporarily, optimization of its use is being considered. In which manner
and for which target groups can this infrastructure also serve? In this way,
“vacancy” within the public domain is avoided and the public domain is also
activated when no cruise boats dock. This multiple use also gives ordinary
citizens access to tourist infrastructure where they would normally never go.
It becomes part of their living environment. Finally, multiple use also make
the investment more profitable.
(Figure B) In Papeete, the cruise terminal was conceived as a multifunctional
building. A publicly accessible restaurant with a terrace was integrated on the
first floor. The registration and waiting hall can also serve as a lobby hall or
reception room for events and the luggage room can be used as an auditorium
for conferences, a training room for local dancers or a concert hall for dance,
theater, …
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figure a: cruiseterminal in zeebrugge

figure b: cruiseterminal in papeete

MICRO-ARCHITECTURE – FURNITURE AND EVENT
With some small programs that are specific to stop-over-ports at SCS, the
question can be raised to what extent multifunctionality is really an issue,
given that in some cases it hardly concerns ‘spaces’ but rather facilities
(an information desk, signage, a portico for the security scan, a canopy as
protection against rain). The third approach views these small elements as
micro-architectures. It concerns an architecture that becomes so small that
it is moreover a “piece of furniture” in the public space or becomes part of
an “event”. In current practice, this tendency towards “event” is already very
strong: we see arrangements with tents, carpets or containers. (page A-298)
However, it can also make a messy and uninviting impression. How can this
be improved?

FIG. C: duggan morris arch., Up Projects Floating Cinema, england, 2012

FIG. f: atelier bow wow, white limousine yatai, 2003

Architecture that takes on the properties of “furniture” can transform into
something new. An element that suddenly becomes mobile, an intervention
that activates the public domain/social interaction as a catalyst or a ‘point
charge’. The concise intervention makes a clear, affirmative gesture to the
public space (eg. cinema, dining area...) and at the same time subtly organizes
the functional needs of cruise tourism (information desk, walking lines, signage,
sanitary facilities, ...) It goes without saying that the analyzed structures on
the M-scale can also be useful for this (lighting plan as a guideline, types of
paving, ...)

Good practices:
Which activities should the micro-architecture/object host?
While defining the activity, behaviours, traditions and needs of both locals and tourist should
be analysed and anticipated on. This might reveal phenomena that are more hybrid than a
linear need for ‘a playground’ or ’some green’ for example. A combination of different target
groups is always better as a lively space benefits the city.
FIG. D: west-8 + dtah, toronto (Sail-in or walk -in cinema), 2014-present

FIG. g: atelier bow wow, white limousine yatai, 2003

The ‘white limousine’ (Figure E) refers to the street-side food carts in Japan. It encourages
interaction due to proximity between friends and strangers. Usually these carts are only 2
meters long. This stretched-out version of Atelier Bow Wow allows for a big group of people
to join the table and dine together. So, temporarily a social eating space is set up where
different people gather. Another good example are open-air cinema’s, that frequently pop-up
in summertime. Movie-night is a low-threshold event where both locals and cruise-tourist can
mix and jointly make use of it. In the example of Toronto (Figure D) the screen is accessible on
both sides, reaching an even bigger public on both water and land.

A mobile element (Figure C,D, G, H) might first appear merely as an object and an isolated
design, but is in fact placed within a context that aims for an interplay with this specific place.
The object moves around different landscapes and cities but can only work within the right
context. For example, while placing these designed ‘boxes’ against a high-rise building, the
effect of the object will disappear. When designing an object/’point of charge’, it is important
to always look at its field of action/impact.
fig. e: Jun Yang, Micro M and a proposal for a public space, sharjah, 2012

FIG. h: atelier bow wow, furnicycle, 2002
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In which social/landscape framework is the object active?

WIS
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WISMAR: BUILDINGS AS A BORDER
The brick warehouses in the old harbour of Wismar are an important
part of the building layer and city facade. The existing fence is made as
a separate infrastructure on the quay.
By using the buildings as a part of the ISPS border, the ISPS zone
becomes interesting to plug in functions on its barrier. With a double
door system, functions such as shops, restaurants, waiting areas or
small theatres can be used inside or outside of the ISPS zone, according
to the preferences of the cruise company. Depending on which access
is closed (city side / ISPS side), this activity can seep into the ISPS zone
or not. In this way, landside infrastructure can become temporarily
linked to the SCS’ program.
(See also scale M, page A-162)

landscape of slopes

Crataegus
Weissdorne / hawthorn

Hippophae rhamnoides
Sanddorn / seabuckthorn

ROS

hedge of local vegetation

ROSTOCK: REUSING OLD PORT INFRASTRUCTURE
The cruise berth is positioned as a ‘plug-in’ on the coastline. The
area fits the measurements of a cruise ship well: the quay is around
70mx200m. Since the quay is surrounded by water, the ISPS enclosure
is only needed on one side and can be installed by a limited number of
elements.

summer bar
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SASSNITZ: A NATURAL BORDER
The nature of Sassnitz is its USP. While arriving by ship, the tourists gaze
upon the green natural slopes. The ISPS fence is not a visual border but
a continuation of the landscape. The enclosure is made by a hedge,
with optionally an integrated fence inside. Around every 50m, a gate is
foreseen.
This hedge of local vegetation could be a thorny hedge such as a
hawthorn or sea-buckthorn for example to reinforce the ISPS/barriereffect. (See also scale M, page A-119)

cinema

festival

The existing bridge-crane is re-activated by using it as the carrier
for a pavilion-like structure. The structure can be lowered and lifted
depending on the need for an enclosed zone/canopy. This way the
flexibility of the quay is maintained. The ISPS area is multifunctional. It
can be used as an entrance to an event, an open air cinema, a bar or
an exhibition space.
(See also scale M, page A-78 and booklet ‘C’ project Christinenhafen)
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KARLSKRONA: AN INTEGRATED LANDSCAPE ELEMENT
On the border of the quay, there is currently a line of trees and grass.
By extending this ‘border green’ along the entire length of the quay
and extending the existing line of trees, a buffer zone is created.

KAR

Organising a green border along the entire quay will make the area more
coherent. The border can consists of a low wide hedge for example, in
this way it is still possible to look over it, towards the river. The zone
can also be used to integrate different functions/infrastructure such as
lighting, benches, a cycle lane, small pavilions...
(See also scale M, page A-204)

Instead of a fence, the ISPS border can instead be made by a natural
element: a wide low hedge. Hereby the height stays limited and the
passerby can still look over the hedge towards the sea.
Within this ‘functional’/’landscape’ zone different elements can be
integrated:
• the temporary installation of the ISPS zone with access points to
the ISPS zone, delivery by truck, temporary installations...
• facilities for cyclists and pedestrians such as rest places with
benches, bike racks, lighting, a pedestrian path, a cycle lane…
• facilities for city services: bus stops, waste organisation...
(See also scale M, page A-248)
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H A K E N
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SZCZECIN: GREEN AND FUNCTIONAL BORDER ALONG THE
BOULEVARD
The border inbetween the road and the quay is now made out of
different elements. At some points it is a green border, in other
places little pegs or metal fences define the border. There is very little
continuity.
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KALMAR: MOBILE ‘EVENT’ STRUCTURE
The frequency of SCS calls is around 3-5 per year. To therefore invest in
a permanent infrastructure for only cruiseships does not add up. The
arrival of a boat could instead be treated as an event. A truck arrives,
the ISPS/barriers and facilities unfold. It leaves, the quay is empty again.
(See also scale M, page A-288)

proposal: ‘county museum park’ with integration of temporary isps fences
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annex
relevant in the period oktober 2018 - july 2019
Main questions in tender
List of contactpersons
Interview - city of Kalmar - 26/10/2018
Interview - city of Karlskrona - 30/10/2018
Interview - city of Szczecin & ISPS- 31/10/2018
Interview - ISPS in Rostock - 05/11/2018

main questions tender - general
•

How to make the current cruise terminal surroundings (passenger arrival area) more attractive for arriving passengers?

•

How to improve the quality of stay as well as how to guide tourists from the cruise ship to the touristic sights (rolling out the red carpet)?

•

How can historic city ports be revitalized & how can their traditional maritime functions be preserved by reserving waterfront areas
& keeping them free from other uses (e.g. new construction of houses / offices)?

•

How to create synergies between SCS, mega yachts and tall ships?

•

How to manage in future the ISPS-standards -adapted to SCS needs- in a South Baltic Sea standard?

main questions tender - project rostock
•

How to create maritime appeal in the port through an attractive heritage waterfront?

•

How to combine needs and demand of SCS passengers with general touristic attractiveness of the port area?

•

What helps to take away the growing pressure from construction industry & to develop these areas
(e.g. preparation of later investment in multifunctional cruise terminal building) in benefit of the city population?

LANDSIDE DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR ROSTOCK, CONSIDERING EXPERIENCES/BEST PRACTICES
CONCERNING POTENTIAL SYNERGIES IN THE PORTS
•
Architectural design plans (design of small furniture, reception buildings, toilet, ISPS fences etc. small items, but well designed for a city 		
environment.), in ideal case for multifunctional use
•
Landscape architecture plans (Integrated parks, greenery etc.)
•
Analysis of security questions and development of an implementable model for joint IPSS standards development, these appropriate to
high quality expectations of SCS exclusive pier areas (high design qualities, excellent management, safety)
•
Making the presentation documents for the second phase (sketches, schemes, plans, …)

A

INBETWEEN - FOR THE EMBARKATION-DEBARKATION AREA
•
Analysing schemes to reflect on the spatial environment, functional relations (synergies?), social relations (stakeholders?) ,
infrastructure (reuse of existing?)…
•
Definition of the trajectories (pedestrians, bikes, boats, traffic, busses, taxis…)
•
Setup of a multifunctional program to arrange the site
•		 Definition of the (temporary) ISPS-zone
•
Design of a spatial concept to arrange the public space in combination with SCS passengers exclusive pier area
and to link it with the city (heritage), facilities and the port area around

ANN
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WATERSIDE - FOR THE SMALL CRUISE SHIPS
•
Sustainable infrastructure to receive cruiseships (sewage, electricity, …)

SCS-JOHANN CONTACTENLIJST
COUNTRY

GERMANY

CITY/REGION

INSTITUTE

LAST NAME

Dürten
Andreas
Anke
Hans-Dieter
L.
R.

Schölens
Schubert
Grewe
Kluge
Tiedemann
Schinke

FUNCTION

MAIL

TEL

MOBILE PHONE

ADRES

WEBSITE

0049 381 381 61 62

Neue Markt 3
18055 Rostock

www.rathaus.rostock.de

Rostock
Hanseatic and University City
Rostock
The Mayor, Office of Urban
Development, Urban Planning
and Economics
Department of Urban
Development and Economics
Subject area Urban
Development Planning and
Land Use Planning

01

Port Authority

Planco Consulting,
external project manager

Sassnitz

02

Stralsund

02

Wismar

06

FIRST NAME

Leppin

Subject head
Deputy head of the department

harbour master (deputy)

contact on waste management

Duerten.Schoelens@rostock.de
Andreas.Schubert@rostock.de
anke.grewe@rostock.de
Hans-Dieter Kluge <hd.kluge@rostock.de
L.tiedemann@rgs-rostock.de
R.schinke@rgs-rostock.de
info@ros-rostock.de

Gunnar
Constanze

Platz
Benzel

gp@planco.de
cb@planco.de

Rostock Port GMBH
Sartori Berger GMBH Co kg

Christian
Jana
Marcus

Hardt
Bornschein
Weimer

info@rostock-port.de
j.bornschein@sartori-berger.de
M.Weimer@sartori-berger.de

+49 (0) 381 350 0

Region Vorpommern

Romy
Steffen

Sommer
Piechullex

<sommer@invest-in-vorpommern.de
p.echullek@invest-in-vorpommern.de

+49 (0) 3834 550 603
+49 (0) 3834 550 608

Leon

Kräusche

wirtschaftsfoerderung@sassnitz.de

+49 38392 68 110

www.sassnitz.de

Fährhafen Sassnitz GmbH

Yana

Grundke

manager business development

grundke@mukran-port.de

Hauptstraße 33
D-18546 Sassnitz
Im Fährhafen 20
+49 (0)38392 55 227 +49 (0)162 261 7076 18546 Sassnitz / Neu Mukran

www.invest-in-vorpommern.de
www.deutschland-sonnendeck.de

Stadt Sassnitz

project manager
consultant
Leiter Wirtschaftsförderung/
Tourismus

Hafenkapitän der Stadt
Sassnitz & Hafenbetriebs- und
Entwicklungsgesellschaft mbH
Sassnitz (= Stadthafen)
Ronald

Damp

port captain

hafenamt@sassnitz.de
damp@stadthafen-sassnitz.de

(038392) 66 15 75

Hanseatic City of Stralsund

Katrin

Fischbeck

Dep for economic development

kFischbeck@stralsund.de

+49 (0) 3831 252 756

Stralsund Tourism Board

André

Kretzschmar

Head of Tourism Board

kretzschmar@stralsundtourismus.de

Stralsund Port Authority

Alexander

Meinke

Harbour master

ameinke@stralsund.de

Fährhafen Sassnitz GmbH

Yana

Grundke

manager business development

grundke@mukran-port.de

PF2145
18408 Stralsund
Alter Markt 9
+49 (0) 3831 246 914
18439 Stralsund
PF2145,
+49 3831 253 630
18439 Stralsund
Im Fährhafen 20
+49 (0)38392 55 227 +49 (0)162 261 7076 18546 Sassnitz / Neu Mukran

Damp

port captain

hafenamt@sassnitz.de
damp@stadthafen-sassnitz.de

(038392) 66 15 75

Hafenkapitän der Stadt
Sassnitz & Hafenbetriebs- und
Entwicklungsgesellschaft mbH
Sassnitz (= Stadthafen)
Ronald

Abt. Hafenambt

Sibylle

Donath

hafenamt@wismar.de
sibylle.donath@arcor.de

Ost-West Strasse 22
18147 Rostock

3839266150

3839266150

Kopenhagener
03841 251-3260
Straße 1
03841 251-777-3264 23966 Wismar

www.rostock-port.de
www.sartori-berger.de

http://www.mukran-port.de

Hafenstraße 12f
18546 Sassnitz

Hafenstraße 12f
18546 Sassnitz

www.stralsund.de
www.stralsundtourismus.de
www.stralsund.de
http://www.mukran-port.de

COUNTRY

GERMANY

CITY/REGION

Rostock
Wismar

06

06
Other/General
01

SWEDEN
03

Mecklenburg-Vorpommern

Karlskrona

Kretzschmar

Head of Tourism Board

kretzschmar@stralsundtourismus.de

Stralsund Port Authority

Alexander

Meinke

Harbour master

ameinke@stralsund.de

Fährhafen Sassnitz GmbH

Yana

Grundke

manager business development

LAST NAME

Hafenkapitän der Stadt
& Hafenbetriebs- und FIRST NAME
Entwicklungsgesellschaft mbH
Sassnitz (= Stadthafen)
Ronald

INSTITUTE
Sassnitz

05

MAIL

TEL

WEBSITE

port captain

hafenamt@sassnitz.de
damp@stadthafen-sassnitz.de

Schölens
Hilbrandt
Schubert
Grewe
Kluge
Tiedemann
Swardh
Schinke

City of Karlskrona
Port of Consulting,
Karlskrona
Planco

Liliann
Pelle

Bjerström Lidén contact
Strategist
Leppin
on waste management
Petterson

Gunnar
Constanze
Johan

Platz
Benzel
Hansson

Port officer

Hardt
Bornschein
Weimer
Roloff
Karlsson
Sommer

info@rostock-port.de
j.bornschein@sartori-berger.de
M.Weimer@sartori-berger.de
Brand Manager / Cruise Marketing Manager
jenny.roloff@kalmar.com
Johan.Karlsson@kalmarhamn.se
project manager
<sommer@invest-in-vorpommern.de

Port of Karlskrona

hafenamt@wismar.de
sibylle.donath@arcor.de

Donath

Fanger

Head of Department / Finances

Subject head
Deputy head of the department

harbour master (deputy)

HFanger@wismar.de

karsten.hilbrandt@em.mv-regierung.de
Duerten.Schoelens@rostock.de
da-mv@em.mvregierung.de
Andreas.Schubert@rostock.de
anke.grewe@rostock.de
Hans-Dieter Kluge <hd.kluge@rostock.de
L.tiedemann@rgs-rostock.de
Ola.Swardh@karlskrona.se
R.schinke@rgs-rostock.de
info@ros-rostock.de
Liliann.Bjerstrom@karlskrona.se
gp@planco.de
cb@planco.de
Johan.Hansson@Karlskrona.se

Rostock Port GMBH
Sartori Berger GMBH Co kg

Sassnitz

Destination Kalmar AB
Port of Vorpommern
Kalmar
Region

Christian
Jana
Marcus
Jenny
Johan
Romy
Steffen

Piechullex

Swedish Transport Agency /
Stadt
Sassnitzand Maritime
Civil Aviation
Department
Fährhafen Sassnitz GmbH

Leon
MARSEC
(institute?)
Yana

Kräusche

consultant
Leiter Wirtschaftsförderung/
Tourismus

Grundke

manager business development

wirtschaftsfoerderung@sassnitz.de
marsec@transportstyrelsen.se
grundke@mukran-port.de

Norrkopping
Szczecin

Other/General
Stralsund
Warshau

02

Wismar

06

FUNCTION

Kalmar

Other/General

02
POLAND

www.stralsundtourismus.de

grundke@mukran-port.de

18439 Stralsund
PF2145,
+49 3831 253 630
18439 Stralsund
Im Fährhafen 20
+49 (0)38392 55 227 +49 (0)162 261 7076 18546 Sassnitz / Neu Mukran

Hanseatic and University City
Rostock
Abt.
Hafenambt
The Mayor, Office of Urban
Sibylle
Development, Urban Planning
and Economics
Department of Urban
Henrik
Development and Economics
Subject area Urban
Development Planning and
Land Use Planning
Dürten
Port Security Authority
Karsten
Andreas
Anke
Port Authority
Hans-Dieter
L.
City of Karlskrona
Ola
R.

external project manager

04

Damp

p.echullek@invest-in-vorpommern.de

+49 (0) 3831 246 914

(038392) 66 15 75

MOBILE PHONE

ADRES

3839266150

Hafenstraße 12f
18546 Sassnitz

03841 251-3260
1729144968

+493855888250

Kopenhagener
Straße 1
23966 Wismar

0049 381 381 61 62
+49 151 16700372

0046 (0)455 30 35 11
0046 455 30 48 32
0046 733 61 57 62

Östra Hamngatan 7B
SE-371 Karlskrona
Karlskrona kommun
Drift- och serviceförvaltningen
37183 KARLSKRONA
Ost-West
Strasse 22

+46455303154
+49 (0) 381 350 0

+46 480-45 34 02

Energieministerium MV
Neue Markt 3
Ref. 250 - Infrastruktursicherheit
18055 Rostock
Schloßstraße 6-8 D-19053 Schwerin

18147 Rostock

Destination Kalmar
Ölandskajen 11

+49 (0) 3834 550 603
+49 (0) 3834 550 608

Hauptstraße 33
+49 38392 68 110
D-18546 Sassnitz
Im Fährhafen 20
+46771503503
+49 (0)38392 55 227 +49 (0)162 261 7076 18546 Sassnitz / Neu Mukran

Borowska

tourist manager
president company

marta.borowska@zstw.szczecin.pl
wlochgr@gmail.com

Damp

port captain

hafenamt@sassnitz.de
damp@stadthafen-sassnitz.de

and Inland Navigation

Zbigniew

Marchlewski

ISPS specialist

zbigniew.marchlewski@mgm.gov.pl

Hanseatic City of Stralsund

Katrin

Fischbeck

Dep for economic development

kFischbeck@stralsund.de

Stralsund Tourism Board

André

Kretzschmar

Head of Tourism Board

kretzschmar@stralsundtourismus.de

Stralsund Port Authority

Alexander

Meinke

Harbour master

ameinke@stralsund.de

Fährhafen Sassnitz GmbH

Yana

Grundke

manager business development

grundke@mukran-port.de

00-400 Warshau
PF2145
+49 (0) 3831 252 756
18408 Stralsund
Alter Markt 9
+49 (0) 3831 246 914
18439 Stralsund
PF2145,
+49 3831 253 630
18439 Stralsund
Im Fährhafen 20
+49 (0)38392 55 227 +49 (0)162 261 7076 18546 Sassnitz / Neu Mukran

Damp

port captain

hafenamt@sassnitz.de
damp@stadthafen-sassnitz.de

(038392) 66 15 75

Abt. Hafenambt

Sibylle

Donath

hafenamt@wismar.de
sibylle.donath@arcor.de

http://www.mukran-port.de

Kopenhagener
03841 251-3260
Straße 1
03841 251-777-3264 23966 Wismar

Tourism Office
Marta
Hafenkapitän
der Stadt
Quay/Ships agency
Greg
Sassnitz & Hafenbetriebs- und
Entwicklungsgesellschaft mbH
Sassnitz
Ministry(=
ofStadthafen)
Maritime Economy Ronald

Hafenkapitän der Stadt
Sassnitz & Hafenbetriebs- und
Entwicklungsgesellschaft mbH
Sassnitz (= Stadthafen)
Ronald

www.stralsund.de

www.rathaus.rostock.de

http://blekingetrafiken.se/din-resa/innan-re

www.rostock-port.de
www.sartori-berger.de

https://www.kalmar.com/en
https://www.cruisebaltic.com/destinations
www.invest-in-vorpommern.de
www.deutschland-sonnendeck.de
www.sassnitz.de
http://www.mukran-port.de

+48 723 444 442
+48 693 437 165
(038392) 66 15 75

3839266150

+48 22 583 85 70

3839266150

Kopenhagener
03841 251-3260
Straße 1
03841 251-777-3264 23966 Wismar

Hafenstraße
Nowy Świat12f
6/12
18546
PolandSassnitz

Hafenstraße 12f
18546 Sassnitz

www.stralsund.de
www.stralsundtourismus.de
www.stralsund.de
http://www.mukran-port.de
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Stralsund Tourism Board

Interview City of Kalmar

26-10-2018

Introduction:
We are interviewing Jenny Roloff cruise marketing manager and head of marketing. Cruise tourism is
only a small part of the job. If necessary, Ms. Roloff can contact cruise management or city planning
for further inquiries.

Scale S - waterside
•

Scale M - City
•

What are the boundaries of the port and city area?
(See map) Around the train tracks starts the commercial port, that continues on the
‘peninsula’ with exclusively port infrastructure.

•

Where is/are the current docking areas located?
At Elevatorkajen for SCS and at the adjacent quay for tender boats.

•

Is there any activity of cruise ships at this moment? Of which size and which frequency?
How long does the cruise ship season last?
The frequency of calls for cruise ships varies a lot per year. At one point we received 20 calls a
year, but in general we get around 3 to 5 a year. Last year, only 2 cruise ships visited Kalmar.
Generally, 60% of the cruises are small ships, and 40% are from a larger category. The ships
arrive the earliest around mid-May and the latest mid-September.

•

•

•

Is there a limit of passengers per cruise ship?
The unofficial limit is 1000 because otherwise there are too many visitors in the Kalmar
castle. Kalmar is very popular among ‘normal’ tourists as well, especially in the high season.
To be able to provide a good service, this is our limit. When a cruise ship arrives, you can
easily recognize the cruise passengers spreading all over the city.
Who uses the facilities of cruise ships? What is the age, origin and education of the
targeted group?
This depends a lot on the cruise line, the companies have their own target groups. In general,
the age is around 60+. The passengers are mainly from Germany, U.K., USA or South-Europe.
Few of them are families or younger people. Small cruise ships are more expensive than
‘regular’ cruises and therefore have a limited audience.
Did you notice any evolution in the passenger demographics these last years?
Recently there was a ship that brought their own bicycles to make a city tour. They also
organised city jogging and a journey on small river boats. The profile of these passengers was
more adventurous and rather middle aged in comparison to the usual group of 60+. This
could be a trend, to explore the city in another way, while focussing on the discovery and
exercise. I’ll look into the name of the cruise line.

interview - city of kalmar

What is currently available near the docking area? Which facilities are available for SCS?
The area where the ships arrive is today used as a parking lot (for cars, trucks and caravans).
When a cruise ship arrives, the vehicles are removed from the zone near the quay. There is
also an area designated for the tour buses.
o

Facilities for the cruise ship: Ships with a length overall (LOA) of more than 175m
arrive just outside the port. The passengers go on land by smaller tender boats. Ships
with a LOA smaller than 175m can embark on the city quay, Elevatorkajen. When the
ship navigates in the port, they need a pilot. This pilot service is available and should
be ordered beforehand.
Provisions, fresh water and fuel/diesel oil can be delivered by truck. Shore side power
is not available. Waste handling, dirty waste and sewage disposal is also removed by
trucks. The city network is not used at this moment. We don’t have that many cruise
calls, therefore investments are a real challenge. Suggestions on flexible, sustainable
and multi-functional interventions would be very appreciated.

o

Facilities for passengers and crew: There is a mobile tourist office booth installed.
They hand out free maps of the city. Kalmar is a transit destination; luggage handling
is not necessary. There are a lot of restaurants in the city.

•

Who uses the parking lot today? People that work in Kalmar or inhabitants?
Both, but mainly people that work in Kalmar, people that are visiting for a conference or daily
visitors.

•

What are the shortages?
Mainly we miss a “welcome area” for the tourists. At this moment we don’t have any building
or even a tent. We only have the mobile tourist booth. Secondly, we lack an area for the crew
with free Wi-Fi. (The city intends to install free Wi-Fi in the near future.)

•

What is planned?
According to the cruise operators. All they want is a “clean and empty” quay. They don’t
request any other services, such as restrooms.

•

Of what does a journey of cruise ship passengers on the landside consist? Do the
passengers travel in a group or independently?
The cruise tourists usually arrive by 9h00 in the morning and leave around 17h00 in the
evening. It takes approximately half an hour to debark the passengers. It happened only once
that the ship stayed overnight. Tour buses are waiting and are ready for them upon arrival.
The tourist service can also arrange a van, chauffeur, guide or individual tour for passengers
who prefer to travel independently.
The number of independent travellers varies per type of cruise line. Generally, the organized
tours take up only half of the day. So, there is enough time to go around independently. The
walking radius of independent travellers is around 1,0 -1,5 km. They usually visit the castle
and meanwhile pass through the city park, the historic centre, the cathedral... Between 6075% of the passengers take the organised tour. For this tour, there are now two main
destinations. The first one is a guided tour of the historic city, including a trip to the Kalmar
Castle. Secondly, for nature lovers, there is a trip to the Öland Island.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Is the city interested to use it for events?
There are a lot of ‘arenas’ for this, the zone at the quay wouldn’t be needed necessarily since
we have a lot of venues already.

•

Could you give an overview of the bike infrastructure and walking paths in the city and
how they connect with the docking area?
The city of Kalmar is very bike friendly and has an extended network of biking lanes. There is a
direct path from the cruise area to the Kalmar Castle. The university that will soon be in
Kalmar, nearby to the port area and the tourist info centre, will host 8000 students. This will
increase the use of bikes. I’ll look for a map with the bike infrastructure.

If the city is thinking about freeing up the space for something else, is there a project for it?
Will it be a multifunctional program? Or another public arrangement?
The city planning department initiated the “coastal project catalogue” together with an
architecture firm. They are now making an updated version. The southern part of the quay of
the old ferry terminal is one of the areas pointed out to develop something ‘extra’. We want
the waterfront to be used by the population. All the ideas/projects in the catalogue aim to get
people closer to the sea. This way we can actually take advantage of the fact that we’re a
coastal city. We’ll have a coastal walk around the entire city someday…

•

Could you give an overview of the car rental infrastructure in the city/region and how it is
connected to the docking area?
There are a number of car rental services. The main pick-up location is at the airport or at the
central train station, but on request cars are also placed on the cruise ship quay.

•

What’s the impact of cruise tourism on the local economy?
The tourism industry is very important for Kalmar. It is the fastest growing business sector in
Sweden. After the breakdown of the Volvo factory in the city 25 years ago, the car industry
moved away and the society had to be restructured. Now the focus has shifted to travel,
innovative and creative industries. Cruise ships are a small part of the tourism sector in
general, but they are however important for Kalmar.
Can you give a few examples of the creative industry?
There is a group of small startups. The dynamics mostly circle around software support,
texting services (for all of Sweden), web shop developers, blogs and influencer matching
companies. On the other hand, Kalmar has a rich variety of shops and restaurants in
comparison taking into account it is a small city.

Are there any other projects or city development plans for the waterfront?
The city developed a coastal project catalogue in 2011. It is being updated now. Mainly the
southern part, near the old ferry terminal, was then indicated as a potential area for new
development. The city aims for the area near the sea to be more used by the population, to
get closer to the city and to have the possibility of doing a “coastal walk” along the island.
Since cars are not used 95% of the time and parking lots are in fact dead space, but are also
very interesting because of their view on the sea.
Are there any projects to decrease the number of cars on the island?
The city planning aims to decrease the number of cars, but since the city centre is quite a
small area and outside of it are residential and industrial areas, they have difficulty with
finding alternative parking locations on the island. They try to integrate underground parking,
as for example in the new university building, but it is expensive to construct, as it is almost
below sea level. They also consider a parking building, which doesn’t exist at the moment. On
the other hand, the city tries to encourage the use of bikes and to improve the bus and train
system.
The city of Kalmar is interested in using the parking lots for other programs. If you’d look on a
map, you can see that the best areas along the shoreline are now occupied by parking lots.
The area around the city wall is constructed land. It’s a shame, but it’s what it is now.
Is the city implementing (or planning to implement) new technology such as smart systems
and electrical cars?
There are charging points for electric cars in the city. Kalmar doesn’t have a leading role in
this.
Which kind of events is now organised in the city?
Events in the city are centred around music and sports such as iron man, biking, running and
swimming contests. These now take place in the city centre, mostly on the main square of the
cathedral or the smaller event square near the bridge.
Is the space along the coastline now used for events?
No.

•

What about Skepsbroge? Is this area often visited by tourists, since it is next to the water?
It is not a frequently visited place and not really popular among tourists. They are close to the
water, but it is not in their advantage. The program consists mostly of office buildings.

A

•

•

Could you give an overview of the transportation network on water and land and elaborate
on the connection with the docking area?
In the historical centre of Kalmar, no public transport is needed. All the tourist attractions are
on the island, so it is more convenient to walk. Generally, cruise ship tourists don’t use the
bus, train or ferry, but rather take a taxi. There is a ferry service in the centre towards Öland
but ever since the Öland bridge was built it isn’t used as frequently as before. The ferry travels
several times a day. For visiting Öland you also need transportation to get around on the
island. That is why 99% of the guest coming to Kalmar bring their own car. On the contrary, in
the centre of Kalmar you’ll probably walk.
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interview - isps in kalmar

26-10-2018

How is the (temporary) ISPS zone installed today?
The ISPS fences now are the type we also use for events (approx. 1,20m). This is not compliant
with the ISPS norms. The port suggested a 2,5m high fence. This was refused by the city
architect since it would severely disturb the historical character. The port has little knowledge
on ISPS and especially temporary ISPS zones. Since the frequency of cruise ships embarking in
Kalmar is quite low, we would like the enclosure to be non-permanent. It should remain an
open area, with, for example, mobile fences, that have a multifunctionality and could also be
used for other events, so it is more cost efficient. We prefer something sustainable and
flexible. Kalmar values the possibility of a city walk along the shoreside. We want this to
remain an open area when the cruise ships aren’t there.

-

How detailed are the regulations regarding the enclosure of the ISPS zone?
-

How high should fences be?
The port does not have a lot of experience with ISPS.

-

How many entrances are there in the ISPS zone?
There is only one entrance for passengers with the scanners. The ISPS zone consists of the
entire area where the ship faces the quay. When a truck arrives to deliver or take
something from the ship, they break the ISPS zone to be able to deliver it. Supply or waste
handling is managed by previously ordered trucks. This takes a lot of space and is hard to
manage. There is no connection with the city sewage network, for example.

-

How is the check-in area, inspection area and (mobile) scanners organised?
The passengers go directly into the ISPS zone with scanners. The mobile scanners are
property and responsibility of the cruise lines, they have their own staff for it. They are
put outside of the ship when embarked. They are part of the ship, passengers have
different tags or cards.

-

Are guards needed around the fence?
Yes, the city provides this service with around 1-2 guards (private or city police).

-

Lighting directives?
Unnecessary, since the ship is at port between 9h and 17h (summertime) and daylight is
sufficient.

-

Are other specific measurements needed?
No.

-

When do you start putting up the ISPS fence? The day before the ship arrives?
No, it starts in the morning. The service for the port starts at 7h00 the latest.

-

If there are deliveries ordered by boat, are they placed on the quay before?
No, I can’t remember we had anything like that before.

-

Do you know other examples of how ISPS is implemented at a spatial level?
In Karlskrona, they use the same fences as in Kalmar. We went on a study trip in Norway.
There they use a black painted steel fence, which was still quite high.

A

-
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Interview ISPS

Interview - Karlskrona

Handelshamnen: The current activity doesn’t consist of cruise ships by definition. There is
some activity but not a lot. There are 1 or 2 smaller cruise ships arriving each year, but it
varies. There are mainly larger sailing yachts, a permanent dock for our own coast guardship
and sometimes industrial ships park here when it is too crowded at Vërkohamnen. Last
summer we received a practice group of international coast guards at the Handelshamn
quay.
Also quite frequent are foreign navy ships arriving in big numbers to Handelshamnen.
Kungsbro: There are around 5-12 ships per year or 8-15 per year, but it varies. I will check
with the contact person for cruise tourism for statistics. The ships bring around 1500-4000
passengers. The cruise ship season lasts from around May to September.

30-10-2018

Öla Swardh, city of Karlskrona
Addition from mail dd 28/11/2018
website sea charts: www.eniro.se (sjökort = sea chart)
Scale M - City
•

•

•

•

What are the boundaries of the port and city area?
On the island of Trösso the military harbour and the shipyard are located, the entire southern
part of the island is dedicated to military use. On the island ‘Vërko’, the commercial port is
situated as well as the mid-larger industries that depend on the port and the ferry service to
Poland. On the main island with historical centre, ‘Trösso’ lies Handelshamnen, the
designated quay for SCS. Here the boundary between port and city is not strictly defined. It is
also less used as a port, apart from docking ships. (It is not used for handling of goods as in
the commercial harbour.) Today, the area is accessible for public. Practically, there is no
border, but, perhaps juridically. I will look into that and search for a map with the boundaries
of the port.
The port is not fenced off but defined as “use for harbour” (“hamnändamål”). What will be
needed for SCS as well as other “clean arrivals” like ships coming in for crew change, waiting
quay, loading of delicate and not industrial equipment etc.
Where is/are the current docking areas located? Where are they foreseen in the future?
Which options are being reviewed?
1. Currently big cruise ships anchor in the sea, south of the Trösso island. The passengers go
ashore by smaller tender boats in the small port Kungsbro. The big cruise ships cannot
approach the land since the draft is only 3m in that zone and it is near the entrance of the
military port, which shouldn’t be blocked. This port is the main entrance to the city from
the sea.
2. Handelshamnen is used for smaller cruise ships since it is possible for them to berth here.
The specifications of the pier are on the Cruise Baltic website. The reason for the
limitation in LOA is mainly because of the narrow navigation route around a couple
smaller islands and not as much about the quay length.
The length of Handelshamnen suitable for cruise ships is approx. 300 meters plus. Also
the depth at this quay is sufficient, 9 meters. The harbour is exploring to cut some corners
in the narrow fairway in by dredging and also to dredge a bigger turning basin in order to
allow ships longer than 160 meters.
3. A third option is Vërkohamnen. The city of Karlskrona doesn’t support this option since it
is quite far from the city centre. When arriving there, you need another bus or car ride for
10-12km. This is not the experience we are aiming for cruise passengers to have.
Why don’t you use the same port for the tender boats as for the small cruise ships?
We would prefer to use the same quay. However, the area around Kungsbro quay is more
pleasant. The Handelshamnen area could handle tender boats as well, but, it is not as
hospitable and beautiful. That is why we separate the two locations and by preference use
Kungsbro at this moment.
Is there any activity of cruise ships at this moment? If yes, of which size (of the ship and the
number of passengers) and which frequency (monthly, daily, weekly debarkation/
embarkation) are they? If not, which frequency is anticipated? How long does the cruise
ship season last?

interview - city of karlskrona

•

Who uses the facilities of cruise ships? What is the age, origin, education of the targeted
group (passenger demographics)?
Is there an evolution in the passenger demographics in the last years?
It depends a lot on the cruise lines. Mainly elderly. The contact person for cruise tourism will
deliver you more data.

•

What are the main priorities and plans in the city development? Which is the program,
how many dwellings do you want to construct…?
There is no specific, but a general plan. In this document, the area of Handelshamnen is
indicated as a development area mainly for housing. It is however important to keep the
harbour in function, not to exploit it as a commercial port (with loading and unloading of
goods) but to dock larger vessels. The reason that we are in the JOHANN project is to find out
strategies and examples of how to combine a functional port and city development. It is a
step in trying to find a way to develop the Handelshamnen area.

•

Is there a masterplan for the city? For the waterfront, for pedestrians, for public space?
Gehl architects made a strategy in 2007. Specifically Handelshamnen is indicated as a public
space at the waterfront and a pedestrian route.

Scale S – Embarkation zone
•

How is the (temporary) ISPS zone installed today?
We use temporary fences. We are very interested in having a better design for these.
Current fences are approx. only 1.2 meters high which fences off only a small area for the
reception by the gangway. This needs to be combined with a ISPS guard at all times.

•

What is the procedure to install the ISPS zone? When do they install it?
Responsibility for ISPS lies with the port and is controlled by “Transportstyrelsen”
ISPS area are needed by law (IMO) for all foreign ships. The area is already a ISPS area but we
are on our way to install a semi fixed fence that can be closed on arrival of ISPS vessels. This
will be approx. 2 meters high in order to not require a special guard (unless required by the
cruise ship).

•

How long do ships usually stay in the port?
Usually one day, they travel by night.

•

Is there a limit of passengers per day/ship that the city allows?
No, we have not welcomed more than one ship per day.

•

If there are deliveries ordered by boat, is it put on the quay before?

That depends on the good/supply. We can host goods inside as well.
•

Facilities provided near the docking area:
o

What is currently available?
▪ Usually a reception area is installed. This mobile welcome consists of flower
pots, tents, small fences and tables.

o

o
•

•

How detailed are the regulations regarding the enclosure of the ISPS zone?
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•

How high should fences be?
The ISPS fence has to be approx. 2 meters in order not to require guards at all times.
How many entrances are there in the ISPS zone?
When the ship leaves the fence it is rolled to the side in their “cassette”. The number of
entrances is not specified but they have to be controlled.
How is the check-in area, inspection area and (mobile) scanners organised?

•

Are guards needed around the fence?

•

Lighting directives?

•

Are other specific measurements needed?

•

Do you know other examples of how ISPS is implemented at a spatial level?
We went on a study trip to Aalborg in Denmark. They use semi-permanent fences of
1,40m height. The welcome area is made with container buildings, a shop and a desk, the
fences are integrated in between the buildings.
The rule is that nobody should cross the ISPS border. The harbour master is responsible
for organizing this. There are no strict regulations on the height of fences.

•
•
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The ISPS fence has to be approx. 2 meters in order not to require guards at all times.
• How many entrances are there in the ISPS zone?
When the ship leaves the fence it is rolled to the side in their “cassette”. The number of
entrances is not specified but they have to be controlled.
• How is the check-in area, inspection area and (mobile) scanners organised?
•

Are there regulations in Sweden/Karlskrona that are additional to the European law
directive (725/2004)?

•

Is the space along the quay line used for events? Which kind of events is now organised?
Yes, it is now used for harbour festivals. (Tivoli’s, beer tents, normal city festivals…) But it is
becoming more of an ‘archipelago’ festival in the last 5 years in the sense that we try to
spread the festival over the entire island and the islands around Trösso. Activities organised
on the Handelshamnen quay are a beach or skating competitions.

•

Of what does the journey of cruise ship passengers on the landside consist? Do the
passengers travel in group or independent?
Both are popular, I estimate that around 50% of the passengers travels independently.
Mainly the world heritage sites are popular. For example, the navy base (Marine Museum),
the city centre, the navy ship yard... A lot of the guided tours go a bit further, but usually stay
within the borders of the municipality, not necessarily on the island Trösso. They also visit the
surrounding islands or take guided tours (buses) towards the eastern sea banks.

•

Is it the aim of the city to change from cars to bikes and buses? Which strategy do you use
to achieve this?
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•

Of what does the journey of cruise ship passengers on the landside consist? Do the
passengers travel in group or independent?
Around 20% travels independent. Especially the younger passengers. The other 80% takes the
guided tour buses.

•

What are the main priorities and plans in the city development? Is there a masterplan for
the city? For the waterfront, for pedestrians, for public space?
The municipality aims to bring the waterfront area closer to the city and to open it up. There
is a general plan for development along the waterfront, but this is mainly on the other river
bank on the island ‘Grodzka’.

Marta Borowska, Tourist Manager
Mr. Grzegorz , President of ship agency, Manager of quay Waly Chobrego
Scale M - City
•

What are the boundaries of the port and city area?
Waly Chobrego quay (W) is a functioning port, but accessible to the public. The ISPS zone here
is temporary. While at Polskie (P) quay that is is entirely in the port zone and thus ISPS zone, it
is not accessible for public. We will look for a map of port boundaries.

•

Where is/are the current docking areas located? Where are they foreseen in the future?
Which options are being reviewed?
W. quay is preferred because of its location, the view and the fact that it is only a 15min walk
to the city centre. While as from P. quay, passengers should still take a 15-20min shuttle bus
towards the city centre. A third quay is Pasazerskie quay, it is not used at this moment. It
doesn’t have a strong enough berth for ships to debark there. This berth has the biggest
potential for sea going cruise shipping when it would be developed.

•

Why don’t you use the same port for all cruise ships?
The maximal LOA for W. quay is 196m. If ships are bigger (with a beam above 26m, fresh
water draft above 6,2m) can be served at P. quay only. We don’t work with tender boats.
Passengers always go by land from the Polskie quay.
The main limit in size of ships is the first part of the fairway from the sea to the Oder river.
The draft is limited. There is a plan to increase the depth of the river by 2022. (To 260m LOA,
33 beam, 9m draught – map!) The issue is rather the possibility of having an adequate berth
for these vessels. Possibly Polskie berth will be sufficient. New vessels are built with a limited
draft.

•

Is there any activity of cruise ships at this moment? If yes, of which size (of the ship and the
number of passengers) and which frequency (monthly, daily, weekly debarkation/
embarkation) are they? If not, which frequency is anticipated? How long does the cruise
ship season last?
Yes, in general, we get 3 to 5 calls per year of sea cruise ships. In 2010 we had 12 calls. W.
quay and P. quay each receive 50% of these ships according to their size. Apart from sea
cruise lines, we also have a lot of stopovers from river cruise lines at the Waly Chobrego quay.
The cruise ship season lasts from around May till October. For example, in Gdynia, there are a
few “Christmas Cruises” but these are a minority.
How many river cruises visit Szczecin each year? How many passengers do they bring?
It varies with 100 calls each year and around 7000-7500 passengers.
How many passengers do you expect in 2019 with small cruise ships?
Approximately 1200 passengers from Mv Ocean Majesty & Mv Astor.

•
•

•

Who uses the facilities of cruise ships? What is the age, origin, education of the targeted
group (passenger demographics)?
Is there an evolution in the passenger demographics in the last years?
Around 67% are German and 60+, others are from Great Britain, U.S… There is an evolution to
a younger crowd and more families. We are adjusting the guided tours for them. We have
around 30 ‘packages’ that we can use depending on the passenger profile.
Some tourists don’t visit the city but go directly to Berlin, which is only 2h by bus.

interview - city of szczecin

Scale S – Embarkation zone
•

How is the (temporary) ISPS zone installed today?
All quays are compliant with ISPS regulations. The installation of the ISPS zone depends on
the location of the quay, whether it is in the commercial part of the port or on the city side or
out of the commercial part in an area opened for public, and on the security level of the port.
The security level of the port is determined by the port authority. The security level of the ship
is defined by the cruise line itself. If the security level of the ship is higher than the that of the
hosting port, extra measures will be taken. This never happened before in Szczecin.
P. quay – Here cruise lines from security level 1, 2 and 3 can dock since the whole area is used
as ISPS zone and is closed for public. Cargo ships, for example, also dock here. There is thus no
extra ISPS fence at the quay necessary since it is fenced all around the port area.
W. quay – This area is open for public and can only host ships from security level 1. The area
close to the vessel is limited to the public when the ship is at the quay. At 5m of the quay
border, bollards are installed every 10m. Depending on the size of the ship, two or four
guards are surveying the area. Sometimes we also place a fence at the border with the road.
The quay is 12m wide.
After an upgrade of the W. quay, it could possibly also host security level 2 ships. This would
mean more guards, a bigger fence…
We don’t want anything permanent to be built in this zone since it is public. Extreme safety
measurements would give the passengers a negative experience of the city.

•

What is the procedure to install the ISPS zone? When do they install it?
The P. quay is permanent. For the W. quay it is temporarily installed for each cruise ship visit.

•

How long do ships usually stay in the port?
Szczecin is a stopover or transit destination. They stay either half a day (about 6-8 hours) or a
full day (about 10-12 hours). The period of stay depends on the program of the visit and
mainly if excursions to Berlin are planned or not. River cruise ships usually stay in the port
overnight. The main route for river cruises is Berlin-Szczecin-Rügen Island. They don’t go to
the sea, but take inland waterways.

•

Is there a limit of passengers per day/ship that the city allows?
At the W. quay, up to 5 ships can debark at the same time. The limit is more in the number of
shuttle/tour buses that can park on the quay. There is space for around 10 – 12 buses.

•

If there are deliveries ordered by boat, is it put on the quay before?
No, it is delivered by trucks and only when the ship is at the quay.

•

Facilities provided near the docking area:
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What is currently available?
(from e-mail dd 13/11/2018)
For the time being Szczecin port is not a turnaround port but a transit port of call for
sea going and river going cruise ships only. If it can change it is hard to predict.
Turn around port has to provide more dedicated infrastructure than the transit port.
At first Szczecin should answer the question what kind of port is Szczecin willing to be
and how much possible it would be to be a turnaround port if the city decides to
become such a port either for river cruise ships or sea going cruise ones or both.
What Szczecin port already has:
Fresh water delivery is possible. Rate delivery about 25cbm per hour.
Fuel/diesel oil deliveries are possible. There are three physical suppliers that deliver
the bunker in Szczecin port. Deliveries are by truck or by barge or a ship.
Provisions delivery is possible. In Szczecin port operate many ship chandlers but
earlier planned deliveries arranged not via local ship chandlers but not local ship
chandlers are also possible and this is a common practise that the ship's Owners buy
either by locally companies or delivery products from outside the city.
Enough shore side electricity for one or two river cruise ships might be available at
Waly Chrobrego area now. For more not. Sea going cruise ships have so big shore
side power needs that it is not possible to offer it in the port.
Sludge and waste disposal is possible in the port. The disposal is possible by trucks
from shore side only.
Sewage disposal can be obligatory in the future depending how the law will change.
The people care more and more about the natural environment so it is rather a
question of time when the disposal of sewage will be obligatory in port. For the time
being a disposal of sewage to dedicated tank trucks is possible. the biggest trucks
have capacity of about 30cbm but big cruise ships have much more bigger needs so
seems the proper sewage disposal infrastructure can be a crucial service in port. The
same story is about shore side electricity.
The different means of transport showed at the pdf pictograph file are achievable in
Szczecin.
An opinion:
In ISPS zone there aren't any dedicated waiting area, crew area, communication
centre or security scan. Perhaps it would be good to have such but all depends on the
ship owner's or law or law to be needs.

o

•

Regarding the need of check-in area it is hard to decide now. The river cruise ships
sail between German and Poland and both are Schengen zone area and so
immigration clearances are not in force. If immigration clearances are needed then
the need of check-in area is more expected. Same situation is about sea going cruise
ships.
Optional proposals:
it is always good to have a welcome area because it gives many possibilities in
organising the land close to a vessel.

What is the quay used for today? Is it used for events? Or something else?
Yes, for river cruise ships, sea going cruise ships, sailing ships, navy ships and for events such
as The Tall Ships Races, Sail Szczecin, fireworks festival Pyromagic and others.
•

Are there regulations in Poland that are additional to the European law directive
(725/2004)?
The security level 1 consists only of recommendations and poses no special requirements.
All measures are confidential.

•

Could you give an overview of the transportation network (train, bus, tram, car, ships…) in
the city and elaborate on how they are connected with the docking area?
Yes, via mail.

•

Could you give an overview of the bike infrastructure/walking paths in the city/region and
how they are connected with the docking area?
The city has a good network of bike lanes. On Grodzka Island you can rent a bike. River ships
sometimes bring their own bikes (around 80).

•

What is the impact of cruise tourism on the local economy?
Around 880 000 tourists visit Szczecin per year. The main percentage, 64,5% is Polish. Among
the foreign visitors 33,4% are German.

•

Can you give some examples of the local economy?
There is an upward trend, the most present sectors are: Industry (Manufacturing), Trade;
repair of motor vehicles, Construction; Transportation and storage. The number of employed
persons is: 409.509 in private sectors; 130.914 in public sectors. The highest number of
employees is in these sectors: Industry, Trade; repair of motor vehicles, Transportation and

The info point was available at Waly Chrobrego area and a temporary one is installed
next to each seagoing cruise ship that call at Szczecin port.
Restrooms are available close to Waly Chrobrego area but aren't available at Polskie
berth.

free map - it would be good to have a professional city information point at the berth.
guides - good guides do good excursions. it is always good to have a team of good
guides. the number of needed guides depend on the number of calls of the ships and
how many can be accommodated at the berth simultaneously.
personal assistance - might be a good option
atm - there are many atms in the city and no in port or Waly Chrobrego area
tourism agency shower - the are showers available in Waly Chrobrego area but do not think are
needed for cruise ships. it is needed by sailing vessels.
cafe, restaurant - are available at Waly Chrobrego area and the city.
luggage storage - is not available. perhaps storage on a vessel is enough
bike rental - is possible close from Waly Chrobrego area
signed route to public transport - public transport is available and well visible at Waly
Chrobrego area
o A staff area?
This is not necessary since they only stay one day. The crew usually goes to the city in
shopping centres for example.
What are the shortages in facilities?
Mainly the overall experience and the recognition of cruise tourism as a valuable
product to all stakeholders.

product to all stakeholders.
What is the quay used for today? Is it used for events? Or something else?
Yes, for river cruise ships, sea going cruise ships, sailing ships, navy ships and for events such
as The Tall Ships Races, Sail Szczecin, fireworks festival Pyromagic and others.
Are there regulations in Poland that are additional to the European law directive
(725/2004)?
The security level 1 consists only of recommendations and poses no special requirements.
All measures are confidential.

•

Could you give an overview of the transportation network (train, bus, tram, car, ships…) in
the city and elaborate on how they are connected with the docking area?
Yes, via mail.

•

Could you give an overview of the bike infrastructure/walking paths in the city/region and
how they are connected with the docking area?
The city has a good network of bike lanes. On Grodzka Island you can rent a bike. River ships
sometimes bring their own bikes (around 80).

•

What is the impact of cruise tourism on the local economy?
Around 880 000 tourists visit Szczecin per year. The main percentage, 64,5% is Polish. Among
the foreign visitors 33,4% are German.

•

Can you give some examples of the local economy?
There is an upward trend, the most present sectors are: Industry (Manufacturing), Trade;
repair of motor vehicles, Construction; Transportation and storage. The number of employed
persons is: 409.509 in private sectors; 130.914 in public sectors. The highest number of
employees is in these sectors: Industry, Trade; repair of motor vehicles, Transportation and
storage, Public administration and defence; compulsory social security, Human health and
social work activities, Education.

•

How many students are there in the city?
There are 12 universities in Szczecin in 2016/2017 and around 37 254 students.
Are there a lot of young people in Szczecin?
The biggest group is between 20 and 50 years old.

•
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Interview Rostock - ISPS

technical equipment, the port is contacted to supply these. Especially on small cruise ships
they might not always have all the equipment on board.

05-11-2018

Hans-Dieter Kluge, port authority Rostock
Karsten Hilbrandt, port authority Mecklenburg Vorpommeren

•

Scale M – City
•

Where is/are the current docking areas located? Where are they foreseen in the future?
Which options are being reviewed?
The cruise centre in Warnemünde serves big cruise ships. In Christinenhafen are currently no
cruises docking, but the city wants to develop this berth for small cruise ships since the
Warnemünde harbour is already saturated.
To sail from the breakwater in Warnemünde to the city harbour, at Christinenhafen it takes
around 1 hour. The ships’ dimensions are checked by a control point to see if they are
according the limits of the waterway from the sea. The maximum draft is 5,50m (since this
years’ dredging operation), the maximum beam is 20m (in the study it says 30?), the
maximum overall length is 120m (exceptionally up to 140m). At Christinenhafen there is one
berth location. (250 x 300m) Perhaps two ships can dock at the same time at berth no 78.

Firstly, we examine the previous and the next destination of the ship and the origin of the
passengers. This basic information is usually provided by the port operator, as a check list. In
Rostock this is the quay owner, the city of Rostock. Then follows a negotiation between the
head of security who outlines what is standard, the quay owner and/or port operator on
specific proposals. Finally the port authority should approve the proposed security measures
as they will have the final responsibility.
Secondly, it depends on the security level of the ship and of the port.
•

•
•

Is there any activity of cruise ships at this moment?
If yes, of which size (of the ship and the amount of passengers) and which frequency are
they? If not, which frequency is anticipated?
Yes, but only big cruise ships in Warnemünde, around 210 last year. We refer to the study
that was done on the potential of Rostock as SCS and capacity... (ROSTOCK PORT AND
DESTINATION ANALYSIS?) At this moment there are no small cruise ships docking in Rostock.

•

Scale S - ISPS
•

•

What are the consequences of the International law (Regulation XI-2/3; SOLAS) and
European law (725/2004) on spatial level?
The core area of ISPS-code is the controlled access. Firstly, this is about the port facility and
secondly the control of the ship. There are different alternative opportunities to ensure that:
fencing, security guards, patrols, surveillance by CCTV - intelligent move detection, sensors in
general (intrusion detection, movement sensors, photoelectric sensors) - in different
combinations...
Are there regulations in Germany that are additional to the European law directive
(725/2004)?
The previous mentioned can be organised port-specific. An additional minimum standard in
Germany is that there should be a thorough check/scan of all persons (PAX and CREW /
visitors) by sufficient technical checking devices such as metal detectors (handheld or
walkthrough). The same applies to their luggage also (e.g. X-Rays).
For the scanning of passengers and luggage there are two procedures. Either the cruise line
has its own scanning machines and their own guards aboard the ship. Then it is done on
shipside, on the responsibility of the ship’s captain. In this case, the port only supplies the
enclosure on the quay. When the ship is not able to execute the security scan with adequate

What are the security levels? Are they a national, German addition to the ISPS?
No, they are as defined in ISPS Code Part A 2.1.9-11. A higher risk causes a higher security
level.
How are the security levels on the port decided? Which levels are there?
The security level of the port is decided by the port authority in the city. For example
Christinenhafen is level 1, this equal a ‘normal situation’. Everything is as expected, harbour,
passengers, ship… Level 2 means raised awareness by any kind of problems. Level 3 is when
there is specific information on a possible threat. It is a very seldom extension.
In which category do cruise ships belong? Are they always level 1?
The security level of the ship is determined by the cruise line itself or the ‘flex state’. The
captain of the ship is also the security officer, responsible for ship security and he or she will
submit to this. If he estimates the security measures to be insufficient. He will ask the harbour
to give him the right security measures. When there is even a minor incident, e.g. your ship is
painted while docked. The security level can rise in the next port.
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What happens if the ship has a higher security level than the port where it arrives?
When a ship goes somewhere with a higher security level than the level of the port, this port
should raise other, extra measures. For example, more guards for patrolling and/or for
monitoring CCTV etc. The ship also protects itself with more measures (doors locked, double
watchkeeping…)
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Are fences necessary? How high should they be?
There can be a fence permanent or temporary or when alternative sufficient measures are
raised, you might not need a fence.

•

How is the ISPS zone organised in Warnemünde?
There are permanent fences.
Is it a stopover or a terminal destination?
There is a terminal building in Warnemunde. The cruise centre is used for other things offseason. It is multifunctional. Shore ships can dock on the berth as well. The multifunctionality
is limited to the waterside and berth. The building is only exceptionally used for events.
How long do the ships stay in port?

•

•
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How detailed are the regulations regarding the enclosure of the ISPS zone?
As necessary, it depends on the risk assessment which is specific for each port. The
assessment should be done separately for all ports and depends on different factors.

You can segregate the entrances. It is a matter of local circumstances. When there are two
entrances, it works, it is better. In the case that the ship has their own machines, firstly the
persons go aboard, then the everyone places their luggage on the scanning machine and goes
aboard. In the second case, where the scanning machines are in the port area, we have to
organise how they go from the scan to the boat. With crew, passengers and support
separately. These kind of issues would be resolved within a port facility security plan.

One day, usually. People sometimes go to Berlin from Warnemünde. Although in Rostock we
prefer if they stay in the city.

•

•

•
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Are guards needed around the fence?
This depends on actual local circumstances, risk assessment and feasible alternative security
measures.

•

Lighting directives?
Dito.

•

We’ll make a proposal on Rostocks’ temporary ISPS zone. Is it correct that you will then
approve or make recommendations on this proposal?
Yes, we’ll discuss it together.

Can you, as a passenger, return to the ship whenever you want? Or can you only enter
within a predetermined schedule?
You can go on and off whenever you want. The security needs to be there the whole day.
Therefore a waiting room is mainly necessary for the crew members, they often don’t leave
for city tours, but only for Wi-Fi talks with their family. The areas around the ship usually have
Wi-Fi, so they go off the ship.
Is there no wi-fi on the ship?
Not always for the staff. Many companies now recommend that the ships should offer
comfort for the crew as well and therefore provide them with Wi-Fi and tv… as well.
What is the minimum distance between the ship and the enclosure of the ISPS zone?
It is a question of local circumstances. However the width of the zone should be around 15-20
meters minimum up to 30 metres from the water border. A distance of 30m is comfortable. If
there is not enough room, the harbour has to guarantee that when you open the gate, the
security is sufficient. So when the gate is opened, they place more guards or take other
measures. In Rostock Seaport this is not a problem since there is enough space. That way it is
also easier for the lorries or provisions bunkers to navigate.
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Passengers normally don’t need the whole length of the ship, since there is only one
entrance. Why do you need the whole length of the ship within the ISPS zone? There are
also two movements of passengers and deliveries. Are they organised in the same zone or
do you prefer two separate ISPS zones?
No, it is only one zone. This zone should include the entire ship and its ropes. ISPS protection is
not only of the port facility, but also of the ship. You could make a segregation of the different
paths within the bigger zone with a smaller fence.

•

How are provisions delivered to and how is waste or other goods collected from the cruise
ship?
Bunker boats are used to deliver fuel to the ship, trucks deliver provisions or collect waste and
sewage. Rostock port company is responsible for the organisation of all these services related
to the cruise ships’ entrance.

•

Is there an entrance for the passengers with the scanning machine and a second entrance
for the deliveries, or do you break up the fence while delivering?

In fact, from next week on, a few river going cruise ships will lay at the city harbour until next
year. They were produced in the Neptune shipyard, but they don’t have a place to dock them
for now. This way, we can have a look at the procedure of these ships in Christinenhafen. We
try to find a good balance between the opportunities of the city and port security.
These river cruises are no subject to the ISPS legislation, ISPS is only adopted for seagoing
ships. There are no river cruises docking in Rostock. The line ends in Stralsund, the river
Warnow is not ready for river cruises.

-

Do you know other examples of how ISPS is implemented on a spatial level?
Specifically projects with passenger transport and temporary ISPS zones?
o Columbus Cruise Center Wismar
o Sassnitz (Stadthafen)
o Aalborg
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•

What about the buffer zone of ISPS? Is it correct that nobody can stay in the ISPS zone, e.g.
when somebody is scanned they go directly on the ship? Therefore the waiting area is
outside the ISPS zone?
Yes, the waiting area could be outside the ISPS zone. However, there are a lot of examples
where you can stay in the buffer zone after the security check and wait for your agent or
tourist manager. It depends on the location.
Isn’t it more effective to make the waiting zone outside the ISPS zone? Why would we
make the waiting area in the buffer?
It is a question of place. If there is enough space, then it is up to the passenger, where they
will wait. Older people like to handle things like security/functionary procedures first and
rather wait afterwards in the buffer zone, so they can easily go on the boat, into the cabin.
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